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WASHINGTON AFTER THE FIRST BATTLE OF
FREDRICKSBURG.

ON the morning of the 13th of last December, we left New York di.
rect for Washington. While crossing the Jerseys, whose dead level is
unbroken except by the stacks of sedgy grass, which seems to be the only
produce the seaboard yields, we were reminded by the name of every
railway station of Washington's retreat, and his subsequent victorious
pursuit of the Hessians upon this very ground; but the reflections which
the scene suggested received from the events transpiring around us, a
very different direction to which at any other time they'would have taken.
The New York Herald of that morning gave a glowing account of thecrossing of the Rappahannock two days previously, of the faint opposi-
tion the enemy had made, and of the occupation by the Federal forces ofthe deserted efty of Fredricksburg. We knew, therefore, that a battle
must now be raging, and all who had studied the enemy's tactics feared
the worst, for they were well aware that the passage of the river wouldhave been more hotly contested had not every preparation been made onthe Southern side to ensure a victory ultimately ; and they trembled forthe safety of their friends, penned in between impregnable heights infront, and a broad river in their rear. It was an anxious day through-out the Union, the 13th of December-and we, tbough not personallyinterested, could not but share the general apprehension.

As we passed through Philadelphia we were painfully reminded by the
symbols of mourning, which hung from so many a house, of the fearful
havoc the war was making. In the poorer districts of the town deathseemed to have entered every home, and the indications of this--the half
closed white shutters, secured by long black ribbons-gave an aspect oflamentable desolation to the city. Nor was it to be wondered at! Penn-sylvania bad in the field 170 regiments, which, after making all alloe-
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ances, must have contained over 100,000 men. What wonder then if

Philadelphia was in mourning for so many of her sons 1
These, however, were the only signs of war till we reached the Susque.

hanna, where we came fairly on its trail. On either branich we found a.
strong guard stationed, and another on the steamer, and henceforth sol-
diers almost lined the railway. At every half mile or so a small detach-
ment was encamped, whose duty it was ta guard against any interruption
of communication, a danger the government may not unreasonably appro-
hend, considering the temper of the Marylanders, and the vast import-
ance of the line.

It was Lite in the afternoon before we entered Baltimore, where our
impatience was relieved by news of a battle then going on, but our appre.
hensions were not dispelled by the equivocal nature of the message.

The paper which conveyed the intelligence was a shabby sheet of two
pages, printed on brownish paper, and with such wretched type as to be
almost illegible. It purported to be, however, the organ of the Union,
taking for its motto " UNION AND LinBERTY-ONE AND INsEPARAhE-
Now AND FOREVER," and it seemed ta be no unfit representative of
Union influence in Maryland, nor a false exponent of Union feeling, judg-
ing by its rancorous abuse of Great Britain.

The sun was setting as we travelled through the fertile plantations of
Maryland. Now and then we found a slave returning home from work,
or a group of little blacks before a cabin door, or a planter's residence
surrounded by its squalid village ; but the most unmistakable in iention
of slavery was afforded by the altered aspect of the country, which was
now no longer cultivated with that neatness and care, which gave such
an air of comfortable prosperity ta the free states. And there were many
signs of an approach to a more temperate clime than that which we had'

just left ; yet noue more striking than the wintry traces of a luxuriant

vegetation in the woods. Our own hardy northern trees stood there as

majestic as in our own forests, but around them were entwined creepers,
whose thick stems wound aronnd the trunk and sent their shoots to the
topmost branches. It must be strange ta witness the transformation
which in sumer this almost tropical foliage and flowers must effect in
our old favourites.

The approach to Washington was Iarked by the increasing numbers
of encampments, not now of balf a dozen men, but entire regiments, whose
tents covered -whole hill sides. It had grown quite dark, but the long
rows of watchfires, not briglit enough to ligit up the intervening rows of
tents, though strong enough to throw ont into indistinct relief the little
knots of soldiers gathered round them producod a novel scene.

Serambling into one of the Willard Iotel busses-to which the pas-

songé?s en masse proceeded to transfer themselveLwe started through
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the darkness over roads, in comtparison with which some of the worst in
our back woods are excellent-and then we began to understand what
that Virginian mud is which puts such an effectuai drag upon ail mili-
tary operations on the Potomac during the winter time. The buss at one
moment plunged into a rut, from which it was dragged with a leap, ouly
to heave over so far on one side or the other as to endanger its equilib-
riuu. And when we reached the Hotel our prospect looked as desperate
as when we left the station, for a throng of people crowded the hall, and
al approach to the office was barred by an impenetrable mass of selfish
travellers, who had outstripped us in the race, and were now bent on the
same object as ourselves.

That evening a BIullein announced that a great battle had raged all
day from dawn to sunset, that the army had been victorious and gained
the ridge, and that to-morrow the crest would surely be theirs. The
message was self-contradictory, but people seemed hardly interested
enough to call its veracity in question. The indifference which was to
ail appearance felt in the issue of a battle fought almost within hearing
of the city was surprising. The long continuance of the war, and the
frequency of large battles has engendered this apathy. througbout the
country, while in Washington the conflicting interests which are at work,
involving so little patriotism and so much selfishness, increase this ap-
parent carelessness. The old established Washingtonians have not un-
naturally strong Soutbern proclivities. The city is indebted for what
little it can boast of to Southern gentlemen, who were, previous to the
outbreak of the rebellion generally in office. They did not at the seat of
government restrain that open handed liberality and aristocratie mode of
life which characterised them, and which have tended to excite so much
sympathy abroad through the unfortunate comparison which people could
not help drawing between them and the vulgar money-made man of the
North-that swarrn upon the continent, and are accepted as the type of
the thorough-bred Yankee. The old servants ofthe goveruinent-those
who have not been replaced by the present administration-owe their
posts to Southern statesmen, and though, as they are anxious to
assure you, they have taken the oath of allegiance, and are faithful
in their official capacity to the Lincoln Government, they do not at-
tempt to conceal their contempt, and their fear, when a safe oppor-
tunity of expressing their feelings occurs, for the hungry wolves who have
swept down from the West and are devouring the good of the Capitol,
and for the fanstic New Englauders, who in their frantie efforts to
abolish the sacred institution of slavery have overturned the Constitution.
They cannet therefore be expected to feel much concern for a northern
defeat, and it would be imprudent to rejoice over a southeri victory.
The borde of sutlers and the CrOwdS of speculators, drawn towards the



seat of war in search of government contracts and other money prizes,

are too deeply engrossed with their own affairs to care much about thos

of the country except in so far as they interfere. But even the military

were but little excited, perhaps because etiquette forbade their evincing

any feeling one way or another. The next day was Sunday. Among the

sermons advertised was one to be delivered in the Hall of Representatives

by a missionary who had laboured among the blacks in the conquered

territory on the coast of South Carolina, and which was to be rendered

more attractive by the presence of Lincoln himself. As we were walking

down Peunsylvania Avenue to the Capitol our attention was attracted by
a crowd, above whose heads the bayonets of the patrol were glittering.

Elbowing our way into it we saw a handsome black lad being mysteriously
handled by an officer. He seemed to be ripping up bis clothes and

we therefore concluded that a southern messenger had been caught and

search was being made for letters and despatches. But far from that,

the innocent youth with his native love of finery and perhaps out of

enthusiastie respect for his deliverers, had arrayed himself in the cat

off uniform of a northern soldier, abundantly besprinkled with brass but-

tons ; and it was in despoiling him of these, which were stamped with the

emblem of the glorious Union, and in wearing which he was dishonouring

the republic, that the officer was engaged, operating with Lis penknife.

From witnessing this ludicrous and pitiable exhibition we entered the

Hall of Representatives.' It was tolerably well filled with a respectable

audience. The speaker began by stating the why and wherefore of his

mission, and then proceeded to recount its glorious results. He had

found the negroes not only diligent and industrious, but anxious of

bettering their condition and emulous of the.comforts which one or

another among them had procured. Then they made good scholars and

were as apt to teach as to learn. His success in Florida had been most

gratifying. It seems Le extended his exertions thither in a semi-military

capacity while cruising about to pick up fugitive negroes and levying

soldiers for Hunter's black regiments, while establishing schools in Fer-
nandino. Au incident occurred there of a really marvellous character.

He had landed to recruit, but on the Sunday collected the people to-

gether and intimated that on Monday lie would open a school. A white
soldier was selected to teach the ninety little blacks that assembled, but

as his unaided efforts would have availed little towards compassing so

much work he looked about for an assistant, whon Le found in a negro

girl, able to read, write and sing. To teach the children she first wisely

addressed berself ; but after giving a lesson of half au hour a dead silence

ensued,-of a supernatural descriptiqu-which at length she broke by

singing in a clear, shrill voice :-

^ "4Old John Brown's ashes lie mould'ring in the grave."
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in the chorus of which she was joined by all the little ones, marching
round the room to the cadence of the music. He was stating the effect
this unexpected circumstance, occurring where no rumour of the Harper
Ferry insurrection could be supposed to have penetrated, had upon him,
when a large number of the audience gave emphatie evidence of the light
in which theyViewed itlby unceremoniously leaving the bouse. Gradually

-after that bis hearers dropped away, but he, undaunted, continued to give
an account of the brave deeds of bis brave blacks upon the Georgian
coast, how they drove the white pickets in wherever they met them ; how
they bore any suffering with delight seeing it was in the cause of freedom,
and how they showed superhuman skill in the handling of their muskets
though they had never before handled anything but the hoe.

No doubt nany of his statements were substantially true, but the whole
account was coloured by his enthusiasm to a most glaring extent.
According to him the negroes down south were a most pions exemplary
people: but he failed to see the inference which it was evident most of
his audience drew from bis statement, viz , that if they were such urder
the systemn of slavery, and being free are so lamentably different, the
working of the system must be widely more beneficent than its adversa-
ries depict it. He however stated some curions facts, one of which was
easily explained, viz., that the further south you go the more moral and
intellectual the slaves become, probably because in the border states the
slave owner is obliged to keep bis slaves more ignorant from fear of white
influence.- He likewise assured us that slaves, who had escaped from the
interior, came to the camp with a perfect knowledge of Lincoln's procla-
mation ; and he informed us of having set the President's mind at rest
on that score when he had expressed a fear that bis proclamation would
only injure the South " skin-deep "-an apprehension which has proved
not ill-founded, despite the predictions of Mr. French to the contrary.
His ultraismn was rather amusing than otherwise, till he came to advocate
the arming of the blacks and through them the wholesale massacre of
the whites. He could find no explanation of the war in the scheme of
Providence unless it were a war of emancipation. The blacks told him
that was the inner view of the subject and he believed it ; they moreover
told him the war would not close till ail the rebels were killed, and that
al the rebels would not be killed till the blacks were allowed a fair share
in the slaughter, and he believed that too. But perhaps the worst phase
of bis practical creed was the determination to work upon the fanaticiam
of the blacks, and foster the idea of a special Divine interference in their
favour. One could not help shuddering at the thought of what might
happen were an army of blacks fired with hatred and glutted with blood
and booty, led by such leaders as the enthusiast who was advocating it.

It is unfortunate for the emancipation cause that so many of its 89p-
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portera employ means which cannot but impede its success, and the vio-
lent character of the harangue enabled us to formi some idea of the tem-

per in which the abolition movement bas been carried on, and by which

in part, at least, the South was exasperated to rebellion. But the fact

that such a speech could be delivered in the lIail of Representatives, in a

city where slavery had existed till within a few nionths, and the speaker

escape unmobbed, was a significant indication of the spread and growing
strength of anti-slavery principles.

Our special object in visiting the States was to buy books and solicit

presents from the Central Goveriment, and the different State authori-

ties, as well as from the varions literary and scientific associations, for an

unfortunate society in Canada, which had lost its library by fire. In the
unenviable capacity of mendicants, we met a number of the most

infduential men in Washington and elsewhere, but were invariably re-
ceived with the utmost courtesy and kindness, and with such liberality
that our mission was abundantly fruitful.

Our spare time we spent as much as possible among the soldiers, and

we had, therefore, no reason to complain of that weariness wbich a long

stay in Washington, in peaceful times, must produce ; for the city itself

presents no attractions to the stranger. It has no commerce or manufac-
tories, it is devoid of historical associations and does not promise even

that economic interest which attaches to the large mushroom cities of the

west. It is a city in embryo-proportionally vast and magnificent, as

yet neither rich nor extensive. The streets are wide and regularly laid

out. Six avenues radiate from the Capitol and then are intersected by
the streets which describe circles at equal distances from one another.-
But the city has taken a different direction to what was anticipated, ow-

ing to the purchase by speculators of that portion of its projected site

which faces the capitol, and the consequent high price of land in that di

rection. The Capitol, therefore, turns its back upon the city, as it now

exists, and look& forward, like so much else upon this continent, to the

future. The building itself is inIposing, from its situation and its size.
The dome is a conspicuous object from every side, and looks well from a

distance, but seen near at hand appears too big for the building which
supports it, and which it threatens to extinguish. Neither the Capitol
nor the Treasury Offices-a magnificent building in the Doric style with
monolithie columns of immense size,-situated at the further end of Penn-

sylvania avenue, are completed, but the work is being pushed on vigor-

ously, the more so, it would seen, as the prospect of their being ever
used grows weaker.

The interest of its present situation, however, fully compensated for

any lack of interest in its permanent attractions, and, our visit occuring

wheefit did, we witnessed more than usual activity. Long trains of am-
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balance waggons were dragging heavily through the streets night and
day with p:ovisions, munitions of war, or the wounded, who were arriving
by thousands daily, from Acquia Creek ; and a sad spectacle they pre-
sented. But occasionally the hearts of the Unionists were cheered-when
the eyes of sympathizers dropped at the sight of Southern prisoners
marching off to their dreary quarters.

The botels and streets literally swarmed with soldiers, in whose now
dingy uniforns we saw traces of that spirit which had led them to enlist,
under the impression that the war would be a good holiday frolic, for
wbich one dresses in fantastic attire. But above ail these was the strange
interest of our novel situation, not knowing when the war might be trans-
ferred from the Rappahannock to the north side of the Potomac.

Till Mondav evening we were in the dark as to the result of Saturday's
battle, though almost within sight of the battle field, and when at last
the whole was known it was curious to trace the process by which the
government supposed they could cheat the people into a belief that the
defeat had been almost a victory. The first despatch, that of Saturday
evening, was somewhat ambiguous, but pompously expressed and bopeful.
On Sunday the battle was reduced to a reconnaissance, and a determina-
tion was expressed to whip the enemy if the enemy were willing. On
Monday it was reluctantly admitted to be what we would call a defeat,
-but that evening a major who had left the army at midday arrived at
the Hotel, and bardly astonished us by stating the naked truth in all its
disastrous fulness. Then, on Tuesday, out came the account of Burn-
side's masterly retrogade movement during the storm of the previous
night, a retreat really so ably conducted that it covered the disgrace of
the disaster which occasioned it. The government has in fact reduced
lying to a science, but so systenatic bas it become, that by applying to
any particular case, the laws deduced from repeated instances it is easy
to elicit the truth.

The retreat in this instance seems, however, to be deserving of ail the
praise which, in the lack of sonething better, bas been bestowed upon it.
We received an amusing account of it.from a civilian, who bad been so
fortunate as to take part in it. He had gone to Washington in search
of a commission, and while waiting, had managed with much difficulty
to procure a pass to the front. Having seen there enough of military
life to damp his ardour he was returning homeward, rejoicing at having
escaped so easily, and converted into a strenuous peace man He had
been among the last to cross the Rappahannock shortly after dawn, hav-
ing lain with his brother's regiment ail night under arms, watching the
movements of the varions corps as they defiled past, curious to know
their destination, but utterly ignorant of the intended retreat till on the
pontoons. He had the only half dollar we saw while in the States, ex-
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cept in the money-changer's window, and that was part of the $poil
taken from the Fredricksburg Bank, when the city was sacked and every
bouse rifled from cellar to garret, with all the ruthlessnuess of a barbarian
assault.

What I saw of the soldiers compared most favourably with their dis-
orderly conduct on that occasion. There were 30,000 men in Washington,
but we witnessed only two inst#nces of drunkenness, and not a single act
of insubordination.

All with whom we talked (and the men were always ready to enter
freely into conversation) were civil and respectful. Most of them were
drafted from the best class of Amnericans, the agricultural population,
which, while as well educated as the lower class in the cities, is freer from
those disagreeable habits of exaggeration in speech and action which are
accepted, and not without foundation, as the characteristic traits of the
Americau people. They seemed to possess the ingredients of a splendid
army, excellent physique combined with intelligence; but they were de-
ficient, at least while we were there, in the prime qualification of successful
soldiers-enthusiasm. Few, if any, were hopeful ; on the contrary despair
was the prevalent feeling. Yet withal there were no symptoms of dis-
organization. They had enlisted and they were doomed to follow their
companions to the grave, and the sooner they got there the better.-
Without confidence in their commander and with a rankling jealousy of
their superiors, which yet never expressed itself in a threatning tone,
they hardly looked like men able to compete with the desperate spirit
which pervades their enemies, from the lowest to the highest.

It will not be easy to forget a morning we spent on the Arlington
Heights. We had secen a regiment of cavalry crossing the Long Bridge,
and being provided with a military pass, folloved them to the ground
where they were preparing to pitch their tents. It was a delightful day,
balmy as a May day in the South of England. That side of the Potomac
had been clean swept of all that makes a country beautiful, for it had
been a camping ground since the commencement of the war, and, there-
fore, only here and there stood a solitary tree, or little brake of brush-
wood. The splendid pavilion of General Lee, the present commander of
the Southern ariy of the Potomac, which crowns the heights, looks bare
and mnelancholy, as unpicturesque as th- earthworks which share the
ridge with it. But Washington on the other side, looked magnificent.-
We lounged about for some timne, witching the operation of camping, till,
tired out, we lay down on the slope and chatted with the men. The regi.
mnent had been in existence but four months, they had had their horses but
four weeks, and had received their weapons, which consisted of swords
and six barrelled revolvers, only ou the previons evening. Ever since
their enlistment they had gradually moved towards the seat of war.-
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That morniug to their great dismay they had crossed the Potomac, and

the vision of winter quarters was fast fading away. On the morrow they

were to move again, they knew not whither ; but tbey looked with ap-
prehension in the direction of Fredricksburg. They candidly admitted

that a hundred men would chase their whole force from the field, go ut-

terly undrilled were both they and their horses ; and froin the admission

we inferred they would not wait to try the experiment of resistance when

occasion presented itself. What their fate has been we could not ascer-
tain; but a report was eurrent some days after that a Pensylvanian Reg-
iment had been taken napping, somewhere between Washington and
Fredricksburg, and made prisoners to a man. We thought it not im-
probable that they were our old friends. What little we saw of the ofGi.
eers produeed a favourable impression. They appeared to be on the
whole gentlemanly, and certainly were well behaved. In Willard's Hotel
there could not have been less than 200 of all ranks, and we never put
up at a House where the bar-room was less frequented. They naturally
do not altogether share the despondency of the men, and it would be
greatly to be wondered at if, when invested with command over their
equals, they did not relish it.

Congress had not been sitting long enough to have got fairly under
way. No great debate took place during our stay. Now and then a

resolution was proposed that indicated a coming storm, bat no action of
importance was looked for yet awhile. The senate held short sessions all
that week, the abolition section being busy organising an attack which,
on the day of our departure came to a head and threatened to hasten the
crisis. That crisis has not yet arrived. Party strife is not at present
running as high as then, but yet the prospects of the country are no
brighter. At that time when the ultra-republicans were mo injudiciously
abusing their power the animosity and madness of their opponents was
appalling. We often heard the wish that McClellan would come forward
end assume the Dietatorship. The determination boldly expressed toex-
cite the mob against the government, and at any cost bring such a pres-
sure to bear upon it as it would be unable to resist, and still bloodier
measures proposed in imitation of the French Revolution.

We left Washington fully convinced that a victory never would e won
by the army of the Potomac ; for when one finds the opinion prevalent
among the soldiers themselves that the enemy is invincible, there is surely
but little hope of success. The second battile of Fredricksburg has not
shaken the opinion.

Our return trip to New York was made in company with hundreds of
wounded and invalid men, soie of whom had received but slight wounds
at Fredricksburg the week before, and were finding their way home to
the North; others of whom had been turied out of hospital half cured, tO
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make room for their more needy comrades. One poor fellow died on the
road, and there were many there about to follow him to the grave. Un-
fortunately their sufferings were aggravated by an accident which befel
the train when only a few miles from Philadelphia. It was the coldest
niht of the season. The Delaware, on the bank of which we were run-
ning, was freezing over. While turning a curve at slackened speed, we
felt a sudden and peculiar jerk, which instarl4tly told us the train was off
the track. We had just decided as to the safest posture in which to meet
an accident of this sort, and therefore spontaneously fixed our knees
firmly against the seat in front, so as to secure the whole body from be-
ing thrown about, and above ail prevent the lower limbs from being bro-
ken ; and then we awaited the catastrophe. The car heaved and jumped
and cracked, as it mounted sleeper after sleeper and leaped the rails ; sev-
eral minutes seemed to elap e before it stopped, though probably as many
moments bad not passed, during which it was gradually veering over
sideways, and we knew we were approaching the edge of the embank-
ment, where a final crash would have settled all. The feelings we expe.
rienced were precisely identical. There was no terror in. them. Intense
curiosity to know what would come next was uppermost. The baggage
car bad first run off the track-how, it was impossible to determine.
Though the accident occurred at a switch, no one was willing to attribute
negligence to the switch-man, a noble old man, who, by bis courage
and presence of mind, had, on more than one occasion, prevented a fearful
collision ; and now he lay dead at the foot of the embankment, having
been thrown from bis post by a blow on the temple from one of the cars.
The melancholy scene was lighted up by bis burning bouse, which had
been overturned by the train, and set on fire by the ashes from the stove,
and its dreariness was intensified by the pitiable condition of the soldiers.
After some hours delay a train came to our rescue. We lfted the poor
fellows into it. Others grumbled and found fault, not a murmur came
from any one of them ; and we reached New York without further mis-
hap twelve hours after time.

J. D.

NIAGARA.*

By CIAILEs S&aNOSa.

God of the mountain-height and rolling flood I
What mjesty, and might and grandeur soar

0 Fragment Of a Seneca legend- ho Te White Canoe»
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In one unceasing hymn of praise to Thee

From out the turmoil of Niagira's surge.
Roll on, proud terrorist! with sweep sublime,
Whose merest touch is as the lusty throes
0f a whole race of Anaiks starting from
A trance of passion gathering while it slept.
The massive oak that wrestles with the blasts
For centuries, is but a fragile whisp,
A giant's toy, ln tby relentless grasp
And man, whose pride would overawo the world,
In but a paltry bubble in thy band,
That passes into nothingness and death.
The crash and wrack of worlds, the sway supreme
Of nation over nation, and the rise
And faIl of mighty empires, are as nought
Compared with thee, 'who'st seen the ages paes,
As in a mirror; thou the Merlin dread
That beekons thema te their eternal rest,
And luils them into silence with a psalm.
The centuries lie buried at thy feet,
And all their shrouded hosto rise up te pay
The great magician homage. Thy dread voice
Is as the thunder amid Alpine bills,
And the san-flash upon thine angry brow
The awful lightning of thy wrath, that like
The fine Damascus blade lets out the liFe,
Or ere the spirit mounts the Elysian fields.
The children of to-day will bave grown old;
Their children's children from the ample scroll
And record where the generations trace
Their mortal autographs, shall pass away
And be forgotten ; but thy trumpet tones,
Wild, deep, sonorous, then as now, shall make
The heart of man a solemn fane of praise.
&olus' slaves, the rude compliant winds,

May lash the sea te fury ; billows roll,
And mountain-wave on mouutain-wave be piled ;
When, lo i the spirit of the storm bows down

Beneath the fetters of the algel, Calm :
-But thy tremendous bass confronts the skies
With jubilee Of passion eermore,
Unchanged, uncbangeable, making thy song
The type of the eternal, without end.
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By MRS. 11OLiWELL.

Auorms of the ' The OI0d World and h New " "The Earles in Çanadm, ê&

(Condrhned fromTag f67.)

CHAP'rR~ I,

IMSLEY CLAnIDGa.

Lawrence had spent a long dull day alone, her faher left home earlyto transact business in the village, and intended taking a peep at Swin-ton's, some three or four miles off, before bis return She had tried 'ivain to settle to some occupation, but having so long reposed on thematured judgment of her friend, she found it difficult to mark out forherself ber future division of tine and employments. It was quite arelief when Maggie put ber head in nt the door and invited ber youngmistress to "lcome and help milk and not mope about like an owl."-Maggie McDermot bad been the hired servant of Mapleton Vale foryears, and with the assistance of ber daughter Nelly, now nearly awoman grown, bad supplied the wants of the small household, in a stylequite unknown to those of their neighbours, who were always changing.Maggie was a broad faced brawny Irishwoman, who had entered Maple-ton a barefooted emigrant within Lawrence's recollection. Her husbandbad met with a fatal railway accident at New York, and she had beggedber way with ber three children from Rochester to the Huron seekingrest and finding none. The mother was strdng in Maggie's ruggedbreast, she would not give up her children, and no one would employber with such an incumbrance. She rested in Mr. Mapleton% barnone night, and he beard ber story while she was eating ber breakfast,and warming her little ones by the kitchen fire. The Mapleton Valeestablishment wanted a servant ; he told Maggie she îght stay with
ber children if she liked work, and would earn ber wages elly aboutLawrenoe's age was to assist in light duties ; she would soon be able tode more, and the younger ones could be brought up to make themselvesuseful.

From that time the domestie arrangements of the Lieutenant's familyknew ne change. Nelly had grown up a fine robust bard working girl,but alittle tOO pretty and too independent for ber safety. The youngerones were Lawrence's especial charges, and very well trained industrious
girls they were, rfeleting much credit on their active and high prii-pied young mistress. ler gentle away could always achieve more with
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N y than her mother's coars blustering. Nelly had often been affected
to tears by Lawrence's kind yet pointed rebukes. She was far to ig-
iorant of the world herself to apprehend any evil for the wilful girl, but
sle often wisBhed she was more easily managed for her own and ber
mother's sake ; the latter sometimes took the unwise and useless course
of beating her for her faults. Nelly's dark eye was bad to look upon
for hours after 8uch treatment, and it would require all Lawrence's elo-
quence to bring the girl back to a proper sense of ber duty.

Lawrence gladly availed herself of Maggie's invitation ; there was
nothing she liked better than to assist in the milking, though since Mrs.
Mouney's residence in Mapleton, Maggie had not been favoured with her
company so frequently as formerly. The " milky mothers " were wait-
ing patiently under the tall trees by the shed, turning their lustrous
eyes up the path by which Maggie always came. " Oh ! is it not real
pleasant here Maggie P " exclaimed Lawrence joyfully, " give me a pail;
l'Il milk Snowball myself."

The young girl seated berself in a cool shady spot, and in Bilent en-
joyment proceeded ta milk her favourite cow. She threw off her bat
and felt the pleasant coming breeze on her brow and lips, the pleased
animal " conscious of human affection," rubbed her head against her
sides, gazing beniguly on ber fair mistress. Lawrence had not felt so
much peace in her heart through the day, and paused a moment to look
around and take in all the enjoyments. "< Sure, there's your pa and a
gentleman watching us," broke in Maggie, "look at the gate leading
from the orchard, they're a coming in now, they see we've found them
out."

True enough, Lawrence's peaceful enjoyment was over. Take a re-
trospective glance at your life young maiden: it bas been almost as
quietly happy as your half bour at the milking; will such simple pleas-
sures always suffice P This stranger, whom old associations and hospitality
commend to your father's care, will be mar the still beauty of your life ?
Does he possess the magie wand that with one touch can awaken the
unconscious heart to love, to exquisite joy, or still more exquisite sorrow ?
Do we ever think when we meet a stranger how great may be bis or
ber influence over our future ? Sucih thoughts were far enough from
the settler's daughteras she rose to meet and greet ber father. He in-
troduced bis companion as " Hemsley Claridge, son of an old and dear
friend." She received him cordially, remembering their previous eon-
versation, and feeling a strong desire to inquire if he had found out what
a cheat Swinton was. However, she controlled her curiosity and walked
home between the stranger and ber father, for the most part uilently
liste»ing to their conversation which turned on surrbunding object.-
Mr. Olaridge did not conceal bis surprise and admiration at the beay
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of the place ; after what littie he had seen of the country, under its wort
auspicer, Mapleton Vale seened like a fairy land. When they reachedthe bouse, the Lientenant left his daugliter to entertain their guest,while he changed his dress after his bot and dusty walk. The young
mistress did her best te amuse, but the stranger appeared moody andtaciturn. She pointed out the chief objects of attraction in the pretty
view the window commanded, then she drew his attention to some flow-ers in pots on the verandah that lier father had toïd lier were very rarei England ; he was polite, that was all. So, tired of ber ineffectual at-tempts to make him talk, she silently scanned his appearance andfeatures ; " curly light brown hair, handsome grey eyes, tall and stout,
with an air of something about him, I don't know what, -perhaps it be-longs to the great world." Such were Lawrence's mental remarks.-
" I wish he would say something ; perhaps he don't care about beingamused, but would rather converse about real things."

"IHow do you like logg's ill Mr. Claridge ?"
The right topie was found at last, eyes, brow and lips, all lighted upto life, contemptuous disappointed storiy life, but he was a prudent

young man, and, therefore, expressed himself cautiously.
" It is very different to what I had been led to expect, but I must

make the best of it, it is too late to retreat, if I can only learn what I
want, I can put up with minor inconveniencies."

"I do not think you will lear mucli besides chopping; I should
acarcely suppose that would do you much good. He bas hardly enough
]and cleared for a potatoe patch."

"I sec you know all about him and his affaira."
" We cannot live in a small place with our eyes open and not see how

it goes with our neiglibours, besides, Swinton bought that farm from
Papa, since I can remember ; it was bush then, and I do not think ke
bas achieved anything wonderful in the way of clearing it."

" Are you acquainted with him at all ?"
"I have seen him occasionally, a inost hateful man."
"Quite my opinion," langhed Claridge, "and his wife is as bad ; Isec Imay speak frankly here, but as I have to live there somne time, theles I say about them to neighbours the better. I suspect, for nyself."
"But can you, willyou stay there, Mr. Claridge ?"
"I have no choice, Miss Mapleton, the fellow took care to be paid inadvance, so after putting ny famnily to expense and coming such a dis-tance, I shail try and bear it; there is mne coinfort, the old folks need noit

know how they have been taken in."
'Wil yeu not tell them of your disappointment and your many prl-

vations V"



" What would be the use, they would only fret about it, and they
could not belp me."

",But how will you fill your letters, if you do not describe what you
see and meet with ?"

" I shall certainly tell them I have met with charming people at Ma-

pleton Vale. I have heard my father speak of the extraordinary fancy
bis friend Lieutenant Mapleton had for exploring the wilds ; I had pic-
tured ta myself a very different dwelling and still more different family."

" A log bouse in a forest wilderness, with half a dozen strong boys,"
laughed Lawrence.

" Something of the sort, I must confess, se if I am painfully disap-
pointed in Archibald Swinton, Esquire, it is amply made up for here."

" A poor compensation for you who have to live there; however, you
must corne here as often as you can ; Papa will be able to show you
more about farming than that horrid man. Are you the only pupil he
can boast of?"

" At present I am, but I believe ho expects another in a few weeks; I
hope ho will turn out a good fellow."

Lieutenant Mapleton joining them, they adjourned ta the summer
eating room, where Maggie had spread out ber best. Mr. Claridge
looked around him admiringly. This apartment, Mapleton's crotchet
years ago, when Leonora was expected, was only made use of in summer.
Three sides of it were enebsed by Venetian blinds, every other ore now
open to admit the evening breeze. Against the one wall were flower
stands, well furnished with floral beauties, which scattered a delicious
perfume. Lawrie's birds too were there hung about in green embowered
cages. The foor was covered with matting, and the furniture restrictcd
to a dining table and chairs.

Maggie k-d endeavoured ta keep up the honour of the bouse before a
stranger; fruit and fowers were on the table, of course; fresh butter in
crystal ice, home baked bread, thick cream, cakes and fixings of divers
kinds. Poor Claridge was actually bungry, he bad recoiled with disgust
fromn the coarse cooking of the Hogg's Hill establishment, he who under
the housekeeping of a clever mother had been nurtured on the dantiest.
That Mapleton Vale tea-table was a tbing ta be remembered, and per-
haps the visitor carried away with him Lawrie's image as she sat there,
the presiding genius, with bright braided hair, pink cheeks, and clear
glancing eyes.

" Come Lawrence," said ber father, as they rose froma their repast,
"we will go and sit on the verandah ; Iam too tired this evening to take
Our usual walk."

" You call your daughter Lawrence ?" inquired Mr. Claridge.
«You think it au odd name for a girl, don't you ? But when 1 rât
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came to Canada, thirty years ago, I made the journey up the St. Law-
rence with a party of Indians in their canoes: I had seen a great deal of
foreign parts, but never in my life beheld anything so fresh, so
captivating, so grand as that noble river. I thought then if I ever haà
to choose a name it should ho the euphonious one of Lawrence. IL bas
been a household word now for more than seventeen year, and yet itsounds as sweet and refreshing as the gloridus waters appeared to me,when I first saw them, a young and hopeful man."

Mr. Claridge remarked that the pleasure of seeing the river in ques-tion was in store for him, he had travelled by the New York route, andthe conversation turned upon the chief places of interest in the sisterrepubhic. Lawrence sat on a low stool by her father and listened,watching the silver stars as tbey came out one by one into the sum-
mer's sky.

It was late when the stranger departed, for he seemed reluetant toreturn to his uncongenial and disagreeable home ; however, the current
of his thoughts was changed, and instead of dwelling on his misfortunes
hie iudulged iu pleasant reveries of Mapleton Vale and its inmates.

When chance or circumstance stays a young man's' fickle mind on apure woman, how seldom does he appreciate the inestimable benefit he
is enjoying I It may be a mere passing fancy, occupying a few months
of pleasant intercourse, perhaps au everlasting regret to ber, but to him
what service ! These hours so innocently >assed in the companiouship
of a fresh young mind, where would they be spent apart froin her? l
the society of other young men, often dangerous, or perbaps with theimpure of that sex of which his beloved is the bright and spiritual type.
His affections may not bo deep or worthy, the object of them may be
but commonplace, yet in ber company ho will never learn to drink, or
smoke, or swear ; he will bear nothing of saloons or clubs. So long as
his fancy is occupied ho will pursue his course far from the brutalizing
temptations that beset manly youth. He will look back with gratitude
when he has reached years of discretion to those sweet female frieuds ofhie youth, whose beauty of person or manner charmed his young taste,and involuntarily and unconsciously drew him from the perils of au un-known corrupt world. If these transient impressions are capable ofgood, how much more to be bailed with joy a deep pure love bestowed
with the disinterested enthusiasm of youth on a high and lovely obMorally high, not in a worldly sense, for after all social distinctions,nothing commande lasting respect even here, but goodness ; and thatcan wealth and position avail in is eyes, who, in spite of the opinion
of the French lady of birth, does not regard people of Aaut ton.Ilemsley Claridge had been well brought up, in the ordinary aScep.
tation o f the term, Ile had a thrifty, managing, ambitious mother, and an
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ealq goiug father, who pr4flcbPd o41hpr peopl's iwrmii, sud rçiç

the precept IIb*kT chrt egls hOme-" )Irii. Claridge for' fi D
twenty y.iiii lad stuge to bring up a large famrily genIeely, 4eM

fntliOy seldoxu going beyond grod schooling, and comnfortable clothi .g
S w cped erhubaid 4ý profqaeltsr, mo for the social pos.liio it

gav thm hi for its heavexnIy iinesion. lier imotherly heFr grew
~wonderf'uly resigned to parti witi 1Hemsly, when she found~ tat~ after
all ber instucotions and labours, he was not i kely to further lier mi
tioushope8. To have humi idling about atiihume, geting into ,oubtful

Copa uad co1lecting airoind the!R a cLass of yoiung men ur iker.

t* mar thau to make the fortuneofhber gow uUp girl. was no to be
tgiought of. INot being studiousiy iuulued, the learned professions were

loBed to hlmi, and his father w.a too indolent to uase bis littie inflauec
fie procure him a government or railway situiton. TPhey oaugyht at

Sviinton's advertisemeut, there seeuied a reasonable openug for the lad,
the sum required could, with economy, b.e spared out of the. income.-
Rernsley in a f.w years would b. provlded for and it did noft sound

badly either to speak of Il sy eldest son settled on an ostate in Osuada;
h. always loved rural life, the dear bov.7 How would motherly pride

hbave felt could se have accu the, matnèg. at Upgîs Hiili, or lier mater
jnal fears have been excited had sbooaughit a glimpse of the whiskey bar.
roi and pack of carda in acorner of Swinton'é beat room 7

As Pandemoniam excbanged f'or Paradise seexued MajpIo$on l YaeGr
~Hoggs Hill1. Young Hernsley returued positli'eIy cheerful ; frein that
day he feit hoe was only a 8qjouner, a swallowv waitiug the. period of mi-
gration. Hoe did 8wintou>s behests, exchanging as few worde as possible

'with him; hoe steadily resisted the. whiskey aud the. eoeAte, h ae t
bis bost of desigus on bis very sieuder purse; but bis suspicions noe

reaced reality, for not purs. alou, but élothes, agreemenuts for future
labour, 10O U's-x~lI were prepared for hlm, thie altar wau ready fer the

saoMeie, but the victim proved restive. >The youth's earnest gae wra
fihed fi&r abov' og' lli. In the. pure atmosphere of Mapleton Val.

ho wahed m-ayte int of Swintou'g household; low language, un-

semy oahe roig anid drunkeuness, faded into Lethe ; but Masple-
ton's plensant geteaily conversation, and Lawrexiee's free sunny
chirping sunkde li. a Iueart, yet innocent, ilit4Ia spirit yet unguliod,
though its foanation was ot of ro,.

The bot barvest weather paseod by, not uItogether unprofitably to the

' traiiger. lie learued many thnc, but prieuipll and of prime couse-
qiuece-edurace. Ever Ihçpr lie could appropriate to b~imBelf h

spent with bis new friencis ; hogl them~ be becamie acquiainted wt

tbose resident in the vlhlaôgQ ult.eveê bi[n kindly for the sù* ftý
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Mapletons. He had not much time then to cultivate their friendlyfeelings, but he promised himself both leisure and pleasure in the winter,when Swinton's miserable farm would net demand bis strength and
time.

Sundays were his golden days ; then he laid up memories of pleasantthings tg last the week. The Swinton's passed the day, or at least thebest part of it, in bed, the woman creepiig.out at noon to prepare somecoarse meal. Had Hensley been without a refuge for that day he wouldhave taken a potatue with him and killed weary time in the woods, orperhaps yielded to the insidious charms of the whiskey barrel. Hle neededfortunatelv ne such alternative ; the blue waves of Lake Huron offeredhim a delicious bath, a natural basin where the waters were glassy,and clear as crystal was bis mirror ; the morning sun dried up hisbeautiful hair in rich bright curls. Ris mother's care had provided himwith a suitable wardrobe, and with a heart prepared for devotion and acountenanco beaming with happiness, he bent bis steps to Mapleton
Vale, generally arriving just as Lawrence took ber seat at the breakfast
table, where his chair was never forgotten. How pleasant the walk tothe wooden church where an Episcopal clergyman preached every fort-night, and wbich old Mapleton kept open for all denominations. Therehad been no place of worship in the settlement until the Lieutenantreared this edifice at bis own expense, and bis tolerant religions viewsmet with hearty co-operation from godly men, who, under differentnames, preached the same gospel.

The spiritual food imbibed in the humble building was too frequentlyof an ordinary description. Now and then a bright mind flashed forth itseloquent earnestness to the delight of Lawrence and the edification of thecongregation generally. Claridge, with natural prejudice, declared hohad heard no one to equal bis father. After the service Lawrence re-mained te teach in the Sunday School ; ber father used to wait for berreclining under a tree, or conversing with some friend well met at thedoor of worship. Now, howeyer, Claridge sometimes had the exclusivehonour and pleasure of escorting ber home. Very dear were these Sab-bath walks, though they knew not, questioned not, wherefore Mapletonmvariably met then as they entered the farm, Lawrence often êalkiagon with Maggie's children, her best scholars at the Sabbath Schojwhile the gentlemen followed slowly discoursing of many topies. Direner, always cold, though delicate and plentiful, was ready on their return.then the old Man would doze in the rustic chairs under the trees, whileLawrence and Claridge wandered about the pleasant greunds, or keptbouse while Maggie, Nellie and the children enjoyed their modicum ofrest on the holy day. How happy was Remsley giving visionary help t.the young housekeeper t how admiringly his eyes followed ber ewift
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noiseless motions as she flitted from room to room, pausing to remark
on what they bad heard in the morning, or throwing out an opinion for
Hemsley to oppose, cavil and finally agree to. l the evening the lamps
were lit, and Mapleton with trembling voice but correct emphasis, would
read aloud some simple, plain sermon turning on practical truths, remote
from all doctrinal arguments or abstruse speculation. The divin'e teach-
ings were not always heeded by the young listeners, still the good words
if they took no deeper root were garnered up in the store house of mem-
ory to b. brought forth at some future time to comfort and bless. A
glass of wine, Canada's vintage and Lawrence's own brewing, an old
man's blessing, a maiden's cordial hand clasp, and Hemsley's Sabbath
was over, bis golden day set for a week.

It was at the close of one of these pleasant evenings as Claridge
neared bis dismal retreat reflecting chiefly on the fact that Canada was
not such a bad place to live in after all when he beard loud angry voices
issuing from Swinton's log shanty. le could distinguish his coarse
tones and bis wife's shrill ones, but to bis surprise they were answered
by a clear high voice pitched in a fierce key, but in which pain trembled
as much as indignation. Claridge quickened bis steps and soon stood on
the threshold. A stranger, young and gracious in appearance, was speak-
ing. " Was it for such a den as this, you contemptible swindler, that
you took my money ? do you suppose a gentleman, a Sheldon, can
breathe the same air with such a low lived reprobate as you ? Give back
My money, scoundrel.

" la, ha, very good, very good, but here is the young gentleman who
lives here and is quite satisfied, let me introdoose you. Mr. Claridge,
my new pupil, Mr. Sheldon.

" Excuse me Mr. Swinton, I fully endorse Mr. Sheldon's opinion of
you, but 1 do not care to bandy words with such a fellow. Glad to
make your acquaintance Mr. Sheldon," holding out bis hand, which the
other took coldly, "Will you take a walk, the air of this place is not
particularly agreeable."

The stranger bad evidently been engaged in angry dispute some time
for be looked harassed and exhausted, be accepted lemsley's invitation
and followed him mechanically, continuing silent in spite of his com-
panion's attempts at conversation. During an hour's walk Claridge
made very littie progress with his new acquaintance who stalked on
moody and taciturn, venting bis temper in quick sidelong switches of
bis cane and vindictive mutterings. They had entered the bush a short
distance when Hemnsley proposed returning as it was quit. dark and
not by any means a lively path. Sheldon grumbled something about it
being all one to him, kicking at the same time what appeared to be a



Il bear 1" lie exehiimed aghast ' wIuat horrible place is this 1 I y
cot to, bears without doors and brutes within."
IlThe b<car is the best heh ived brute of thle twe,» iaiughed Claridge,

"<but Mme let us get home as fast Ui wvo eau, I dp ol etcar tp iee
bears ,xnarmed, thoiugh 1 believe they ar oid saaewe uM

which they are xnt likely to be at this .esn1
IlHome ! cau vou ca4l aiueh a bovel home ?1" reure $ldonr zwith

iufeigned disguist.
I eau well upderstand your feelin'gs at findin.g yourse4f so takenin

but 1 t.hînki yon had better follow mny exauple, ' grin and ba ji Th
old folks at borne hlave made an effort te psY this Swinton bis exorbitant
dexusnd ; thev hope everything fromn my residence with ' 50 gentlemanly
and clever an agriculturist,' I cant bear te tel] them whst a eoInplete swin..
ille it i8, $o 1 get on1 as weil as 1 eau. 1 have mnade 8everal pleasant
friends iii the neigyhbourhood aud I shall be happy to introduce you or
do anything that cati arneliorate your position."

Mr. Sheldon thanked Iimii and prornised to think over hie suggestions.
They had reached the sbanty and as they passed through the roome
whiere Swinton wss still sitting smoking, ho invited the young men to

take a glues of whiskey. Claridgo walked on with a brief IlNo, 1 niaver
take it," but Sheldon seized the cup and drained it te, the dregu. I
shall inako something of him," said Swinton to hiniseif as the. yontli
left the apartmient. " If Sheldon takes to whiskey it will be s1l over
with him," thought Hemsley and he begau conidering 4iêw ho cou1d
put hie ie~w friend on bis guard. Te wek >that fl'4lowed was pmuu.4

lin heavy field work, Sheldon glooîny and <bèn ding as l1itl a ét
oould, CIaridgê alnglaxg satches of popular eldis now a loe bala,
now gu air fromn Rossini, worked with good will, not ford Swintoi, bu
for hiimself. Mapleton Vale loorned befoîre Iximni d who oonld fae the
uprilbt old soidier aud hie noble 4lsughiter without a clear consienoe,
duties fulfilled snd work secomplished? Durlug the. nany h.ump

unvial passed togasMoe', Claridge learned much ofSelo'hitoy thougb th ful patclr were not known ti-ll a latoe date
Still ie iieard enogl to ma biu qxiak< for hie future; bem4
fO5fled lie would fali inu the trap s0 insidiously sprend 4ySic
Shel<hip was an only ehild, bis father, s gentleman of faiy u 0r
died when hie ~ws yet an infalit, beqiteathir 4g to hi wio an o
poverty an~d a ig Dame. She, pour, over proud, oridugn
niother, nrtured her young planxt iii ail vanîty and eae ervn
hiersulf of neee-pry cçomfoi'ts to pirovl<e hini wh Wunnecessay oriep



entering college, he associated with gentlemen of fortune, clothed in
ffie linen and fared sumptuoiuly. But the mother s means were well

tiigh exhausted, everythilng hinged on his getting a scholarship and
thus being enabled to provide for himself, or at least partly so. But
yo-ung Sheldon bad lost sight of bard study and had gone off in
shiftless tracks after pleasure with bis aristocratic friends. So the
scholarship slipped through his fingers and he returned to his mother's
bumble home plucked. England grew hateful to him, he saw Swinton's
advertisement, bis poor mother converted everything into money, paid
hi passage, sent a draft for the amount to the rascally Swinton, and then
went into mean lodgings to live on a crust till George should attain his
manjority, when he would come in for £500 left by an uncle of her
husband's. Then she would join him in Canada, they would buy land
and live in happy seclusion for each other. So dreamed the weak,
deluded mother; time will show how her schemes will end.

IL must be owned IHemaley was selfish enough to regret he had a
companion when on the Sunday following Sheldon's arrivai he conducted
him to Mapleton Vale. He had paid the Lieutenant a flying visit during
the week and asked permission to bring bis new friend. Sheldon's
conversation always bad a satirical vein even when contented and in a
position he liked. How much more bitter his sarcasm was now, when
every feeling was wormwood, may b. imagined. Lawrence was not ae.
customed to his manner and ber eyes flashed warning fire several times.
Claridge got uncomfortable, and instead of enjoying the morning meal
rejoieed when it was over. With a bad grace the stranger accompanied
t'hem to ChLirch. Could he have appropriated the fair girl's society to
himself he might have been better pleased, but she was not inclined to
resign ber old friend for a stranger she fôund far from agreeable, and
Sheldon certainly did not exert himself to amuse bis host,

When Hrsley and Lawrence returned froin the Sunday school they
A*And the young man smoking his cigar in the verandah, there was a run

and crush of starched skirts not unheard by Lawrence whose quick eye
daught a glimpse of Nellie's blue frock escaping round the corner. What
bad she been doing there ? if passing accidentally why run like one in
fatlt? The occurrence, trifling as it was, recurred io her mind more
than onee during the day. She looked annoyed at Sheldon's employ-
ment ; her father never smoked, and the habit was disagreeable to ber.
Claridge read her thoughts but au imploring look from him arrested the
rebuke that was trembling on her lips, she passed into the house without
a word. Sheldon inquired if Claridge were up in biblical instruétion and
whether he liked teaching the girls. Fortuaately Miss Mapleton was
out of hearing and his companion hinted that such a style of conversa
tion and deportment was neither acceptable nor becoming. At dinner
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time he indulged in various cutting reiarks on the service, thei
and the edifice. Lawrence turned on hin indignantly. " You may find
fault with the building, sir, as m uch as you please, for it is papa's and hais too good to take offence ; but you shall not satirize Mr. Muckle who in
spite of his broad accent, is one of the best of men without my testimony
i bis favour.'

I beg pardon, Miss Mapleton, I thOlght you were an Episcopalian."
So 1 am, but that is no reason why I cannot join in a Presbyterian

or any other form of Protestant worship when deprived of my own ; Mr.
Oughton, our own clergyman, is not welcomed more gladly here than Mr.
Muckle, or Mr. Dunstan, the methodist preacher, all excellent men,earnest and charitable, and as such deserving of honour."

"You are very fortunate in your spiritual advisers Miss Mapleton,"
returned Sheldon with a sneer. " Father O'Neil also, always pays us a
visit and thanks papa for his kindness to his small and scattered flock ; we
have lost nothing by our liberality of feeling for we have the little Roman
Catholic children regular attendants at the common school ever since it
was established."

"Your daughter takes great interest in these matters for a young
lady," said Sheldon turning to Mr. Mapleton. " My daughter interest8
herself mn everything that can be serviceable to others, it is better to tryand lighten the burdens of our fellow creatures than to add to them by
scorn and reproach."

An awkward pause followed, Sheldon's next happy sally was invective
against Canada, but he again got his quietus from sweet, but oh! indig-
nant lips.

"iPeople who are not well received here Mr. Sheldon or who are not
prosperous, have seldom any one to blame but themselves, they are for-
the most part, proud, thriftless, idle persons, who would not prosper

y where, and I doubt not 'have left their country for their country's

«You are severe Miss Mapleton ;do you comprehend me and my friendMr. Claridge in the category ?" " Not Mr. Claridge certainly, I havenever heard him comuplain of the manner in which he has been received,1 believe every door in Mapleton is Open to him, and as to success heis on the right road to it, uprightness, energy, and good spirits invariablylead to a successful issue."
Lawrence spoke with frank enthusiasm but when she met Hemsley's

grateful eye She stopped suddenly embarrassed.
"You are happy in having such an advocate Mr. Claridge, but you

have not told me my frate yet Miss Mapleton."
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"Conduct is fate," said the girl with dignity, yours remaains to be

proved."
She rose from table, ber father offered his arm and led her away, they

walked together under the trees conversing earnestly for sone time,
Claridge wandering about uncomfortably, wishing bis companion far

enough. When they separated in the evening Lawrence said to him

aside, " Do not bring your friend here again, he bas annoyed my father

and made me sin this good Sabbath day." " Never " returned he, "I
shal not easily forgive myself for not foreseeing as much."

Claridge hastened home by himself, bis pleasant day had been spoiled,
he did not wish his quiet walk to be ruined too. He had reached bis
roon and was writing a short letter to his father, when he heard Shel.
don's voice below, the snare was ready, the glass and the pipe lad their
charms. Hemsley fell asleep before the unfortunate boy reeled to bis
bed of straw. Poor, hopeful distant mother look at your work i

When Lawrence retired for the night Nellie as usual followed ber to
close ber shutters and receive any orders for the morning, Miss Mapleton
asked ber what took ber to the verandah wben Mr. Sheldon was there.
The girl's bright face flushed as she replied, " The gentleman called me

to give him a match for his cigar."
"Well why did you run away 1"
"lHe kept me talking a minute or two and when I heard you and Mr.

Claridge coming, I did not like to be caught standing there chattering."
She did not add that the gentleman pinched ber cheek and told ber

she was the prettiest girl he bad seen in Canada, words of flattery, sweet

t poor ignorant Nell who had no admirer but Paddy, and whose glass
told ber she was pleasanter to look at than most people.

Miss Mapleton kindly explained to her that she had not done well, and

counselled ber never to converse with ber superiors except on business.

Nellie's black eyes flashed angrily, she had imbibed a good many equi-
vocal notions of equality from varions strange importations of village
helps, and she did not see why she might not enjoy a little politeness
fron a stranger as well as ber mistress. She dared not unburthen ber
thoughts and opinions to ber mother so she brooded over them in silence,
and ber pillow that night was haunted with visions of the proud and
hajndsome stranger.



LINES ON FEELING.

BY SAMUrEL J. DONAr»sorN, jUa

1.

When the golden tide of-Peeling
Softly lulls the soul to rest,

A truer phase revealing
Of the world within the breast,

'Tis then I love to wander
'Mid the hills and painted fields,

Where pensive I may ponder
The truths its ray reveals.

H.

Far softer than the sunlight
Upon a hazy day,

When the firat bright beam of moming
Hastes to roll the mists nway;

Far kindlier than the moonlight
That dreams its life away

On the purple tinted landscape
That i wearied of the days

Far milder than the twilight
Which guards the gate of ey'n,

When the red orb seeks his rest,
And glooms the vault of heaven;

Par gentler than the starlight
That floods the darkened dome,

la this golden tide of Feeling
That calli the spirit home I

Iv.

The soul-it often wanders
From its own ethereal sphere,

Life's truest wealth it squanders,
Nor counts its blessings dear;
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It sighs for other treasures
Than those true thought reveals,

It seeks for other pleasures
Than those the spirit feels.

V.

Oh ! were it not for Feeling,
Heart might forever roam,

No voice to guide it rightly,
No hand to point it bome.

This steals upon the spirit
Ere the soul be well aware,

In spite of each demerit
It floats upon the air.

VI.

Thus5,
When the golden tide of Feeling

Softly lulls the ROuI to rest,
A truer phase revealing

Of the world within the brenst;
'Tis then I love t. wander

'Mid the hills and painted fields,
Where pensive 1 may ponder

The truths its ray reveals.

TEÉE LATE HON. WILLIAM HAMILTON MERRITT AND
THE RECIPROCITY TREATY.

tie ratificatio of the treaty, generally known as the I Reciprocity
teaty,'' between the United States and Great Britait, by which disputes
fépecting fishing rights in the Bay of the St. Lawrence were settled, and
a free trade in certain enumerated articles, the growth and produce of the
Vnited States and of the British Provinces of North America was secured
têreach of them, bas become an era in the commercial history of this
>#tvince. A few remarks on the ideas of the projectors of this treaty,
idl their anticipations of its results, as well as the effects of its operationo
die 1854, cannot fail to be interesting, both te Our commercial men add
agrlieturalists, whose prosperity was expected to be so materially a
itnced thereby.
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A principal object of al) Enropean nations in establishing colonies in
the new world was te extend their trade and commerce, and the mode
adopted for this purpose was to secure to themselves by the most strin-
gent laws all communication with their newly formed settlements. Great
Britain long acted on this principle, and never failed to use ber large
naval resources in the protection and extension of lier colonial monopolies.
Her colonies soon came to look upon this arrangement as a necessary re-
sault of their connection with the Empire, and rather advantageous than
otherwise to their trade and commerce, as they, in return, either enjoyeda monopoly of the home markets, or had such a preference as was deemed
sufficient compensation for being excluded from those of all other coun-
tries. Canada was in this position when free trade principles began to
affect the commercial legislation of the mother country. Her timber,peltries and grain were admitted to home markets at a low colonial duty,
while discriminating duties secured to lier the trade of the colony. The
pressure against the corn laws soon led te a diminution of the duty on
colonial wheat, and to its admission into the British markets at a low
fixed rate. This was looked upon as a boon to Canada ; it urged on the
cultivation of wheat in the colony, and led to extensive arrangements bywhichI United States wheat was imported, ground in the province and
sent to England as Canada flour. This state of things lasted for three
years; then the British corn laws were abolished, and ber markets thrown
open to the corn dealers of the world. .

The duties on timber gradually gave way before the saine pressure;
both foreign and colonial duties were lessened, and at last fixed at a low
unifori rate, doing away entirely with the colonial preference in the
market.

We Canadians who bad imbibed the notion that thé prosperity of our
trade, even its very existence, as well as the settlement of our country,
depended upon the long enjoyed preference in the home markets, pro-
tested against all these changes, and submitted te them with no very
good grace ; the immediate effect of each, deranged business operations
for the time, and led te the ruin of many engaged both in the lumber and
grain trade, while the benefit derived from the milling operations during
the few years Of the low duty on wheat, was much impaired by the next
change to entire free trade in grain.

While these changes were in progress, the navigation laws of Great
Britain were aise abrogated, and the carrying trade of the colonies, even
between then and the mother country was thrown open te the whole
world. But even thisi we looked upon as a doubtful benefit, and as no
compensation for the loss of the preference te colonial shipping under the
previous arrangements. The claim of differential duties in faveur of
British trade, was given up, and the colony left entirely free to arrange
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its own tarif on imports, provided no differential duties or bounties sbould
be granted in favour of any country or trade.

Our claims for a continuance of preference, and compensation, were
met by words of advice and encouragement, but with the decided assu-
rance that the mother country could no longer continue a system, which
led to the depression and poverty of her people, and, from the first, has
proved an injury to those interests it was expected to foster and cherish ;
that the slow progress of many of the colonies, and the evils and losses
for which we and others of them now claimed compensation, was the effect
of a state of things passing away, or only to be remedied by a contin-
uance of exertion in a more correct course of action.

Notwithstanding these changes and tbeir serious results on the fortunes
of individuals engaged in trade, the settlement of the province had been
steady, and upon the whole sufficiently rapid and decided. The internal
trade of the country became considerable, and was increased by our border
connection with the United States, irrespective of the obstacles raised
against it by hostile tariffs on each aide of the line.

The importance of the transport trade was soon apparent, and increased
fAcilities for carrying it on were demanded by the pressing wants of the
day. The completion of the Erie Canal by the state of New York still
continues the marked era in the history of the trade between the Western
States of America with the Eastern ones and the seaboard. This canal at
once became a rival to the river St. Lawrence for the petty trade that
then existed along its extended line, and reflecting minds became
aware of the importance of securing the transit of the immense pro-
spective western trade along certain lines of conveyance, and the results
in the advancement of that country which might ultimately suceted in
doing so.

The late lamented Honourable William Hamilton Merritt would seem to
have been one of the few Canadians who, in those early days, saw the imme-
diate effect of the opening of this Canal to the existing trade on the lakes,
and who fully realized the importance to Canada of securing the prospective
traffic of the west through her limits, as well as the imnediate necessity
of improving her m.eans of transit, in order to compete with her too sne-
cessful rival. Fortunately for the province, he was one of those peculiarly
constituted individuals, on whose temperaient a strong impression of
this kind drove into immediate and persistant action ; every succeeding
year strengthened his sense of the importance of the object, and brought
out those points in his character, that enabled him ultimately to accom-
plish the task that he undertook, for the benefit of his country.

He lived at St. Catharines on the isthinus between Lakes Erie and O-
tario, and had become well acquainted with the traffic on these lakes and
the River St. Lawrence, as well as the mode and ineans by which it was car-
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tried on. Ife saw the peculiar advantages of this route impaired, andLake
Ontario and the river, as it were, turned, by the opening of the Canal
frm the fout of Lake Erie to tide wiater at the City of New York, but at
the same time was fully impressed with the idea that what had been lost
b one Canal might be regained by another, and instantly started the pro4
ject of connecting these Laites by a navigable canal, on the Canada aide,
and threw bis whole seul into the agitation of the project.

We must give Mr. Merritt full credit for the strength of bis views and
the correctness of bis anticipations, so far beyond those of anv of bis con-
temporaries, and neither judge him by the petty project by hlich he pro-
posed to carry them out, or by the means he was forced to resort to in
order to accomplish even this. He wanted the Canal but was no engi.Meer, and at the time, that part of the country could neither furnish i-
stiuments or men, to make a preliminary survey, fatr less to prepare plan#
and estimates for the work. He was looked upon as nad to suppose that by
any means he could flnd money to carry even this into effect.

It is not our intention te write a memoir of Mr. Merritt, or a history
of the Welland Canal-this task will, we trust, fall into abier hands ; suf-
fte it te add, that notwithstanding the predictions of the late Chief Jusm
tiee Robinson, " Merritt's calf did become a cow," and he lived to
ee, net only the Welland Canal permanently finished, but the River 8f.

Lawrence aiso improved by a series of most magnificent works, in the
course and progress of which lie took the greatest possible interest.

The attention called te the country bY Our extensive publie works and
the large sums of money expended on thein soon brought us new settlers,and stimulated the exertions of the farmers by a steady demand for their
produce, at fair prices, notwithstanding the lo0s of a preference in the
home market.

The timber trade aiso rapidly reovered from the eifects of the changé of
tftff, and the annwal exports varied considerably in value, yet the iniéreawL
had been steady and the prices paid remunerative.

he temporay existence of the Canada wheat duty in the British
triff had led to the erection of a nu-mber of large flouring milis on the
lihe of the Welland Canal and at other points accessible te wheat from
the Port& of the United States, and a very large trade had sprung up be-tween them and the provincê, which was not confined te wheat alone, butm the wants of the localities became known te each other, becane diver-
sided and extended, te the profit and advantage of ail concerned. The
compet tion between the Canais for freight to the seaboard aise, began to
be talked about, and was in some measure felt in the course Of ttade to
the seaboard. Ail the American wheat converted into fleur in the pro-
,ince found its way te Europe by the St. Lawrence. The American
forwarders looked upon this change as detrimental to them, and as rob.
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tended to an ultimate object irrespective of the principles or even theor-.
etical difficulties that might lie in his way. He thought the establish-
ment of a free trade in bread staffs between the United States and Europe
or Canada to be neither desirable or attainable. That this trade be-
tween the United States and Canada had something peculiar in it, and
ought to be arranged between the twO countries on a special footing, by
which the bread stuifs and natural products of each might be admitted
into the other free of duty, so that each would have the choice of two
markets, and all produce find its way to the seaboard by the cheapest
and most expeditious route.

He got hold of the early ideas of the late Mr. Huskisson on Reciprocity
Treaties, which had been so long and vainly urged by Great Britain on
all the other nations, but had ultimately been abandoned for an entirely
diferent principle of action. He declared for a Reciprocity Treaty with
the United States, by which the objects stated might be attained, and
the canals on either side of the lines opened to the produce of the other,
subject only to local arrangement and passing tolls, and kept up the
agitation with his wonted energy and perseverance. The anticipated
beneit of such an arrangement to the Millers and Forwarders on the
frontiers, and along the line of the communications in both countries, at
once secured him the assistance of a large party in urging on his project;
indeed the idea of such a Trmaty became popular in Canada, and the
Legislature was induced to move in the question, though the government
of Great Britain and the United States were slow to see the importance
of the object, or to acknowledge the correctness of the mode by which it
was proposed to b. attained. His communications with the Free Traders
of the United Kingdom were not satisfactory.. He complained that Mr.
Cobden could not see the position in which the trade between Canada
and the United States was placed, or the propriety of adopting any
peculiar arrangement respecting it, regarding it only as a trade in articles
of which both countries had a surplus that would find its way to the
seaboard for exportation by the cheapest route.

This idea was doubtiess correct and announced a principle that would
ultimately govern the trade ; yet there can be little doubt that this had
in soime measure become.peculiar, by many of the articles from each
country entering into the consumption of the other and thereby setting
free an equivalent of their own for exportation. The carrying trade was
aIso an important element in the transaction, and had a strong effect on
the prevailing opinion on the subject in both countries.

The occurrence of disputes respecting the isheries in the Gulf of the
St. Lawrence and on the coasts of the British Provinces led to the ap-
pointment of the Earl of Elgin, then Governor General of Canada, as
speip ambasador to Washington for the purpose of settling these and
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arranging other questions then Pending between the United States andthe different British American Colonies. The Reciprocity Treaty waste consequence, and by it the colonial questions were arranged in
accordance with the ideas then prevailing, and in a manner sone-what resembling that adopted in th, recent treaty with France thathas proved so beneficial to all parties concerned. No monopoly what-ever was granted, or new duties imposed, all changes being in faveur offree intercourse and the removal of duties, though these were limited tocertain articles equally the growth or produce of the respective countries,and not made general or extended to other nations.

The operation of the treaty has been strictly confined to the artice@enumerated, all others being excluded by both parties. These compre-hend nearly all articles included in the Custom louse tables of animaisand their products; agricultural products ; the products of the fisheries,the mines, and the forest; and with the exception of a few-such asturpentine, unmanufactured tobacco, rice, and cotton-wool-are equallythe products of both countries. A large portion of them had beenadmitted into Canada free of duty even before the treaty, though subjectte one ot fro. tent7 to twenty-five per cent. on importation into theUnitedi States for consumption.
The following statement of the trade in the produce of the farm be-tween the United States and Canada, will illustrate what bas been asserted,and show the working of the treaty from 1855 to the end of 1862.It-came into operation towards the end of 1855, yet that year, andtheyear 1853, may fairly be looled upon as exhihbiting the state of thetrade previeusly existing when duties existed on both sides of the fron-ter ie. We have excluded unmanufactured tobacce, turpentine, rice, audcotton-vool, frein the stateinent, as tiie preduce ef a tropical climute:and not to be set off against the agricultural products of Canada, anymore than sugar and tea, equally agricultural products.
1853.-A glance at the figures for 1853 contained in the TradeBeturns, will show a considerable trade then going on, and a large ier-change of articles beween the countries, irrespective of the duties. Morethan hata f te surplus of animals and their products went to theUnited States. Of agricultural products, the import; is ail (moutlywiieat for the, mili on the canals), while the export to that country islarge-equal to more than half of our net exports.
1854.-The export of animais and their products falls off, and theimporta increase; so that, after deducting a small export by the 8t.Lawrence, we require an import of $558,699 to suppIy our home demand.Of agriciltural products, the exports by the United States is double thaty d a. apLanrence.1855.-The tinde ln animal@ andti i. 1 producis inereases ov lut*
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From the year 1853 to 1856 inclusive, our exports of agricultural
produce consisted almost entirely of white winter wheat. Our crops
were good, and the produce in great demand in the United States,
where, from the ravages of the insects, their crops had failed, and was
bought up for their home consumption, or for mixing with inferior Wes-
tern wheat. Hence the falling off in the exports by the St. Lawrence,
as the prices paid prohibited the export to Europe.

In 1857j the effects of the insects on our crops appear by the falling
off of the exports of wheat from 7,536,925 bushels in 1856, to 3,841,536
bushels in 1857, and to 1,035,606 bushels in 1859. During these years,
the little fall wheat we had was readily bought up for the United States,
while a large part of our own consumption consisted of inferior Western
wheat and flour.

In 1860, the crops were good, but consisted of red spring wheat,
instead of wbite winter wheat. Their effects on the returns of that year
are only partial, though these now begin to be swelled by the increasing
export of spring grains to the United States and Europe, consisting
chiefly of barley and peas.

During these years, the surplus of the United States had also, been
afected by the state of their crops. The prices of wheat and flour
bad often been higher in their markets than in Liverpool, and the per-
centage of the grain import into England from the United States fell to
under five per cent. of their ordinary quantity-a very different state of
things from what we have just seen in 1862, when it exceeded seventy-
five per cent. of a quantity double what had been imported in any
previous year.

A normal state of trade only took place in 1861 and 1862, when the price
of the surplus produce in America was regulated by that in Europe, and the
traders in the United States and Canada could fairly come into competi-
tion as exporters by the different routes-in the first of these years we
find the value of our net export to the States $1,940,444, and by the St.
Lawrence $9,540,495, and in 1862 we export by the St. Lawrence, for
the first time, au amount equivalent in value to the whole of our net
exports, and $1,699,362 of our surplus imports from the United States;.
so that the transit routes are not only beginning to be fairly brought
into competition for the conveyance of agricultural produce.

Another peculiarity of the trade, unforeseen by Mr. Merritt, has be-
cone apparent during the last few years. He looked forward to a large
trade for the mills ou the canals in preparing flour for exportation both
to Europe and to the United States; this has fallen off greatly, and
would seem about to be extinguished, as wheat on navigable waters bas
borne a larger relative value than its equivalent in flour for exportation,.

VOL. 1. R
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I state of things that the improved means of handling and transporting
it will likely keep up.

TRADE IN TIE PRODUCTs oF TUE FOREST.

Canada had long exported lumber to the United States even when mn
import duty of twenty per cent was placed on it. The trade was evidently
increased by the removal of the duties, yet bas never much exceeded that
of 1855, the first year of the treaty, and the import is evidently more
for consumption in the States than for re-exportation, and consequently
not capable of much extension.

The Canada imports consist of ashes, tan bark, piteh and tar, and a
small supply of timber and lumber for localities adjacent to the timber
markets of the Statea.

The large aggregate trade between the two countries cannot fail to
demonstrate the advantages resulting from the treaty.

Each country was supposed to possess within itself a sufficiency of all
the articles for its own use, as well as its own means of disposing of and
transporting its surplus to Europe. A trade for the disposal of the mere
surplus would have amounted to little, and would scarcely have been known
in the commerce of either country. It is the free and constant interchange
of commodities especially of the produce of the farm, by which the
people and commerce of the one country would seem to have been fed by
the produce of the other, that bas given rise to the result.

It is a pity that this should remain dependent on a mere Reciproeity
Treaty, liable to be disturbed at any moment by the caprices of interested
traders. As both countries have a surplus to dispose of, the value of
this must depend on the state of the markets where a demaand exists,
and not on any enhanced rate that may be put on it by import duties at
the place of production, where it ought to be kept as cheap as possible to
increase the profits on its foreign sale.

TUE CITED cuRATE.

By MISS MURRAY.

(Continued from:psyg I125.)

CUArrm .v.

So you 'know that fellow," said Eardley, sfter he had proceeded a
few p ini silence.
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"«Yes ; he's an old ally of mine."
" Are you not afraid that'some day or other he may give you up to

the tender mercies of a troop of Rockites or Whiteboys V"
1 laughed. " No, poor fellow, I don't see how that would profit him.

But do you really think he has anything to do with such gentry."
" really do ; he seems to me a most cunning and mischievous knave."

Cunning, perhaps, yet honest, too, after his own fashion."
"ionest " said Eardley, contemptuously-" only honest when it suits

his own interest to be so."
" Eardley--how does lie differ from the rest of the world in that,according to your account !"
" Well, well.-I know you are shocked to see me here, Walter ; comespeak out your thoughts like a man."
' Then in the first place, Eardley, I think it a pity that you shouldmimie the cant of those shallow worldlings who fancy they prove theirwisdom and acumen, by finding hypocrisy, humbug, and food for ridiculein every noble deed and generous sentiment. It is natural enough that

the false and selfish should excuse themselves by asserting that what they
cannot find in their own breasts, has no existence in auy other ; and thatthose who never treated their fellow men with anything but insincerity,heartlessness and pretence, should be paid back in the same coin they
have dealt to others is not very surprising. One may even understand
how the weak and foolish who have been the dupes of their own blindness
and folly, and the treachery and imposition of others, should lose thatfaith iu truth and honesty which instead of having a solid foundation intheir own souls depended on the conduct of those around them, and after
having been deceived should become deceivers themselves and call it the
way of the world ;-but that you should adopt the contemptible jargon
of those who suffer themselves to be mastered by every petty circum-
stance that grows up about them, and have no insight to see beyond the
narrow circle that environs them, does indeed surprise me."

" That is not so badIy said, Walter, and you need not look as if you
thought I.was going t- dispute its truth. I knowjustas well as you dothat though there is an awful amount of falsehood and dishonesty in theworld, there is a great deal of truth and faithfulness to be found in ittoo-though, unfortunately those same virtues have a provoking knack.of hiding themselves in obscure corners of the earth, " dark, unfathomed
caves," and so forth ;-still I believe that if they are the jewels we most
prize, and if we have discrimination enough to distinguish the true gem
from the counterfeit we shall be apt to find them. But this belief does10t change my nature or the world's manner of acting. I am not philo-

nug to live upon
"And therefore you have tad modef life from
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which your real aims, motives, and aspirations are as widely removed as
those of Warren HaEtings from the life and labours of Ienry Martyn.'

"Well, wbat would you have ? I am not trying to excuse myself; I
know what I am doing. I sin with my eyes open. A hollow tree, a
crust of bread and a clear conscience may do very well for those who can
live on such thin diet. I cannot. I scorn, hate and despise hypocrisy,
shams and lies, as much as you can do ; but does not the world condemn all
those who will not actively or passi.vely act them, to idleness and obscu-
rity, and idle I will not, cannot remain. Truth and freedom may be your
divinities, but fame and power are mine, and as I had no other means of
rendering them propitious, I bave offered up conscience and sincerity on
their shrine, and I suppose you will not tell me that I am the first who
ever did so."

" No, but I hatd hoped better things from you, Eardley."
"I wonder why," he said bitterly. "Walter I am no transcendentalist;

gold, and fame, and power-the things that rule and sway mankind-are
the things I covet, and that my hand, if I live, shall yet grasp. Once I
had more faith in my ability to achieve them bonestly and openly; once
i thouglit I had only to raise my voice and the waves that lay between
me and the promised land would roll back, and let me walk over dry
shod. But I over-rated my powers, or at least the world's estimate of
them, and so I have been compelled to assume the yoke, with the hope
of one day being strong enough to throw it off, and prove my title to be
one of the world's conquerors and leaders, not its victim and slave."

"Conqueror of what land ? leader to what goal ?" I asked.
"No Utopia, or city in the clouds, such as you would have me seek,

but something very real and earthly ; something that I can touch and
hold and enjoy now, on earth, while my nerves and muscles, and heart
and brain, are strong and active and full of life ; before desire and hope
shall fail, and the grasshopper become a burden, and I go where there is
neither work, nor device, nor knowledge.

"While you are quoting Solomon you Ought to remember what he
found to be the result of ambition," I said.

"<Whatever result he arrived at, he gained it by his own experience,
and so must I. There is no use in talking, Walter, I must go my own
way ; you must accept me as I am, bear with my faults, or worse than
faults, and love me stili, if you can, or if not-"

" There is no if, Eardley, and you. know that right or wrong, bad or
good, do or say what yon will, I'm afraid I must love you still."

"I believe it, old fellow!" and pressing my arm against his side, he
turned on me one of those warm, bright, affectionate lookS which at rare
moments softened his face, and contrasted so strangely with the selfish
and woddly conduct he so often displayed; a-sudden gleam, it seemed,



from a fotintain of deep feeling hidden in his heart, kept closely covered,
and sealed, by the stern ambition and iron will that subdued and domi-
neered over all the better qualities of his nature.

"And now you sball hear what brougbt me to this out of the way
spot," he said, relapsing into bis usual gay and careless tone, "You
remember that I was to accompany young Lord Cassils to the continent,
and that on my return bis friends were to get me into parliament. We
went first to Paris, just then in the height ofits gayest season, and though
according to our programme our stay there ought to have been short,
Cassils could not tear himself from all the fascinations he now for the
first time encountered. Nor was Paris without its charms for me too ;
Cassils had been properly introduced into the very eréme de la eréme of
Parisian society, the most brilliant, the most attractive and the most
artificial in the world. Of course I accompanied him every where, and
found myself quite as well received as my companion, and, in spite of
my philosophy, I found the smiles, and flattery, bon mots, and persiflage
that surrounded me very delightful. Yet one night, when for the first
time, I saw a fair young English girl enter one of their saloons, her very
presence, like the touch of Ithuriel, seemed to suddenly make visible all
the falseness of the atmosphere into which she bad entered. She looked
pure and fresh as some rose just gathered in the open air, with heaven's
fragrance and heaven's dew yet lingering on its leaves, might have looked
among groups of forced unhealthy hot-house flowers, redolent of artificial
perfumes, -and unfolding their blossoms beneath the flames of gas instead
of the sun's clear rays."

"What, Eardley, is it possible ? in love ?" I exclaimed.
Not in the least," he replied, "but Cassils was, or thought so, and

was*absurd enougli to entreat me to act as a sort of medium, by which
he maight make bis approaches. He expected me to take bis place at her
side when he was obliged to be absent, and keep other suitors at a dis-
tance, and he looked to me, when he was present, to cover bis awkward-
ness, repair bis mistakes, polish bis flatteries, and in a word, transfer my
best qualities, such as they are, to him for the nonce and make them al'
his own."

I could not help laughing, for young Lord Cassils was as ordinary and
gauche in person and manner as Eardley was handsome and graceful.
"I am afraid that was not so easy a matter," I said; "but what was the
end ?"

" Perbaps you suspect me of mistaking my part and wooing the ladyai the first person instead of the third ; but if so, you are mistaken. Itis only to that great abstraction, the world, I am false, not to my friends.
Casils had been kind to me, I liked him, he had trusted me; and besides

Scared nothing about this little girl, pretty and charming as she was ; s0
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1 did my very best to make her like the fellow. But it was all in vain ;
she would not have him and so she made him understand very plainly
and positively. For this he thought proper to blame me-very unjustly
though, for if he was right in supposing that she preferred me, whom he
would have had her regard as nothing but his umbra, to one whom all
the world as well as himself, would have deemed so much better worth
her favour, it was an honour equally unexpected and unsought by me.
Just then, I was more anxious to make myself a power within the walls
of St. Stephens, than to please any lady under the sun. However, noth-
ing could persuade Cassils that I had not played him false; and in his
anger he thought proper to treat me with insolence before the young
lady, and when I resented it, he even went s0 far as to taunt me with my
poverty and dependence. I liked him, as I said before, he was honest
and good-natured, and I tolerated his frivolity and egotisum as it is easy
for a mind-not small, to tolerate the follies and inanities of a weaker
nature ; but towards intentional insult and injustice I am not patient,
and I gave him a lesson which certainly could not have raised him much
in the lady's estimation, or that of any one present, and which I venture
to predict he will never require from me again. Henceforth we were as far
uevered as shame and dislike on his part and contempt on mine could
divide us, and I was driven to seek another road to fortune.

I returned to Dublin and there learned that you had gone to Norway.
My uncle, the Fellow in Trinity, my only relation, was highly annoyed
at my quarrels with Cassils whom he had long looked on as the ladder
by which I was to climb to fortune ; he seemed to think self respect, and
independence, the peculiar appanage of those who are rich enough to
afford such expensive luxuries, and all manifestations of such qualities by
those who have to win their way to fame and fortune the worst species
of insanity. I was then in no mood to submit to his reproofs or listen to
his lectures. I told him that a strong will and haughty spirit had been
my best birthright, and should never be bartered by me for a mess of
pottage; that my own clear brain and firm heart were able to win me
fane and power without the pitiful belp of any booby lord in Christendom,
and our interview ended by my uncle's declaring that he wasbed his
hands of all concern in my doings from that bour. I then recollected
old Dean Saidys. You remember how delighted he was with those
Greek epigrams of mine r"

" Yes, and with every thing about you ; I heard him declare you had
more talent than all the other young men he knew put together."

" Well, I went to him, ; he received me very kindly, but told me he had
no interest except in the church ; there hie had agood deal, and it should
all be warmly used in My favour. He declared himself most anxious to
see what he called my great talents dedicated to the service of religion,
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and when I hinted something about conseientiona seruples-for 1 have
a conscience, Walter, though I can stifle it when I choose-he asserted
that the best way to satisfy all such doubts was to have au interest in
silencing them."

g "What do you mean P" I asked.
" Oh, he did not use exactly those words, but he spoke common-place

about the power of truth, and so forth, and said that as the church had
amuredly truth on her side, I had only te undertake to convince others
and I would find the arguments I used irresistible to my own reason. He
used some curious arguments too, to reconcile me to a clerical life,
all tending to prove, ai far as I could understand them, that usage
and prescription allowed varions shades of belief in the pulpit of the
Established Church.

But at last the good Dean hit on a method of persuasion that
moved me more than any that had preceded it. 'If you enter the
church,' he said, 'I can promise you a curacy the moment you are
ordàined. Archdeacon Denzil, the rector of Ardcross in the county
Wicklow, requires a curate, and has desired me to find one for him ; and
yeu shall have it. It is obscure, I know, but I am much mistaken, if
such genius and eloquence as you possess will not speedily make it a
stepping stone to the highest honours the church can bestQw.' "

Here Eardley suddenly withdrew his arm from mine, and picking up
a sharp stone, pointed to a cluster of hazel nuts hanging high above our
head from a crevice of the rock, through which the slender twig on
whieh they grew had forced itself. "Now shall I hit them with my first
throw or not ?" he asked. I

" Of course yon'll bit them," I said, "I never knew you miss your
mark."

"I've missed it sometimes, for all that. But here goes"-and the
next moment the cluster of nuts, closely wrapped in their sheltering
husks, fell at his feet. He took them up, looked at them, and threw them
carelessly away. " They were not worth sa much trouble," he said
indifferently. .Then taking niy arm again, and walking on, he continued,
"Did I tell you that the young lady about whom Camsils did me the
honour of being jealous is the daughter of Sir Francis benzil and the
sister of the rector of this parish ?"

"No, you did not tell me, but what then ?''
" Would you approve of my marrying for money, Walter:? It seemed

to me very like a temptation thrown in my way just then. No other
resouice than the one Dean Sandys offered me, except such drudgery s

ry very soul abhorred, lay open ta me;-and so-I yielded, though not
without some self reproach and self contempt. And now my confesin
ià ended."
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"But about this girl-the Denzils never come here."
"You are mistaken ; they are coming here very soon. And in the

meantime, I believe, they have heard of me. I can tell you, master
Walter, my fame as a preacher has gone much farther than this little
county, though it did not reach your deaf ears."

"But it seems to me that such sermons as I have heard to-day must
greatly puzzle and astonish your hearers."

"Not at all. As long as I bring in a few orthodox shibboleths, they
will quite be satisfied They think nothing about sense or consistency ; fine
words and a good delivery are all they require. But I don't often
indulge in such outbreaks as you heard to-day; still the smothered
fire will burst out occasionally, the dammed up current overleap its
barrier; if I didn't open a safety valve for them sometimes, I could'nt
answer for the consequences. But look there. How do you like my
hermitage ?"

CHAPTER V.

The curate'e dwelling was a low grey cottage standing in a recess of
the glen. A stone fence, with a little iron gate in the centre, surrounded
a small green patch in front, which was bordered with evergreen shrubs,
and divided by a gravel walk. At one end was a kitchen garden, with a
yard and stble behind, and the wild rocky boundary of the glen
approached so close as at a little distance to seem actually overhanging
the cottage. Though humble, it was a pretty and peaceful looking abode,
the sound of falling water making a gentle music never silent, thick
grass lying green and soft in the sheltered nooks of the glen, and wreaths
of purple heath garlanding every crag.

'What a picturesque dwelling !" I cried.
" Is it ?" said Eardley. " l'Il tell you what it is--a capital place

'To carve out dials quaintly, point by point,
Thereby to see the minutes how they run;
How many make the hour full complete,

now many hours bring about the day,
How many days will finish out the year,
How many years a mortal man may

not live-stagnate would be the better word. A charming abode for
Henry VI., perhaps; a den of lingering torture to Warwick." He turned
the handle of the door, pushed it open, and we entered. The parlour
was of course small, and did not look very comxfortable. It contained a
well filled book case, however, and half hidden between it and the dark
green window curtain was a narrow door, which Eardley opened, " Cme
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in here," he said, "this is My sanctum, which no one but myself ever
enters. Now feast your eyes from yonder window while I speak to my
old dame about our dinner."

As I looked round, I could have fancied I was again at Eardley's
rooms at college. Piles of music, a flute and violin, two or three beau-
tiful statuettes, some fine engravings, colour-boxes, pencils, brushes, half
finished sketches, and written sheets of paper lay scattered about, and
piled on tables, chairs, and shelves were books of science, philosophy,
and light literature. I noticed, besides, a cigar case and a pair of pistols
which had been the envy of all bis acquaintances. The window, for
there was but one, was open, and beside it was a chair with an open
volume lying on it. A glance showed me that the book was au old friend,
a beautiful little edition of Horace that I had often heard read with a
perfect aoreciton of th- poet's rare genins, which always seemed to
me inimitable. There was bis name written on the fly-leaf in those bold,
clear, yet delicate and even characters that I knew so well. Eardley had
always loved Horace, and yet how different was the sybaritical indolent
philosophy of the epicurean poet, teaching from the brevity and uncer-

tainty of life the wisdom of evading its burdens and enjoying its plea-
sures, from the restless, devouring, insatiable thirst for glory, for action,
for power, whieh filled the young curate's soul. But did not both
views of life spring from the same want of faith in humanity, the same
diabelief in true heroisn and self sacrifice, the same scepticismn in the
full satisfaction and final triumph of truth? Thus thinking I threw
down the book, and turned to the window. The view from thence
was truly a feast for the eyes, as Eardley had said. Through an open-
ing in the rocks that shut in the glen, a beautiful expanse of country
could be seen, rich in wood, water, hill and dale ; then came the
white buildings of a seaport town, and beyond the blue waves of ocean
melted into the sunlit horizon. After a few minutes' admiring gaze, I
was turning away, when I spied a little flower-pot standing on the window
sUI, containing a tiny plant which I at first concluded must be some
strange botanical curiosity or it would not have been thougbt worthy of
Eardley's care. While I was yet examining it, and becoming more
puzzled every moment, my friend entered. " What have you got here?"
I asked ; " I suppose it must be some vegetable wonder, but it looks to
me very like a sprig of heath."

"it is a sprig of beath," he answered, taking it out of my hand and
restoring it to its place, and then shutting the window, " common mono-
tain heath, but fresh and fragrant as bee ever sipped or morning dew
sparkled on."

«But not different from the heath that grows ail around, is itl Tet



surely there must be something more than common about it to make is
worth keeping."

But while I was still speaking, I caught sight of an object that made
me forget what I was about to say, and for the moment banished every-
thing but itself from my mind. It was a picture hanging on the wall-
the most perfect likeness of the lovely country girl I had seen at church
that morning. Involuntarily I uttered an exclamation of surprise, which
I believe Eardley attributed to admiration.

She is lovely, is she not ?" he asked, his gaze following mine.
"Lovely indeed! But who is she?"
" I bought it some time ago from an old Jew picture dealer, who swore

by everything a Jew ever held sacred that it was an antique-the portrait
of Francesca di Rimini, perhaps by Giotto himself. I bought it, not
because i believed his absurd lies, of course, but because T was charmed
with the exceeding beauty of the face ; and besides there is a simplicity
and truth in the painting that is alnost pre-Raphaelite."

This was true. The picture though deficient in grace, colouring and
finish, bad the charm which reality and the absence of artifice always
give ; and though she whose hapless fate has furnished Dante with the
most pAthetic passage pen ever wrote could scarcely have been fairer than
this fair woman, it was impossible to believe that it was only some
painter's dream. There was the stamp of life and nature, of real thought,
and genuine emotion, of happiness sighed for, of suffering endured, in
every line and stroke whose combination had resulted in such expressive
loveliness, and the more I looked the more plainly 1 seemed to see again
the face that had so charmed and attracted me a few hours before. The
simplicity of the costume and of the painter's style -seemed to increase
the resemblance. She wore a loose dark robe, just fastened at the waist
and throat, and her long abundant tresses, wound several times round
her head, were without flower or gem. She sat at a table on which a
tall light was burning; an open book lay before her but she was not
reading ; she had raised her eyes from the page, and was looking at
somethiug far away, and only visible to her mental eye. All the room
except the small circle within the candle's light, lay in the deepest
shadow, and as she seemed to gaze with a longing intensity, and yet a
something of anxious fear, into the dim obscurity, it was impossible for
an imaginative spectator to help a strange feeling of terror coming over
him, as if he believed some dread fate lurked in the dark background,
and beckoned the beautiful maiden to her doom.

" Poor Francesca," I said, " one could fancy her sitting thus alone and
looking into the dark future with a vague dread of what it was to bring,
gighing, no doubt, that she had not been bora iu some lowlier sphere

Ap
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vwiere there would have been no need to marry for wealth and grandeur

instead of happiness and love."

"Aye, many women would think so, I suppose," said Eardley, " but

very few men. There are not many Antonys now-a-days who would

give up the world for a woman."

"Do you tbink you could be tempted to sacrifice ambition on the

ahrine of such a lovely divinity ?" I s1ked.

"No, not even to Aer!" ho spoke vehemently, and turning away,
looked out of the window.

" Eardley," I said after a short panse, " I have seen a face as like tht
picture as any portrait I ever beheld was to its original."

" Aye, indeed V" he exclaimed, looking round with a start g' where was

that ?"
" In church this morning."

« Oh, you jest," he said, turning away witb apparent carelessueu.,

«No such thing. Hidden under a rustie straw bonnet, I saw that

same enchanting face this morning."

Eardley laughed. «A vision from fairy-land, I suppose, visible enly
to you and concealed from less favoured eyes. Well, I always knew
your powers of imagination, but this caps all."

« There is no imagination in the case. I tell you the living face and

the picture are as much alike as flesh and blood and painted canvasu can
b."

"Nonsense, Walter, what a fellow you are I you saw a pretty country
girl, I dare say, but by what strange process you have exalted her into

the likeness of my beautiful Francesca, it would be hard to tell. How.

ever, I beg you will remember that your thoughts are very apt to roam

into the gorgeous cloudland of fancy, a land which I never visit, and
whose laws and customs cau never by any stretch of imagination be

applied to me. And now in good time, here comes Bridget to tell us
that dinner is ready. You shall have some prime trout old fellow, and
a bottle of good wine. I suppose I may be allowed to drink it, as it was a
present from Dean Sandys."

" The Dean would join you himself if he were here. He is no total

abstinence fanatic, but likes to enjoy the good things of the earth in a

gentlemanly moderate Bort of way."
Well, we'll drink his health, and his speedy elevation to a bishopri."

"He could play a bishop's part right well, I have no doubt. But as
for you, Eardley, would it not have been a better choice had you followed

the bent of your inclinations and started for Australia P'
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"Who knows ?" said Eardley, gloomily. "s Time must decide, now
come in to dinner."

During the rest of the evening I had so much to tell and to hear, and
there were so many topics of deep interest to both to be discussed be-
tween us that I did not think any more about the beautiful mountain
maid, or the strange resemblance she bore tW the picture Eardley called
his Francesca. It was truly a pleasant evening to me, for a more agree-
able companion than Eardley Temple never lived, and in spite of the
great dissimilarity in our characters and sentiments, I loved him with the
strongest affection. He too loved me, and tried earnestly to make me
stay a few days with him, but I was compelled to return to Dublin the
next day; and before we parted for the night le had promised to
acompany me.

NORTH-WEST BRITISH AMERICA.

BIY TH EDITOnL.

(bamtinuedfrom page 178.)

THE GEAT AMERIoA DESERT.-OoMPARISON BETWEEN A. ROUTE TO
THE PAoIrFo IN THE UNITED STATEs AND IN BRITIsH AMERI A.

When the present sagacions chief of the Southern Confederation,
President Jefferson Davis, was the *United States Secretary of War, ho
addressed an able and critical Report to the Speaker 'of the House of
Representatives on the several Railroad explorations between the Mis- e
sissippi and the Pacific Ocean. It is an interesting coincidence that
among bis subordinates then was One Captain Geo. B. McClellan, of
the corps of Engineers, who was employed on the survey of the Cascade
Mountains, on the route of the lino near the 47th parallel. Mr. Secre-
tary Davis speaks of Captain (now Major General) George B. McClellan
in the following words: " The examination of the approaches and passesof the Cascade Mountains, made by Capt. McClellan of the Corps of En-
gmneers, presents a reconnaisance of great value, and thoughi performed
under adverse circumstances, exhibits all the information necessary to
determine the practicabilty of this portion of the route, and reflects the
highest credit on the capacity and resources of that offBeer."

Mr. Secretary Davis, in 1855, described with considerable minuti» the
physical features of the United States between the Mississippi and the
Pacifie. Very many of those parlour geographers who are accustomned
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to judge, write, and talk of the capabilities of a vast extent of the
earth's surface by its situation between particular parallels of latitude,
will be surprised to learn that at least one third of the United States.
of America, or over one million square miles, is absolutely unfitted for
the abode of civilized man, on account of a naturally sterile soil and an
arid climate. It seema almost incredible that a region equal to twelve
times that of England in area should be altogether incapable of sup-
porting any other population than a widely scattered pastoral race, yet
such is the destiny of one third of the country commonly called the
'United States of America, west of the 100th degree of longitude. The,
late Secretary of War of the United States has pointed out that destiny
in very marked terms, just as marked, indeed, as far as language goes,
as the deeds by which Mr. Davis and his able generals have shaped the
destiny of nearly one half of the inhabited portion of the once undi-
vided republic. A brief abstract of the conclusions which this able man
arrived at after a careful study of the numerous reports on the different
Pacifie Railway routes, ought to satisfy those who still adhere to vain
ideas of the indefinite expansion of the United States beyond two or
three hundred miles west of the Mississippi; and convince them of the
illusory nature of those future states which are " destined " to occupy the
desert on the east and west of the Rocky Mountains, not excluding even
the territories bounded by the Pacifie.

The lines of exploration for the Pacific Railroad in the United States
were five in number, and are designated as follows :--First, the route
near the 47th and 49th parallels of latitude; second, near the 41st and
42nd parallels ; third, near the 38th and 39th parallels ; fourth, near
the 35th parallel; and fifth, near the 32nd parallel. The lines of ex-
ploration traversed "three different divisions or regions of country
lyng parallel to each other, and extending north and south through the
whole of the western possessions of the United States. The first is
that of the country between the Mississippi and*the eastern edge of the
sterile belt, having a varying width of from 500 to 600 miles. The
second is the sterile region, varying in width from 200 to 400 miles; and
the third, the mountain region, having a breadth of from 500 to 900
miles.

Explorations show that the surface of the first division, with few
exceptions, rises in gentle slopes from the Mississippi to its western
boundary, at the rate of about six feet to the mile, and that it offers no
material obstacle to the construction of a railroad. It is therefore west
of this that the difficulties are to be overcome.

The concurrent teFtimonY Of reliable observera, had indicated that the
second division, or that called the sterile region, was so inferior in vege-
tation and character of soi, and so deficient in mo'isture, that it bad.
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received, and probably deserved, the name of "I the desert." This opinion
is confirmed by the results of the recent explorations, which prove that

the soil of the greater part of this region is, from its constituent parts,
necessarily sterile ; and that of the remaining part, although well con.

stituted for fertility, is, from the absence of rains at certain seasons--

except where capable of irrigation-a uncultivable and unproductive as

the other.
This general character of extreme sterility likewise belongs to the

country embraced in the mountain region. From the western slopes of

the R ocky Mountains to the 1 12th meridian, or the western limit of the

basin of the Colorado, the soil generally is of the same formation as that

lying east of that mountain crest--mied, in the latitudes of 35° and
320, with igneous rocks; and the region being one of great aridity,
especially in the summer, the areas of cultivable land are limited."

Mr. Becretary Davis sums up the comparison of the different routes,
as regards the character of the country through whieh they pasa. The

following is an abbreviation of the summary :

Route near the 47th and 49th parallel, from St. Paul to

Vancouver ....................... ... . .............. 1>864 miles.

Number of miles through arable land ........................ 374 <

Number of miles through land generally uncultivable ;
arable soil being found in small areas ............... 1,490 «

The greatest number of miles of route through arable land on any
one of the lines surveyed is 670 miles, in a distance of 2,290 miles.

The least number of miles of route through generally uneultivable

soil, is 1,210, on a line of 1,618 miles in lengtb, near the 32nd

paraRel.
The general aridity of the Missouri Basin may be inferred from the

fact, that although the basin it drain s is nearly two and-a-half times as

large as that of the Ohio, its annual discharge is only about three-

qnarters that of the eastern tributary of the Mississippi. The total area

drained by the Missouri is 518,000 square miles, or more than 120,000

square miles in excess of the Basin of Lake Winnipeg within British
territory. The mean downfall of rain in the Missouri Basin is 20.9
inches. The mean downfall in the Upper Mississippi is 35.2. The
mean downfall in the Ohio Basin is 40.5, or double that of the Missouri
Basin.*

The arid region in the Missouri Valley commences west Of the 100th

degree of longitude ; but the 10oth degree of longitude divides the United

States into two nearly equal parts on the 40th parallel Of latitude. The

• Humphy's an Abbott's Report on the Mu ssippi River.
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estern half is the present fertile and peopled part of the country. The
western half is a comparative desert all the way to the Pacifie.

It. a iin comparison with this immense desert that the Fertile Belt
at the edge of the woods, stretching in the Saskatchewan valley from the
Lake of the Woods to the Rocky Mountains, stands out in such snr-
prising contrast. The 80,000 square miles of arable land in British
Central America, mark out the true pathway across the continent, the
only one capable of sustaining an eflicient means of communication,
whether in the form of a stage road, or ultimately of a railway, by the
growth of a local population. But the favourable comparison does not
rest here. The Rocky Mountain region, which offers such a difficult barrier
te communication between the Pacifie and the valley of the Mssissippi
possesses peculiarities in British America of a very striking character,
and quite saieient to establish the vast superiority of the line cutting
d4 onally the 50th, 51st, 52ud and 53rd parallels, in point of physioal
conformation, to any lines of route which have been explored in British
America or the United States.

The great plateau upon which the Rocky Mountains rest, has its
greatest elevation in Mexico ; it thence declines to its lowest point in
latitude 320, where it has an altitude of 5,200 feet. From this parallel
it increases in altitude northward, and reaches its maximum near the
38th parallel, where it is about 10,000 feet high. Thence it declines
again towards the north, and in latitude 42° 24' it has an elevation of
740 feet ; in latitude 47 it is about 6,040.* In British America it
still continues to diminish in altitude, being, at the 49th parallel, 4,300
feet above the sea. Where Bow River emerges on the plains, the eleva-
tion is 3,900, and where the Athabasca leaves the chain, in latitude
03° 12' it is only 3,300 feet above the level of the sea.† These eleva-
tions, tabulated, show the following rapid decline towards the Athabuca

Elevation of the Rocky Mountal
Plateau above the ses, in flee.

38th Parallel ....................... i ........ 10,000
42°24' ' .... ' . ... ............. 7,490

47th " .................................... 6,040
49th " ....................... . ............. 4,300
51°9' " (Bow River) .............--...... 3,900
53°" 12'" (Athabasca).,............ ....... .. 3,300

The gentle rise of the country between Carlton and the foot of the
mountains where the Athabasca River issues from them, is shown by the
small diference of level which exists between those distant points. Fort

Paciec Railway Report. Vol. L, page 4.
IHector-Proceedings of the Geological SoOletY.
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Carlton is 1,878 feet above the sea, having only 1,422 feet less elevationi
than the Athabasca where it issues from the mountains, although the
distance, as in an air line, is about 550 miles, being at the rate of a little
less than three feet in a mile. As the Rocky Mountains are eut by val-
leys nearly to the level of the plateau on which they rest, it is possible
that the altitude of the Leather Pass, which communicates directly with
the Frazer River, does not much exceed 4,000 feet over the sea level.

TABLE of compariSon between the different passes in the Rocky Moun-
tains in the United States and in British territory, north of latitude
38°:

UNIITED STATES*
Altitude of P'u&.

Feet.
Surveyed route between the 38th and 39th parallels of latitude .. 10,032
Route between the 41 st and 42nd parallels ........................... 8,373
Route between the 47th and 49th parallels ....................... 6,044

Barrîsu TERRITORTin

KananaSki Pass, from the South Sakatchewan to the Kootanie
River ...................................................... ...... 5,985

Kicking Horse Pass, from the South Saskatchewan to the Col-
umbia ....................................... 5,420

Vermillion Pass, from the South Saskatchewan to the Kootanie
R iver ............. ................................................... 4,944

Old Columbia Trail," or Leather Pass, from the Athabasca to
the Frazer (the Canadian emigrant route), probably below 4,500

The breadth of country forming a continuous rnountain.region is far
greater in the United States than in British America. The United
States is crossed by three great systems of mountains, extending generally
from north to south. The first system, beginning with the Sierra Madre,
and terminating in the -Black Hills of Nebraska Territory, is partially
gorged by the Rio Grande, completely eut through by the North Platte
and the Sweet Water Rivers, and turned by the Missouri. It does not
extend into British America. The total breadth of mountainous country,
in the proper acceptation of the term, within the limits of the United
States, varies from 500 to 900 miles. In British Columbia, on the Atha-
basca, the greatest length is not more than 880 miles from the Leather
Portage to the Pacific ; and the actual distance, in an air line from the
Leather Portage to the extremity of Belhoula Inlet, the possible terminus
of a route, does not exceed 400 miles. Other natural advantages pos.
sessed exclusively by the British Americau Route, will be noticed in a
subsequent article.



THE BEAUTIFUL IN ART,

Man is endowed with noble intellectual powers, sensibility and will.
He bas performed great and important works in agriculture, manufac-
ture, commerce, science, and art. Though he bas te earn bis bread in

the sweat of bis brow, and pertorm the sterner duties of life, yet bis
chief end is not mechanical labour and toil.

le bas capabilities for higher exercises, more wonderful achieve-
ments, and a conscious craving after, and longing for their gratification.

As man was made in the image and likeness of God, it is doubtles
the desire of our Creator that he should rise to bigher, puirer, and more
refined enjoyments. And tbongh we do not mean to affirm that the
fine arts eau impart spiritual life, or implant pure morai principles in
any man's bosom, yet, if these virtues do exist in the mind, the fine arts
have a power to charm, to elevate, to purify, to refine, and to enoble all
the sensibilities of the soul.

Much has been said and written on the beautiful in nature, and in art,
by thinkers, as well as by many who are thoughtless. We shall not at-
tempt to define what beauty is, lest we should by the attempt only reveal
our own ignorance.

Perhaps it is its own best definition, At all events we believe it to
be difficult if not perilous to undertake the task. Beauty is a word so
complex, -o full of thought, and so expressive, that we shall neither
try to define, nor explain it. We speak of a beautiful bouse, a
beautiful city, a beautiful flower, a»nd a beautiful bird. But to philoso-
phize upon the word, to attempt to define it, and explain it by terns
whieh themselves need to be defined and explained, is surely to darken
counsel by words without knowledge, and take away much that is rich,
comprehensive and elegant from that exceedingly beautifuIl and expres-
sive word which we call beauty.

Rusken, a British author of eminence and power, who bas written ex-
tensively on the fine arts, describes beauty, or rather we should say, the
term beautiful, ais follows : " Any material object which can give us plea-
sure in the simple contemplation of its outward qualities without any
direct and definite exertion of the intellect, I call in some way, or in
some degree beautiful. Why we receive pleasuire froi some forms and
colors, and not from others, is no more to b. asked or answered than
why we like sugar and dislike wormwood."

Spenser's song on this subject is beautifully true, as well as truly
beautiful.

" That beautY is not, aR fond men misdeem,
An outward show of things that only seema

VOL. i. B
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But that fair lamp, from whose celestial raY
That light proceeds, which kindleth lover's ire,
Shail never be extinguished nor decay.

But when the vital spirits do expire,
Unto her native planet shall retire,
For it is heavenly born and cannot die,
Being a parcel of the Purest ky."

The great majority of men hurry along life's pathway without ever

nactiing unnumbered objects of interest, attraction and beauty. You

will, however, seldom see an educated man with a refied cast of mind,

ho asi not a natural passion for the beautiful. Indeed, 'we have come to

the conclusion, after long and careful observation, that the man who is

sordid in big desires, uncultivated in his mind, or sensual in his habits,
is very rarely fond of the fine arts

-is desires run after and terminate upon other objects. He seeing

àees net, he hearing hears not, and perceiving ho does net perceive.-

He i8 blind te beauty. The works of the great and Infinite Artist may
be spread out before him, above him, and around him in all their variety,

their beauty, and perfection, but they fail to charm or move him. The

productions of a Michael Angelo, a Raphael, or a Turner have no charm

for him, and the reason le because ho has no eyes to see the seul of

thingg

"A primrose by the river's brim,
A yellow primrose is to him,
And it is nothing more."

Surely man was not made to be a grovelling Worm of the dust, a mere

money-making machine, with no loftier end in view than te live a while,

digging all his life in the dust, and then lie down in it forever. No!

man was made to learn, admire and love, whatever is beautiful il

nature, art, intellect, or morals.

Our benefieient Creator who is infinitely pure, perfect, and beautiful,
loves whatsoever is lovely. He delights to contemplate, as well as to

create the beautiful ; and since we are called upon to let the beauty of the

Lord our God be upon us, we should, as a duty and a privilege, cul-

tivate this refined and refining taste.

There is not a star that twinkles in the firmament of heaven but tells

us in the plainest language thab God loves the beautiful. The myriada

of dew drop that sparkle like as many diamonds in the morning Sua-

beamas, tell us that God loves the beautiful. Yes, the benevolent and

all-wise Creator who has garnished a.the beuYen, and spread out the

earth with its majoestio nd lofty mountailn, its fruitful valleys, its lovely
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kes, its flowing rivera, its murmuring streams, it forests of evergreen,
its richly colored, variegated and fragrant flowers, and its ton thousand
other attractive, charming and fascinating objecta, all tell us iu unanis-
takable language that He who is clothed with light aa with a gaiment
hals a holy love for the beautiful.

Now if all this be true we should take pleasure in contemplating the
Creator's works, and not only become acquainted with the beautiful in
Eature, but be therby fitted for appreciating, if not of pToducing the
beautiful in art. The celebrated French Philosopher, Oousin, bas well
said, " Mans not made only to know and love the beautiful in the works
of nature, ho i8 endowed with the power of reproducing it. At the
sight of a natural beauty, whatever it may bo, physical or moral, is firsat
need is to feel and admire. He is penetrated, ravished, as it were, over-
whelmed with the sentiment of beauty. But when the sentiment is
enermetie, he is not a long time sterile. We wish to see again, we wish
to feel again what cansed us so vivid a pleasure, and for that end we
attempt to revive the.beauty that eharmed us, not as it was, but as our
imagination represents it to us. Hence a work original and peculiar
ta man, a work of art. Art is the free reproduction of beauty, and the
power in us eapable of reproducing it is called genius."

The artist, whether he be a gardener as the first man was, or a musi-
cian as Jubal was, or, whether ho be a painter, or a poot, is not a more
copyist ; he conceives, originates, creates. He gives being to thoughts,
to ideas, and be embodies these conceptions in forms, or sounds, or col-
ora, as the case may be. No good artist is a more slave of nature. It
is true, he loves to study nature, for nature is his school, and hie best
schoolmaster; but when we say that the artist is not a niere slave of
nature, ve mean that ho can originate ideas, Pan and doos give themI "a
local habitation and a name," that they may be seen and felt and admired.
It is iben we look at the philosophy of art fron this standpoint that
we see the true dignity Of man in one Of itS important aspects.
The all-wise and infinite Artist has endowed the finite artist with
those very powers which enable him to conceive, and to execute. To
express in forma and beautiful colors a tvourite original conception, has
often been in the bosoms of great artists, an inexpressible and inextin.
guishable passion, a passion all but irresistable. It is impossible to read
the lives of Raffaelle, Rubens, Vandyke, West, Barry, Feuseli, and Wil-
son, without being nlot only convinced of this, but also to some extent
innoculated with the same spirit, and constrained to cherish greater
fondness than ever for the fine arts.

19very man worthy of the name of an artist throws his whole heart
and soul into the work which he is executing, and on this very account
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every work of art worthy of the name, hasits own vitality andlife; a living

seoul omnipresent in, and looking through all its members.

When you gaze at a first class painting from the pencil of a firstelass

artist you perceive at once, oneness, completeness, truthfulness, symme-

trical proportions, contrast, variety, life expression, without ever for a

moment thinking about any one of these distinguishing characteristics

of a work of art.
It is worthy of notice, that though the Creator has endowed us with

Eve senses through one or other of which we get all our knowledge, al

our impressions, and all our emotions from the world, and the wide

universe around us, yet, art addresse8 only two of them. Hence the

art has been divided into two great classes-those which are addressed

to the mind through the sense of hearing, and those which are addressed

to the mind through the sense of 8ight.
Music, and poetry are addressed to the ear; engraving, gardening,

sculpture, architecture, and painting are addressed to the eye.
• We live in a lovely world, with beautiful objects all around us. May

we cultivate more and more a taste for the beautiful in nature, in art,

in intellect, in morals, and thus by letting the beauty of the Lord our

God be upon us, we shall enjoy a pleasure purer than a ray of light, and

a satisfaction which it is impossible adequately to describe.
IOTA.

THE EMIGRANTS.

A TALE OF TUE BACKwOODS.

(omtinued from page 154.)

Poor Edith trembled like a leaf,
While these wild words of passion flowed

But yet her answer, cold and brief,
No trace of indecision showed ;

Altbough a sharp pang thrilled her heart,
When she bis look of suffering mark'd ;
As tho' the words, so coldly spoken,
Fis throbbing heart had crushed and broken.

But soou that look of suffering ed,
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And haughtily he reared his head;
And in his wild and burning eyes,
A glance of vengeance seemed to rise.

" And so," ho hoarsely said, "'t is plain
That I must woo thee fruitlessly;

1, who have seldom woo'd in vain,
Until I made my suit to thee.

I see it now 1 that stripling mild,
Whose song e'en now was sung by the;

HO has thy maiden heart beguiled
With his untutor'd minstrelsy.

Yet aun it be, a boy shall dare
To rival Clifford in his love f

If so, then let him well beware:
For here I vow, by heaven above,

That he had botter cross the path
Of the hot lava's rushing stream,

Or the wild whirlwind, in its wrath,
Than dare my ire, or fondly dream

That my dark soul would bear to 8ee
Him basking in those smiles of thine,

Which beam like sunlight on the sea,
Making all bright where'er they sbine.
- No, Edith I it can never be-
You must be, nay, you shall be mine !"

XmI.

Edith was gentle, I have said,
And yet her father's courage dwelt

Within the heart of that young maid,
Altho', as yet, 't had been unfelt.

While Clifford, with respect, did tell
How wildly he had loved and well.
She fear'd him, yet she felt the pain
Of saying that his hopes were vain.

But when with hate and anger gleaming,
Fls.hed the fierce glances of his eye,

Like the quick light'ning wildly gleaming,
From out some dark and troubled sky.
Hia threat'ning look, and kindling ire,
Seem'd to arouse a kindred fre;
For fear and trembling led apace,



And courage came and took their place
And shone both from her bright'ning eye,
And in lier bearing, proud and high.
" Thine! " she exclaimed; what! shaN be thine!
Yes! when the stars of heaven shall shine
In the bright noon, or when the light
Shal wed the dark and chilly nigbt.
But ne'er till then, whate'er betide,
Will I consent to be the bride
Of one who speaks of love to me,
And yet forgets all courtesy;
Wasting his courage idly, too,
In boasting of the deeds he'll do
Upon a poor and luckless wight,

Who never shews his bravery

By startling a poor maid with fright;
Making, forsoth, his love the plea

For treating ber insultingly.
Stand from my path ! nor dare to stay
Me longer on my homeward way;
And never speak again asE thon
Hast ventured to address me now."

Bdith swept past him like a Queën,
With dauntless step and gleaming eye,

Until the woods that came between,
Concealed ber from bis scrutiny;

Then, like some startled wild fawn, bounding
Thro' the green woods, so Edith ied ;

And like some gushing brooklet sounding
Over its steep and broken bed,

So rushed the wild blood through her veins,
As her light foot its swittness trains,
When once concealed from Olifford's view

By the thiek clust'ring trees that grew
Beside the short yet devious way
That led te where the clearing lay.
8he paused beside the sig-zag fenee

Parting the forest from the feld ;
Her trembling limbs, her reeling sense,

Obedience now refused to yield ;
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knd'on an old and upturned tree
Bbhe sank, all faint and breatbleuisly.

'T was like a dream ; and bad ue dared
Clifford's dark spirit to iîceense;

That bot, foerce heart, wbluh few m»en cared
Ta waken ito violence.

Oould it, in very 4dee4 betu
Tjiat ahe had sçornied lbis wilkest moo4;

Denied him whon he knelt to sue,
There lu the forest's solitud~e?

But for her faint and patin hoart,
She could have deemed that i~t muist be

Some merry prank, or playfuil art,
Of a young mide's fantapq.

But tbough herseif she feare hîi not,
lIet thouglits of otheis o'er 1ber stoe

His tbreat'nlng words of venugeanice esot

Dark feare io ber inost ROUl ;
And made ber lft ber prayer oubih
With quiv'rlng beart and moiste1I'd eye

To Hi,» whose nandato pan contr
The waves, wben thy in fiu'y roll ;
$!eeling that iii. would sooth ta rest
The tesnpeat wildi lifford's brat

X3VIl5.

And where wa8 Clifford ? With amaze
le heard the maiden's proud reply ;

And when she 'd v*rnishe& from the gaze
0f lbis dark passlpu-lighted oye,

Throixghbi hIleenced teeth ho ewpre thiat he
Would wreak bis vengeance lfearfully
On bim whu, more than evr now
Rie deemed bis rival. And his brow
Iiowered with a darker frown, as ie
Strode tbro' the wildwood rapidly,
Towards wbere, uponthe è3lub'ing bay,

is. light skiff as~ moigm lay.
With stalwart arai l* seized the oar,
ÂnId sent ber dancing from the shore;
As tho' hie vengoful dire> intent,
Preeh vigour ta each muscle lent.
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The sun had set-bis parting glance
Linger'd in flame upon the sky;

The dark'ning waters, in a trance,
Beemed to be sleeping tranquilly.

But fiercer far was Clifford's ire
Than even the sun's last glance of fire;
And darker were bis thoughts of ill
Than those deep waters, dark and still.
" Could I," ho mutter'd, " e'er have dreamt

A beardless stripling, such as he,
Would prove a rival, Id have sent

Him shrieking to eternity.
Is it for this my nature, I

Have school'd to gentleness and rest,
Teaching my spirit to deny

Each impulse that it loveth best.

Madness ! to think that I, who ne'er
Rlestrained the fierceness of my wrath-

Which, like the lightning's lurid glare,
Blasted whatever crossed its path-

Should now be baffled by a boy,
Whose sickly verse, and girlish tone,

Has withered far the deepest joy
That my wild heart bas ever known.

But there's au hour of reck'ning yet
To come between himself and 1;

For e'er to.morrow's sun shall set,
One, or perhaps both, of us shall die.

And it were joy, indeed, to sink
Into the strange dark sleep of death,

If My fast-closin)g ear could drink
The gaspings of bis dying breath."

Oh! 'twas a fearful thing to trace
The shade those thoughts of evil cast

Upon bis dark and manly face,
As o'er bis writhing soul they past.

Ho fiercely plied bis oar, as tho'
H sttruggled with bis mortal foe;
And bis light bark so swift did glide,
The startled waters leapt aside
To give it room, as tho' in fear
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They led before its wild career.
But other passions seemed to rise

Within his soul. The passionate ray
That glowed from out his lery eyes,

Died like the dying light away:
And in its stead, a dreamy gaze,
That told of thoughts of other days,
Rose like the twilight's soften'd beam,
In some still ummer eve serene.
The slack'ning motion of his oar,
Proclaimed the storm of passion o'er;
Ani idly now bis tiny boat
Does on the lake's dark waters boat.

xx'.

" But yet," he murmur'd " would to heaven
Weston was not my rival: he

Seems to possess a strange power, given
As if to overmaster me.

I've marked within bis mild brown eye,
A gentle yet mysterious light,

That wakes vague thoughts, like those that rise
In some wild vision of the night;

And which the memory strives in vain
To grasp, in many-a waking hour;

Like childhood struggling to regain
A wild bird just escaped its power.

And then his voice : there 's many a tone
That, gurgling from his quiet lays,

Comes o'er me when I am alone,
And bears me-back to other days;

And rouses thoughts I deemed had b led
For ever from my sin-scorch'd soul;

And feelings that have long been dead,
And sadness that disdains control,

For then it seems (I know not why)
As tho' I were a child again ;

And but that my proud heart is dry,
The very tears would low like rain,

To think of those bright days of glee,
In childhood's pure and holy time,

When sporting by my mother's kuee,



1 neither knew ner dremi f crme

One of bis Dm o ac efW
A.nd lie was ini his cdodyt

When set I looke4 onEgadamoe
Strange! tbat -nY wildR oihar

Shuld from the is hav yearnd t one
Who would with fea an 1çtig tr

Fromn the dark course tha 1 ae
And whom 1would, i ter day,

With curling li, have lauhe tosc
Ând feit as tho' his gentle woya

And now this boy, with serpent's, wile,
Rs blighted hopes of happier days.

Ourses upon bis treacherotis sînile;
Ourses iipon bis fawaing ways.
Hoec, every calmer, bolier têhought,
Vengeance! keg.cfrwsrd 1 am thin.;

l'Il strive to bate hlm, as 1 ougbt
To hate, the edlei fo..of mine."

IZXI.

Âwa.ken'd by bji 1iig lite
Againe plie i edi1 a

Was brooding ove laegdsoe
He moored bi skff ýieful Mood,

Thon strode to w jçr x bi ab 4»t0d
A bireb-bark torch's Juri my,
Its rude, fantastie >x!lb di8IaY
Logs fromn theq fora, filled ho1twep

With woodland woe of ri t green.
A chininey ling, an Ac w~#Q niht,
Whore danced tlat ee.c and amoky ligh
As if it lovod to Bee its j>04m8
Refletod in the brilliant glam

at by rieb arm f vaipuâ aiomd.
Sonie plain, an cmilid wt gld,
Ruing frein moine atag's wiebwh-u-br
Which ber. and <,4er tb wall adorip.
Traces of wéai atra their



,&Xe mingled wit theweodman' farO;
Makig it nio unfit abod.
For lin who riow acogsit od
'Who never, from hise arliet day,

Woidd suifer man Wo crqfl hà way.

Re took bis hke wepn do'vM,
And sauned the wfli a caeful oye;

Ând o'er his brow, itbratnig rwik
Wua glooming stili.preuooy

Ris wa a dark and aoessu
AS ever was to moq*l gin

And brooIked the thoght of man's cout0i
leua than the kouda, when tossd an ivu

They on the storm's wide piniP roll

Âcross the dan'd vault of J8ftvWn.
No one co~g4ulatllfomwenee
And tho' he boreau a Aiet>t ninef,

He never spoke of fedsor home.
Indeed, ho eemd jtbe al.xi.
I the wide -warld. Ris brow was îbxk

With travel-st4in, and bore the mark
Of tropic olimes ; and oftei he

Would speak (tho' etill wth enytery)
Of many a strange and perleuB ëene
In the fat lands whem howbad bee.

0f danger met and coqewd told
Tho', when he plea&e, no lac bi8l he
Of frsnk and pleuing covtcq,.

'Why hie had corne, noa» on ol el
In that wild woodlftnd home to we1ll
Fobtat holiad no lack f gldl
Full manY ~a têken plaia4y toJ4.
V'er him Bmre flv-adthry m
Rad pasoed with all têher hqe and4 fem.
N~oble hie featre and~ jhi f

Dia leave its dark an boding tram
lJpon his ever-ohanging £&S



seem'd darken'd by some secret sin;
Like the dark cloud on Etna's brow,

That tells of seething fires within.

Backwards and forth for hour ho paced;
And tho' the pat each token traced
That led him to the madd'ning thought
That Weston lov'd the maid he sought,
And that it was for Weston she
Had treated him contemptuously.
And so, in truth, had Clifford's eye
(Quicken'd by love and jealousy)
Of late, by many a trace, dotected
That love (tho' almost unsuspected
E'en by themselves) had fixed his dart
Deep in each young and glowing heart.
'T was with this vague but sick'ning thought
That Cliford had fair Edith sought ;
And there beside the stil lake's side,
Poured forth his passion's foaming tide.
" And now," ho muttered, 'I have learned

The truth my boding fears foretold,
That my deep love is unreturned-

That to'ards me her young heart is cold.
And now one fear alone is mine ;

And that is, lest my gaintly foe
Should, by sone law he deems divine,

Refuse the strife I covet So.
But no I if there is lingering yet

One trace of manhood in his soul,
I'l taunt him till ho shall forget

Hi canting and hie self-control.
Yes ! I remember well where he

To-morrow will his toil pursue;
Beneath the lonely greenwood tr,

Secluded far from human view.
There will I seek him-and l'Il tear

Edith's bright image fromi him heart.
We two shall be alone ; and there

lIl sorely test his swordsman's art.
I know him skill'd in fence full well;

fflm
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He says his sire did ever prize
A youth who could his mates exeel

In every manly exercise.
'T is well a worthier foe is mine:

His very skill will aid 6he strife;
For habit will with fear combine

In making him defend his life."

x3XIV.

Clifford Anew Weston was sincere,
And that 't would never ho the fear
Of human wrath or earthly might
Would cause him to decline the fight.
It once had chanced that they had been
Together midst a perilous scene,
When brave bearts sunk, and death seemed nigh,
And parted lips, with horror dry,
Grew voiceless in their agony.
Then had young Weston's bearing brave-
His look so calm, altho' so grave-
Told of an inward peace that took
The dread from Death's most withering look;
And by his tranquil self-control,
Show'd bis to he no dastard soul.
But never, at the world's comiand,
Would ho have calmly ta'en his stand
Wbere he must be, whate'er betide,
A murderer, or a suicide.
He ne'er could have agreed to slay,
Tho' in this " honourable " way,
Some friend, because he could not brook
Some passing word or slighting look.
He thought even murder, " a la mod',"
Forbidden by the laws of God;
And so unfashionable he
As to obey them reverently.
This Clifford knew ; and hence the smare

Which now he laid, with malice deep,
To place a rapier unaware

Within bis band-then on him beap
Insult, and scorn, and onset-all
Forcing him thus to 1ght or fall.

.285
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Cast its wild garen'oe Clifford',moom,
Was like the fierce and1 ~ de ml

That fiitted O'er lia Face of gi..m;
Whenl, wvitb clenclil bande ho thouglit how lie
Would venit bis angor bltte.dy
0, hituwhom nowhle sendto l..p
Within hie dire and deadly grasp.

The dastard niglit is gfowlfl pale,
lier tremblitig wings aire sprend fo>r lighh

No longer inay lier power prevai --
<Younig Day h-, eoring i bisii uiglit.

Nature's glad voict, iii triunMlih 1 11age

To e the ditik'toung s1hades retire;
And m-elcorne, on his rilby wings,

Je Mornig, wvtb his 'lan i utire.
Soe how hisugi smille hath 1rigitead

Th.e sumnuit of y<m. wood-crown'd iuil;
Andî now 't biai fal'ui upon aud lighten'd.

The lake's deep waters, pure mand stili.
Oh! where ubail Drkueu. fid a spot

Curtain'd with gleoom, whoe se mmy die
More gently than cmii le lier lot

Beneath the bright u~ n'a biunning eye.?
Oh! glorious Day!1 methinks tht tk.,a

Au emblenu fit, tho' fiBIt nmy be,
Of Iim who, onthy dazl brow,

Us etamped D1is own Dlviaity.
Thou comest with thy feri of ligIut,

Bobed in liglit clouds of golden hue;
And travellest in thy niat<less might,

Through the vast regioQ of the bine.
And while thy imite doth wake deligl4

In boioms that are pure mand true%
flark-hearted Crime, the child of NigIht,

Shriuks tir.ubJuug froc thy searching view.
Emeli tiny leat je richly dight

With pearl.-drops of the glitterng dow~
Ljike tears tluat had been shed by nig*t

AEre frein the conquein1g Day she fieu-
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The. drowsy hindi; are stili aloop,
The, lako l1ke burnised silver lis

-Befletig 'i ite buoom deep
fThob1nshing eouds muet gorgeons dyes

And over watr, wood, and Stream,
Gladness and glory reigii eupreome.

SRKETCHES OF! D.DIÂAN WRFE

BY THE BDITOR.*

TUE ABENAUYIS' STORX.

'lIwaagoing along mylineftrp, when 1 met an !wkdi=c wih
sledge hauled by two doge. Ho was a Monitagnais, so 1thst I coulti not

ndeorstand umuc1 of bis labntiage, but lie epoke Engieh a litt1e, and we
ould, oaeily ma4o one another ouxt. 1 said to him, <"Y haive abay

loa onyou gldgeY I A heavy toad,'" ho replied, in a tiuful 4one.
'l aw' h dd nt iketotalk, eut 1 aked hini to caoeto myl4tdge
pus he ight Wegotthere early, and cooked soine aupper. Tho

Iudian had pIenty uf caribui melat ith lihn, aud gare me sume, whiioh
ho tuuh fromi the sledgo. AI3cor a smoke ho begàU t talk, and said ho
came from St. Marguerite, wrich en terS the~ giaf a foewilslIêbove Seven
Islands. He had aniceolittle pack of furs with him, mor tbsu I id;
andI the caribou wore rnumeou about seventy miles up the river, but
4hre wae a camp of Nasquapoee tte~ who woro killing thein off. After

a wile jut a itwasgroihg dtiak, ho aeked ie if lie might brillg his
lîlege ntomy odg ; for," said ho, elI have a body there, and 1 amn

afraid tho dogB will eat it if it le loft o1tside-
1 l ruh h oyi n ai ti h ods ato h Iodge,

wliere thece wag~ a little sil6w drlfted throng# a crack.
i IlOh " said theIêTidian, I f the suow de «0ot melt hem thie body

wiln tako no hurtY"
<we sat aad sinQICèd tgetiér.

'Afer a while, 1 8aid, I-'Did you bring the body far ?

prom Explorations in the Iziterior of the Labrado Peningula; te c untO
the Motgni an squapee ladians. lIy Henry Y. Ilind, M.A. F,?.S. T 4*00-

'I" with maps and aumu8uOl illustrtions. Lugnglsu ohdm La the Pr*e85.
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Six days up the St. Marguerite: perhaps eight days from bere.-
I came with some Nasquapees across the country, who had come from

the Trinity River, and were following the caribou. The Nasquapee.got
enough meat, and went back. • 1 came on to go down the Moisie to Se-

ven Islands, and leave the body there till the spring.
'" How did he die P" 1 said at length.
'The Indian looked at the fire and said nothing. I knew that there

was some very sorrowful tale to tell, or he would have spoken at once.
' After a long pause the Indian said, "He is my cousin ; I am taking

him to be buried at the Post. le asked me ; I'promised him. It is a

long journey in winter; but he wished it, and he will soon be there.

'The Indian then began te tell me how it happened. " He and I,"

he said, pointing to the body-but he mentioned no name-" were hunt-

ing together; we came upon the track of a cat."' *

' By cat you mean lynx, of course,' said one of the listeners.

'Yes; we always call them cats: many white folk call them lynx.-
It'm an animal about the size of a big dog, only lower and stronger,with

sharp pointed cars, and a tuft at the end of each,'

'Yes, that's the lynx. Go on.'
'Well, the Indian said, " We came upon the track of a cat, and rol-

lowed it. My cousin was first, and he turned round and said to me,
' l'l go round that mountain, if you go up the valley with the dogs, and
we are sure to get him.' We separated. Iu an hour I heard a gun,
and then sat down, and I waited long. Night was coming on; I thought
I would go and look. I could find nothing, so, as it was getting dark,

I fired my gun ; no answer. I fired again; no answer. Something, I
said, has happened to my cousin; I must follow-his track as soon as it

is daylight.
' " 1 pulled some sapin,t made a bed on the snow, drew some branches

over me, and slept well. Next morning I followed the tracks, and be-

fore I got half round the mountain I saw my cousin. He was nearly
dead-could just speak. Close to hia was the cat, frozen stiff. My
cousin had slipped into a crack et the rock just after he had fired and

wounded the cat, when he was within twenty yards of it. One of hi&
Tegs was-broken. As soon as he fell, the cat sprang upon him, and tore

off part of his scalp ; be killed it with his knife, but could not get out of
the crack on account of his broken leg; he could not reach his gui' to

fire it Off, and let me know. There he must have remained, and have

died alone, if I had not chanced to come. I lifted him out of the crack,
but bis fingers snapped off-they were frozen. He just said to me,

•Cat, or Lynx.

SBraches Of the spruoe.



' Nipi ! nipi !'-water i water !I quic-kly made a fire, put some snow
in my blanket, held it over the flame, and got him some water. He
told me to take himt to Seven Islands or the Moisie, and bury him there.
He pointed to his gn. I brought it to him; he put it into my hand,
turned round his head, and died."

' The Indian sat looking at the lire for many minutes. I did not want
to interrupt bis thoughts. After a while I flled his pipe, put a coal in
it, and gave it to him. He took it, still looking at the flre. Perhaps
he saw the spirit of his cousin there, as Indians often say they do. He
smoked for a long time. At length he spoke, looking at the body, and
pointing to it, saying, " le said last winter that some one would die
before the year was out.

• I knew, well enough that it was one of their superstitions that had
troubled him, for lie was a heathen not more than a year ago ; and a
man does not get rid of his heathen notions by being touched with a
drop of Manitou water. So I said to him, "I Did he see anything P"

'"lHe came across tracks."
'"Tracks? "

A Wendigo," said the Indian.
'ave yon ever seen one?" I asked him.

'" I have seen tracks."
'« Where ? "

On the St.Marguerite, the Mingang the Manitou, the Oa-na-ma-ne,
My cousin saw tracks on the Manitou last winter, and be said to me and
to many of us, 'Something will happen.' "

'"What were the tracks like ?" I said to him.
Wendigoes," he replied.
Well, but how big were they?"

'lHe looked at me and said nothing, nor would he speak on the subject
again.

'These Montagnais think,' continued Pierre, 'that the Wendigoes
are giant cannibals, twenty and thirty feet high. They think that tbey
live on human flesh, and that many Indians who have gone hunting, and
have never afterwards been heard of, have been devoured by Wendigoes.
They are dreadfully supersitious in the woods, but brave enough when
they get on the coast.

II.

A NA$QUAPEE's DREAM.

The magniîneent sandy beach on the east uide of the Bay of SeVen
s1lands, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, with its fringe of bea!tifl but

VOL. 1. T
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small white and balsam, spruce, forming the boundary of the forest which

covers the flat country in the rear, is a most attractive camp-ground,

ample enough for ten thousand Montagnais lodges. On a summeinr day,
with a gentle breeze blowing, to drive mosquitos away, it becomes a

delightful but very lonely lounge ; and at the entrance to the channel,

opposite the great Boule island, with the sea in front, the calm rippling

bay at your feet, the silent forest just behind, backed by the everlasting
hills, inconceivably desolate and wild, which, stretch for a thousand miles

towards the west, it is a fit spot for old memories to renew themselves, old
sorrows to burst out afresh. So, evidently, Otelne, a Nasquapee
froin the far interior of the Labrador Peninsula, thought and found ;
for as I was bathing about a mile fron the mission, on the Friday after

our arrival, I saw an Indian sitting among the tall coarse grass which

grew on the edge of the sloping beach. After a plunge in the cold
water, observing him still retaining his posture, I went up to him, and
when he turned at my approach, I saw it was Otelne (" The fProngue.")
He made no sign, but, without expression of any kind, took the seal-

skin tobacco-pouch I affered him, filled his pipe, brought out bis flint

and steel, struck a light, and, turning in silence towards the ocean,

smoked without saying a word. After a short time, I uttered the Ojib-
way word for sun, calling bis attention by pointing with the finger to

the light which the setting sun was casting upon the Seven Islands. He

watched it with apparent interest as it slowly rose up the side of the

Grande Boule, when the sun descended behind the range of hi b hills in

the rear of the bay.
As soon as the last rose-tint fled from the summit, he shook the ashes

out of his pipe, and touching me, while still squatting on the ground,

pointed to the summit of the great Boule. Rising on his knees, he

began to speak, pointing to different directions of the compass, then to

himself, then particularly to the west, and, at the saine time, accom-

panying his address with such admirable signs that, although I could
understand but very few of the words he was saying, yet knowing some-

thing of bis history, it was evident to me that he spoke of bis coming to
Seven Islands Bay from a great distance; that his party, when ho
arrived, consisted of some fifteen persons ; that six or seven had died,
four gone to the west again, and four remained behind ; the nunbers he

represented by holding up bis fingers After a long speech, he sank

down again on the sand, and looked at the rising tide, paying no atten-

tion to my second offer of the tobacco-pouch. I returned to the mission,
determined to get an interpretation of the long speech he had made.

This was effected in the following manner :-A young Montagnais, who

could speak English well, and who went with Père Arnaud up the lakni-

couagan Iiver, came after night-fall to bring me a map he had drawn,
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and told him about Otelne. " Oh! " said he, it is nothing; he has
been dreaming."

«Dreaming? " said 1; " what do you mean?"
"I mean he has been thinking about bis own country. He and the

other Nasquapees often do it ; they want to get back."
" Can you bring Oteine to my tent ?" I said, " and interpret the long

speech he made to me? "
"Certainly," he replied. "Ask Oteine to have some tea and a little

molasses, and he will tell his dream over again."
"Will lie tell it truthfully ? " I asked.
" If you want it, lie will say to you just what he said on the beach."
Oteine came in balf an bour ; and, after a very hearty supper, the

young Montagnais explained my wish to know what he was saying to me
during the afternoon.

"I was dreaming," said Otelne.
" Then'let me hear what you dreamt," I rephed.
The indian smiled, said lie would tell what he was dreaming about,

and hoped that it might be of some use to him and his people.
The interpretation of his "I dream " oceupied a long time ; and if I

have not given it literally or at length, it still contains the thoughts of
the poor Indian, expressed perbaps less fully than in bis own tongue, but
more intelligibly to those who are not familiar with the style of au In-
dian's thoughts, or the forms of expression which lie gives ta his flings
in words.

OTELNE' s OIUAM,

"I looked upon the sea for the first time, two summers ago. I was
hunting on Ashwanipi, when these Montagnais told me of the Robe
Noire, of what lie would do for me ; tbey told me of the sea, of ships,
and of many things. We beld a council at Petichikapaw ; many were
present-my father, my brothers and uncles, my cousins, and many
friends.

"l My father is old. He spoke and said :-' Do not believe what these
Montagnais say : the country is far-you will never come back ; where
are those who went two summe.s ago ? Three only have returned, the
rest are dead. They have seen the Robe Noire-seen the great waters;
are they wiser and better than we are now< Can they hunt better, kill
more caribou, collect more furs ? No. My counsel is--do not go.'

"My uncle is an old man. He spoke and said:-'Two summers
Since, twice ten men, and women and children went to the south, and
where are they now? Are there not many bere who h#ve seen the great
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waters to the west ? Are they better than we are? If the Robe Noire

wants to see us, let him cone here. My counsel is-do not go.'

" Others spoke-old men-they all said, ' Do not go.'
« One spoke, a young man-he lies there now ; he is dead! He said:

We are young and strong, we can go and see the Robe Noire. If we

find that the country is poor, we can come back at.once. What can we

do here ? Do not all see that the caribou are gone? We must soon

starve if we stay where we are. I shall go.'
" Others spoke-young men. They said they wele strong, and would

go. They lie there now: they are dead; their wives are dead, their

littie children are dead.'

"I spoke, and said I was strong, I would go and see the Robe Noire.

"When the ice went away, we came down the Moisie, fifteen people;

others cane down the St. Marguerite beyond there, others went down the

Trinity. Many soon fell sick and died; some went back after they had

seen the Robe Noire. Last year I wanted to go back, but was too weak.

Only four of those who came with me still remain here ; what are we to

do? If we go back, we shall not see the priest again; ie cannot come

to our country, it is too far; we shall soon forget what he has taught

us; our children will be heathens again. I believe i God, a great and

good God, and all that he has done for us. Shall I go back to the wil-

derness, where I shall never hear of God ? §hall I take my children back

to be afraid of devils? shall I stay here and die, or see them die, one by

one before my eyes-see my4wife die, and feel that I ain dying myself?

What shall I do?
" Look at that sea, it is clear and bright, but to-morrow, it may be,

there will be fog, fog ; and then what shall I feel here ? pain, pain! and

I shall know then that I am going to follow those who lingered a little

while and then died.
gI am not in my own country; I do not breathe my own air; I

have not hunted a caribou since I came to the coast; I have not my
old strength ; I am weak and full of care. If I were in my own.

country, I should be strong and happy, if I should not forget what he

(the priest) has taught me. I do not know what to do !

" This is what I was thinking of wheii you saw me on the beach.

This is my dreain."
Poor Otelne ! well might he sit on that beautiful shore and

« dream." Hlis fate, and that of ail who remain on the coast, is sealed.

The Nasquapees cannot enddre the changes of temperature, the fogs,

and the damp on the coast ; they have been accustomed to dry coid,

however severe. The simple yet excellent artifices they employ to keep

thenselves from freezing on the coldest night, are useless against the

penetratirng damp of spring. A Nasquapee, on the bleak and cheerless
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mountains of the interior, has his leathern tent, his bag full of eider
down, his deer-skin robe, his kettle, and a little Caribou meat. At the
approach of night, he throws his limbs into the leather bag, and arranges
the down about him, rolls himself in his robe, draws his knees to bis
chin, and, under the half shelter of his little tent, sleeps soundly, how-
ever cold and piercing may be the driving snow. But, on the coast,
the damp penetrates to his bones; lie sits shivering over a smoky fire,
looses heart, and sinks under repeated attacks of influenza, brought
on by changes in the temperature.

mL

THE WINIDING SHEET.-M1lbGAN.

Five hundred Montagnais had pitched their tents at Mingan, a fort-
night before we arrived, there to dispose of their furs, the produce of
the winter's hunt, and to join in the religious ceremonies of the Roman
Catholic church under the ministration of Père Arnaud. They had as-
sembled from all parts of their wintering grounds between the St.Tohn's
River and the Straits of Belle Isle-some coming in canoes, others in
boats purchased from the American fishermen on the coast, others on
foot. A large number had already procured their supplies and started
for the most easterly of the Mingan Islands and different parts of the
coast in consequence of an epidemic which had already carried off ten
victims. Othors were preparing to start, and only waiting for a favour-
able wind; a few still lingered in their birch bark lodges, some of these
being ill and unable to move. The poor creatures seemed to be attacked
with influenza, which rapidly prostrated them.

I went with one of the clerks into the Hudson's Bay Company's Store,
where a group of Indians were assembled waiting to obtain their sup-
plies. Among them I observed a woman, who stood aloof until the
others were served, and thon repeated some words in Indian in a low
tone of voice. I found that she asked for a winding-sheet for lier hus-
band,,whose death she expected at sunset.

I followed her t'o the beach, and saw lier husband lying at the bottom
of a boat, with two or tbree Indians near him waiting for the tide. As
we approached he turned his head round, looked at me, then at bis wife,
then at the winding-sheet, which she carried on lier arm. The eyes of
the sick man rested for a few moments on his shroud, and then turned
to the setting sun. The wife stepped into the boat, and taking her
Place at the feet of her husband, rolled up the cloth, and placing it upon
her knees, sat motionless as a statue. A dog sat on one of the seats Of
the boat; every now and then he raised bis head, and howled low and
log as if lie were baying at the sun.
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I turned away, not wishing to intrude upon the silent sorrows of the
poor Indians ; and on looking back, when some distance fron the shore
I saw them still in the samle position, and heard again the long low howl
of the apparently conscious dog, bidding farewell te the sun, which at
that moment dipped below the western waves. Early on the next morn-
ing I went to look for the boat, but it was gone : I enquired of some In-
dians who were just returning with a seal they had shot in the harbour,
whether the man was dead ; they said, ' No, not when they started, but
he'll die to-morrow night.'

TUE Wr1mmINe SaETEVEN ILA NDS.

The burying-ground at Seven Islands is close te the chapel. It con-
tains the remains of Nasquapees, who have corne froin their distant
hunting grounds to see the robe noire. To many of these people the visit
te the coast is a journey te the grave ; comparatively few return. " They
die," said an old French Canadian half-breed to me, " they die like rot-
ten sbeep as soon as tbey get here; the climate kills them; they cannot
stand the damp sea air ; they catch cold and go off at once."

"What brings them hereV' I asked.
" Well, sir, it's the priest. He tells Domenique, Bartelmi, and a lot

of others, who go to winter in the Nasquapee country, te bring them
down, and as soon as they ceme they die-some in a month, some in a
year. Look at those who came here last year: they can't hunt ; they 'Il
die before next spring."

"But is not the priest quite right to induce these heathen Indians to
come and learn something about the Christian religion ?"

« Ah! that's another thing. No doubt it's for the good of their
souls, but the poor creatures die off as soon as they come, and, to my
mind, they might just as well live a few years in their own country. It 's
no use coming here te die. But then there'a the religion-it's a diffi-
cult matter ; perhaps it 's better to die a Christian than to live a
heathen."

"Wiser and better men than you and I have'made the same remark
before."

"Peihaps so, sir. I arn su ignorant man-a trapper, and nothing
more than a trapper ; but I arn sorry te see these poor creatures corne
down te the Coast and die. They don't show their trouble before other

people, but when they are alone, how I have seen then heave and cry
as if their hearts would burst ! "

" Are Yfbu speaking of the Nasquapees?"
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"Yes ; I was thinking of them, but the Montagnais are the same,
It 's not a year since a fine young Nasquapee, with two wives, came down
the St. Marguerite to Seven Islands. He died of inflnenza before he
had been here six months. The women came te me to buy his winding.
sheet. I said to one of them, 1 Is Appe-muskis* dead ?' 'Not yet,'
she replied. 'lHad you not better wait a while?' I said to his wives,
for I feit sorry for them, and did net want to take the marten skin they
brought to pay for it. They shook their heads. 'No, no 1' said one;
'lie will die with the setting sun; give me the winding-sheet.' Now, te
look at these women's faces, you would not think that there was much
the matter with them ; but then it 's their custom ; both Montagnais and
Nasquapees always do it.

" Well, sir, two days after that poor fellow was buried, I was away in
the woods on the other side of the bay. I walked to the beach and saw
a canoe lying ; I knew it was one of Appe-muskis' wives, so I went into
the woods and listened, thinking I heard her coming through the bush.
I crept near to look. She was sitting crouched up on a fallen tree ; her
head was bent down on her knees. She was moaning out some words in
Nasquapee, which, though very like Montagnais, I can't always under-
stand. At last I caught her saying several times, ' To die so far, far,
far from home!!' I knew then what she was sobbing about, and crept
back te the beach.

" When I got there I fired off my gun. ln two minutes the squaw
came from the woods, chewing a bit of gum, but to look at her, you
wouldn't have thought she'd a care on her mind. I glanced at her close
te make sure, and I saw where she lad brushed off her tears; but she
chewed away at her bit of gum as if nothing was the matter with ber."

V.

WINTER R LI ON TUE TABLE LAND OP THE LABRADR0 PENINSULA.

This is one of the winter hunting groundst of the tribe of Montag-
nais of whieh Domenique is chief. No doubt, before the fire occurred
three years ago, caribou moss was very abundant, and the deer suffi-
ciently numerous te sustain a few families. fHow utterly desolate I
thougi.t the whole AsIwanipi valley must be, if Domenique preferred
living last winter on the shores of the lake before us, with such a wide
expanse to the north-east and north te choose from i

He himself killed in this neighbourhood thirty caribou; and yester-

Appe-inuskis signifies a " spit " or stick on which gane is cooked.
† On the edge of the table land of the Labrador Peninsula, 140 mUes north Of

Anticosti.



day Michel pointed triumphantly to the last lake we had crossed,
saying, "I Here I killed a caribou last winter." What a life to lead
among these rocks and frozen lakes! But no doubt wheu a pure man-
tle of white covers rocks, blackened trees, lakes, boulders, and burat
land, the aspect of nature changes, and assumes the saie outline as in
aU other undulating regions where snow falls deep and lasta long. Five
or six families wintered on the other side of the low dividing ridge in
the valley of the Ashwanipi. They were Nasquapees, and Michel
told me that his father's tribe and they were accustomed to pay visits,
for the purpose of holding a feast, when either party had been success-
ful in killing two or more caribou.

Savage life, in such a wilderness as the one I au, describing, is some-
times joyous to the Indians thenselves, when they can kill enough to
eat. The excitement of the chase, the pride, delight, and temporary
comfort of success, more than comupensate for privations to which they
are accustomed, or for the anxieties which they do not trouble them-
selves about. They kill a caribou, store away a little, make a glut-
tonous and wasteful feast of the greater part, sing, boast, and sleep,
until hunger awakens them, and the cold reality of their desolation
is before them again, to be relieved and forgotten in never-changing
routine.

At no time does an Indian look so well, and, if fine-featured, so really
handsome, as when just returning from a successful and not too
fatiguing huat in the winter. His step is firm and proud, bis eye
dilated, clear and brilliant-not bloodshot and contracted, as i usually
is from exposure to smoke in bis lodge. His cheek is perceptibly
tinged with crimson, seen through the dark skin; his hair is soft and
drooping, wet with severe toil, notwithstanding the intense cold. He
enters bis lodge with a loud shout of greeting, throws down his burden,
cuts off a slice, hands it to a relative, saying: " Eat; run and tell so
and so to come; I have killed a deer; we will feast." Michel told
me of a great feast his father made last winter, wheu lie had killed a
fat bear,-how he aud one of bis cousins were sent on a message of
invitation across the Dividing Ridge to the people of his own tribe,
bearing also with them. a small supply of meat for the squaws and
children who could not come such a long distanee-a full day's journey
on snow-shoes,-that when he was close to their lodges, he m'et two
hunters coming to Domenique's camp, brnging part of a caribou, and
an invitation to a feast; for they had killed four. The whole party
returned to the Nasquapee camp bringing the news, and on the follow.-
ing norning nine in all set out, each with a little present of meat, and
arrived late in the evening at Domenique's camp. The feast then
began : tie bear was cut iato two halves, and one balf placed on esøk

9
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aide of a large f»•e in Domenique's lodge. Each Indian had a short
stick and a knife. They eut off bits of meat, roasted it for a minute,
and ate it, and so continued feasting until the bear was demoliahed.
Sone of themi, when satisfied, would lie down, and, after a short time,
rime again and renew their meal. The bear was not completely eaten
until daylight on the following morning. They slept during the whole
of that day and the following night. On the third morning, Dome-
nique and several other Montagnais went back with the Nasquapees to
their camp, and had a similar feast of caribou. Michel spoke of this
savage enjoyment without much emotion; but poor Louis, who eagerly
interpreted his friend's narrative, was painfully affected. To use a
common but expressive phrase, " his mouth watered ;" he wished he
had been there. It did not often happen to the lazy Louis to be the
invited guest to such a fesst, and his diet during the winter had been

seals, which ie said were very good, yet not so good as bear. " No-
thing like bear-fat bear very fine."

" On which side of the lake did you hunt last winter?" I enquired
of Michel, who was surveying the country from the summit of a knoll
near Caribou Lake. Louis had to repeat the question thrice before
Michel answered, and even then I saw him looking towards the eut,
moving his hand gently up and down, and apparently following some
imaminary object. His face was particularly bright and intelligent, and
when he suddenly turned round to Louis and pointed towards the north
and north-east, I was very mnuch struck with the peculiar excited ex-
pression of hi face. Wiat's the matter with Michel ?" I exclaimed.

Louis made due enquiries; but although Michel spoke rapidly, and
pointed in various directions, yet Louis answered not. Arousing him,

sid-
"What is he saying, Louis P"
"Tell you soon; wait a bit;" was the only reply I could elicit.

Louis now began to question Michel, and au animated conversation
sprang up between them, in which Michel made many references to
the surrounding country, and Louis listeued with more than ordinary
attention. At last, with his face brighter than I ever observed it
before, he told me the reason of Michel's excited manner and the sub-
ject of conversation. •

It appeared that last winter Michel aud two of his cousins had been
atationed near Caribou Lake by Domenique to watch for caribou, and
prevent them froi taking a certain path over precipitous rocks which
they were known to frequent, and over which tte hunters could not foil
low them swiftly enough when only a little anow was on the ground.
The object of the hunters was to drive the caribou through a favourable
pas which would make the death of some of them a matter of cer-
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tainty. Michel, when we first saw him on the knoll, was mentally
reviewing the incidents of that day's hunt, and indicating with the
undulatory motion of his hand the direction the caribou had t aken.
The story which he was telling related to a singular incident which
happened to himself. He had been watching for some hours with his
companion, when they heard the clatter of hoofs <over the rocks. Look-
ing in a direction from which they least expected caribou would come,
they saw two caribou pursued by a small band of wolves, making
directly for the spot where they were lying. They were not more than
three hundred yards away, but coming with tremendous bounds, and
fast increasing the distance between themselves and the wolves, who
had evidently surprised them only a short time before. Neither Michel
nor bis companion bad fire-arme, but each was provided with his bow
and arrows. The deer came on ; the Indians lay in the snow ready to
shoot. The unsuspecting animals darted past the huntere like the
wind, but each received au arrow, and one dropped. Instantly taking
a fresh arrow, they waited for the wolves. With a long and steady
gallop these ravenous creatures followed their prey, but when they
came within ten yards of the Indians, the latter suddenly rose, each
discharged an arrow at the amazed brutes, and succeeded in transfixing
one with a second arrow before it got out out of reach. Leaving the
wolves, they hastened after the caribou. " There," said Louis, " quite
close to that steep rock, the caribou which Michel shot was dead: he
had hit it in the eye, and it could not go far. Michel stopped te guard
his caribou, as the wolves were about ; one of his cousins went after
the deer he had hit, the ot or went back after the wolves which had
been wounded. The wolf-cousin had not gone fai back when he heard
a loud yelling and bowling. He knew what the wolves were at; they
had turned upon their wounded companion, and were quarreling over
the meal. The Indian ran on, and came quite close te the wolves, who
made so much noise, and were so greedily devouring the first he had
Shot, that he approached quite close te them, and shot another, killing
it at once. The caribou.cousin had to go a long distance before be got
his deer."

Buch was the substance of Louis' narration of Michel's story ; and
the excited manner and heightened colour of the Nasquapee arose from
his killing the caribou over again, in a happy mental renewal of the
wild hunt wbich he and cousins had so triumphantly brought to a close.

" Did you always have plenty to eat during last winter in this part
of the country, Michel P" I asked.

The bright eye soon resumed its natural lustreless expression as th.
young Nasquapee's thoughts reverted to painful scenes of distress,
arising frim want of necessary food, and even absolute starvation, to
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which he had been an eye-witness, not three months mince, in these
same dreary wilds.

In the spring of the year, before the geese began to arrive, the cari.

bou left this part of the country, travelling north. Domenique could

not follow them, as it was impossible to transport his family across

the country when the snow was beginning to go. The ptarmigan, or
white partridge, passed away with the deer, and the interval between

the disappearance of these animals and the arrival of the geese is always
one of suffering to the improvident Indians of this country.

« What did you eat ? " I said to Michel.
He pointed to some patches of tripe de roche which were growing on

the rock close to us. ,
" Is that all ? " I asked.
He advanced a step or two, looked round about him, then said some-

thing to Louis.
le says they made broth of the birch buds."

" Tripe de roche and broth of birch buds! anything else P>"
" Nothing."
Ask him whether he ever heard of Indians eating one another P

Louis asked the question, but Michel made no answer. Louis, how-
eVer, volunteered the information, that Indians did eat one another
whien they were starving, naively saying, "if they did not, all would
Btarve..

NIOHT AND DAY.

"for there @hal b. eao night1 e.i

The golden day succeeds the dusky night,
And every progress is but fuller light.
The course of time is one long-breaking dawn,
And what once seemed the day, when far withdrawn,
To us is night low brooding on the bills.

Here mellow moonlight dims the stars and fills,
The lakes with silver, silvers all the streams ;
Slow drift the whitened clouds beneath its beams,
And rise, and pass to nothingness, and die;
The stars are pale adeep i' the purple sky;
The poplars shiver in the tremulous air,
And far away a dog barks, low and clear,
No other sound molests night's Bilent sway,-
If this is night, how fair shall be the Day!

A. G. L. T.
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I HAD occasion te visit Acton Vale lately, and did not neglect the
opportunity then afforded me of inspecting the celebrated copper mines,
which have so changed the present, and promise to revolutionize the
future of a great part of Lower Canada and its traditional inhabitants.

Having fully determined te get a glimpse of the mine, I soon reached,
its mouth, accompanied by a friend, when suddenly a voice spoke, "so
far shalt thou go, and no farther." On inquiring the reason of this
injunction I was informed that the rocks were about to be blasted. As
I gazed, a host of human beings came scampering and running te the
mnouth of the shait, like the rushing of ants, when one overturns their
hill. The blasting having ceased, these human ants soon found their
place and work. I then took a survey of the inside of the shaft, a deep,
wide, yawning, irregular chasm cut into the rocks. All over its surface,
laboured hundreds of miners ; and the sonorous, clanking sounds of their
hammers swept upwards from the almost abysmal darkness of the
place to the free air of heaven above. Somehow, the appearance of the
cavernous hollow-its enormous extent and height-its jagged ruts and
fissures-startled me. There seemed something connected with the
terrible, grand and sublime about it. Polyphemus and the Cyclops,
instead of forging Jupiter's thunderbolts in the interior of Mount ÆEtna,
should have wiorked in the shaft of a huge mine.

I next visited the places where they washed and ground the ore. For-
merly, boys performed this labour-now machines, worked by steam,
take their place. Of course the slush and slime occasioned by the
rinsing, impeded my progress slightly, but the glittering copper scattered
through the debris, sparkled all the more brilliantly from.the contrast.
Formerly there were nine hundred, but now there are only four hundred
men employed in the mine. It is expected that during the summer the
numbers will reach six hundred. For those who do net know the fact,
I may state that a barrel of copper ore ranges in price, according te quality,
froin eighteen te thirty-three dollars each.

There are mines in the neighbourhood about being worked, and others
which are partially opened. I write concerning that one which, if
report is true, has made and marred the fortunes of many. One per-
son especially, who, some years since, had te leave Montreal in conse.
quence of certain importunate creditors, now thrives in Acton Vale on
superabundant wealth. Others have retired in unknown lands, on vast
riches. I Wonder if the increase of their store will prove a mine of good
to themIeves and to others ? whether they will enjoy and use rightly
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what a benignant fortune has suddenly showered on them ? whether
their gold will prove a blessing or a curse in their hands ? ,

Men clutch at the glittering metal, worship its substance, and gloat over
its possession. But there are other priceless possessions on earth for
man to enjoy, and these he often heeds not. I am not a preacher, and
do not wish to moralize; but I must remark that my companions evinced
no deligit, when I pointed out, for their edi cation, a forest of pines
and firs, covered with their deep, dusky foliage of evergreen, and tower-
ing upwards in majesty, glory, and strength. No doubt copper is very
useful and valuable; mines are often very productive, and the mineral
resources of a country are not to be despised ; but all these things, and
everything appertaining to them, are liable to flee and change ; but the
solemn, beautiful pine and fir trees have unehanging elements in them,
and, unless the hand of man cuts then down, are as inimutable and
fixed as the One who made them live and grow to beautify the earth, and
strike awe in the heart of man. To this moment, then, I cannot pardon
the dull, cold apathy of my friends towards this real mine of grandeur.

One of my companions had previously purchased the right of mining
a certain tract of land. On the day of our visit ie intended to get it
parcelled and measured. We had made several vain enquiries in the
place for some one to perform this work. At last a certain individual
was introduced to us, who declared himself capable. He was an attenu-
nated, keen-looking, smiling-faced, shabby, youthful Yankee. In reply
to Our queries*as to whether he knew French measure, his answer of
" certainly " was given with such a bold, swaggering air of confidence, as
to give me the idea that, if asked, he would make pretensions to know
everything, and do anything. We found him nimble, smart, quick-
witted, and loquacious. There was nothing sluggish in his nature. He
had nothing in common with the habitant fariner. An American may
be always boastful of success, but failure does not damp his energies.
He may be a braggart, but he does not wail over misfortune. The
schemes emanating from bis keen, active mind may sometimes prove
futile, but he Plans sa much, that at some time or other, sooner or later,
success must crown his efforts. Even bis boastfulness proceeds from
excess of hope. Our Canadian papers are sometimes very unspairing
in their comments on the defects and peculiarities of the Yankee; but,
taking him all and all, his character must command admiration from ail
those who can estimate truly energy of mind and fertdilty of resources.

Having called for the owner of the land, a habitant farner, we pro-
Ceeded through his farm to the woods. Everywhere fragments of
the rocks had been crushed, in the hope of finding indications of
copper. I allowed my companions to busy thermselves with the
object they had in view, while I wandered through the woods,
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remarking other indications more suitable to my taste. Everywhere
there were signs of the beautiful spring time. Young trees and old
trees, slender maples and wide-spreading beeches, shrubs and plants,
were putting forth their young shoots and leaves. Everything was
unfolding life and beauty ! The tenderly green foliage, sparkling in
the May sunbeanis, was a truly gladdening sight. I thought how each
successive year-the miracle of the spring-time-regenerated life issuing
from decay-loveliness bursting forth from darkness-appears to

& Seize upon the mind-arrest, and search, and shake it,"

and, let me add, elevate, and thus improve it. The surrounding in-
fluences, however, did not seem to awaken these ideas in ny companion-
other indications had completely enthralled them. Soon I discovered
other mines of pleasure, wild flowers. Rapture now took the place of
joy. I plucked them eagerly, I nay almost Bay, wildly; and I have
vague recollections of having behaved very.much like a child in so doing.
My confession of this fact is not tinted with any regret. I do not want
to repeat lhere any homilies about flowers. They have always wrought
a spell upon the greatest minds, the finest imaginations, and the truest
bearts; and any human being who cannot admire flowers is deficient
in a faculty; more than this, if we cannot appreciate loveliness there
must be something unlovely in our composition. The pure-minded,
innocent, and artless, always hunger and thirst after these revelations
of God's love. They are au everlasting theme for the poet ; for beautiful
objects must always inspire beautiful thoughts. Al children are at-
tracted by them, and exult over them. I thinks the study of botany
is one of the most humanizing of all studies, when pursued in a true
spirit. But a knawledge of names, and terms, and definitions alone,
will never refine our minds. We must consider them in their relations
to human life and human thought-to nature and to God ; then the
pursuit will enlarge and elevate our faculties.

I was drinking keen enjoynent from this new mine of beauty, when I
chanced on some wild violets, not hidden under mossy stones, according
to Wordsworth's fancy, but profusely scattered in many open spots. It
seemed a shame, almost, that ungainly feet should tread on them and
lacerate their soft blue splendour. This thought suggested and recalled
a dainty fancy of Goethe about a violet. My readers may not remember
it. The translation is by that celebrated wit, Theodore Martin.
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THE VIOLET.

" A violet blossom'd on the lea,
Half hidden from the eye,

As fair a flower as you might see;
When there came tripping by

A shepherd maiden, fair and young,
Lightly, lightly o'er the lea.

Care she knew not, and she sung
Merrily!

O ! were I but the fairest flower
That blossoms on the lea;

If only for one little bour,
That she might gather me-

Clasp me in ber bonny breast!'
Thought the little flower.
O! that in it I might rest

But an hour!'

« Lack-a-day ! Up came the lass,
Heeded not the violet,

Trod it down into the grass;
Though it died 'twas happy yet.

'Trodden down although I lie,
Yet my death is very sweet-

O! the happiness to die
At her feet!'"

Destruction, in the natural course of things, must take place; but I
don't understand how any one destroy anything willfully, for mere amuse-
ment. I was almost enraged with my friend the Aabitant for cutting
down a young stripling maple, pour passè le temps. I reprimanded him
on the subject, and he said, " bah." To him it was no harm, to me it
seemed a pity. There the felled and mangled maple lay, deprived of
life, eut off from ail enjoyment, and the power of giving enjoy-
ment to others. Yet my dull and lethargic habitant could only
say " bah," and chuckle over my annoyance. As a matter of course, Ae
could never bave read Morris' patlietic and wonderful poem, "Woodman,
spare that tree," or else he would never have committed such a thought-
les act. I hope I do not speak irreverently of sermons when I say that
the teachings embodied in a true lyrical poei are often more potent and
ef'ectual than some sermons I have heard.
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O ! dear friends, destroy less and preserve more!

. Woodman, spare that tree,
Touch not a single bough,

in youth it sheltered me,
And lIl protect it now!" .

Is there not something heart-stirring in this expression of gratitude to
the tree! Is not this appeal to spare very eloquent and touching?

Soon we returned to Montreal, amid the demoniacal screeches and
hissings of that ugly iron horse, through tracts of wilderness, over
which the shadows of the night had settled ; under the canopy of
heaven, through which glittered a galaxy of myriad worlds, whose ever-
lasting glory ta me seems always rebuking man's little triumphs, and
petty schemes, and narrow desires.

REVIEWS.

Christopher North : a memoir of John Wilson, compiled from family papers
and other sources. By his daughter, Mrs. Gordon, with au introduction
by R. Shelton Mackenzie, D.C.L. W. J. Widdleton, New York. RoU
& Adam, Toronto. 186.

John Wilson, late professor of moral philosophy in the University of Edin-
burgh, possessed that remarkable cast of face which when once seen could ne-
ver be forgotten. In the memories of many now residing in Canada the in-
tellectual countenance and easy dignified bearing of that gifted man are still
vividly impressed. In Blackwood's Magazine for upwards of a generation his
genius iB seen and felt.

John Wilson wa born at Paisley in May, 1786. He was a beautiful and
animated child, full of fun and. fond of sport, especially angling, which so
charmed him, that when addressing is sisters froni a nursery pulpit at the
age of live years, ho took for is text "There was a fish, and it was a deilof
a fish, and it was ill to its young anes." In after years he wonderfully des-
cribed his owii emotions when a young lad, lost in a storm on the moor: " The
mist becomes a shower, and the shower a flood, and the flood a storm, and the
storTm a tempest, and the tempest thunder and lightning, heavenquake and
earthquake, till the heart of poor wee Kit quaked and almost died within him.
In this age of oonfessions need we be ashamed ta own, in the face of the whole.
world, that he sat down and cried ! The small brown moorland bird, as dry
as a toast, hopped out of bis heather-hole, and cheerfully 'hirped comfort.
With crest just a thought lowered by the rain, the green-backed, white
breasted pet"eweeps, walked close by us in the mist, and sight of wonder, that
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made even in that quandaryby the quagmire our heart beat with joy--lo
never seon before, and seldom since, three wee peaseweeps, not thre days old
little bigger than shrew-mice, all covered with blackish down interspersed With
long white hair, running after their mother ! But the large hazel eye of the
she peaseweeps, restless even in the miat's utter solitude, soon apied us glow-
ering at her, and at her young ones, through our tears ; and not for a mo-
ment doubting (heaven forgive her for the shrewd but cruel suspicion !) that
we were Lord Eglintoun's gamekeeper, with a sudden shrill cry that thrilled
to the marrow in our cold back bone, fapped and futtered herself away into
the mist, while the little black bits of down disappeared, like devils, into the

Whoen at Glasgow College he kept a diary in which his memoranda ar
mixed up in humerous contrat ; " Feb. 13th, called on my grandmother ; went
to the sale of books ; had a boxing match-match of three rounds with Floyd
-beat him."

Wilson early "fell in love." John Wilson and " Margaret " had many
rides and walks together ; a few years of bright spring-tide of youth, " and one
feels the gentle quiet of its womanly intereat gliding insensibly and surely into
something more deep and agitating, as does the dewy colour of daybreak into
the fervent splendour of noon.

In 1800 Wilson went to Magdalen College, Oxford. He was a hard reader
by fits and starts only, although he passed a very creditable examination. He
posessed extraordinary physical powers, which enabled him to work much
loger at a time than his weaker rivals. As a skilful pugilisthesoonacquired
a high reputation. Meeting one day with a noted member of the ring, who
shOred an inclination te pick a quarrel, Wilson offered to fight him, and so
p""i"e his rival, that he exclaimed, " You eau only be one of the two, you
as either Jack Wilson or the DeviL" He shut up a prootor, who was dis-
tufbed by an uproar in High Strebt, of which John Wilson was the prime
author, by repeating witi imperturbable gravity nearly the whole of Pope's
"BEsay onman." Wheu Master of Arts one of his amusements used to consist
in going to the ' Angel Inn' about midnight, where many of the up and down
London coaches met; there ho was in the habit of presding at the pssengers'
supper-tàble, carving for them, inquiring all about their respective journeys
why and wherefore they were made, &c., and in return astorhing them with
ho wit and pleaantrye and sending them off wondering who and what su
could be ! Prom the ' Angel' he would frea uenîtly go to the &Fox and

In 1807 he left Oxford and sel
Here he enjoyed the adelety of r
vourite out-door pastimes. on(
hbnting a neighbour's bull acros
not in the broad day light, but i
va atonished at occasionally
a hard run early in the morning.
h&Ppy years at his cottage home.
of a relative he lost his fortune,
and read for the bar.

VO. 1.
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In 1817 he commenced that connection with Blackwood which lasted for
more than a generation and established the name and inluence of Maga
wherever the English laiguage is spoken. The following letter besides being
extremely amusing shows more of Wilson's character than any description -

" My DEAR HoGa,-I am in Edinboro', and wish to be out of it. Mrs.
Wilson and I walked 320 miles in the Hlighlands, between the 5th of July
and the 26th of August, sojourning in divers glens from Sabbath unto Sab-
bath, fishing, eating, and staring. I purpose appearing in Glasgow on Thurs-
day, where I shall stay till the Circuit is over. I then go to Elleray, in the
character of a Benedictine monk, till the beginning of November. Now pause
and attend. If yon will meet me at Moffat on October 6th, I will walk or
mail it with you to Elleray, and treat you there with fowls and Irish whiskey.
Immediately on the receipt of this, write a letter te me at Mr. Stratt's book-

shop, Hutcheson Street, Glasgow, saying positivOly if you will or will not do
so. If you don't, I will lick you, and fish up the Douglas bum before you
next time I come to Ettrick. I saw a letter from you to M. the other day, by
which you seem to be alive and well. You are right in not making verses
when you can catch trout. Francis Jeffrey leaves Edinboro' this day for Hol-
land and France. I presume, after destroying the King of the Netherlands,
he intends to annex that kingdom to France, and assume the supreme powee
of the united countries, under the title of (eoffrey the First. You he will
make Poet Laureate and Fishmonger, and me Admirai of the Mosquito

'If you bave occasion soon to write to Murray, pray introduce something
about the " City of the Plague," as 1 shall probably offer him that poem in
about a fortnight, or sooner. Of course I do not wish you te say that the
poem is utterly worthless. I think that a bold eulogy from you, if adninia-
tered immediately, would be of service to me ; but if you do write about it,
do net tell him that I have any intention ofoffering it to him, but you may
say that you hear I am going to offer it te a London book-seller.

' We stayed seven days at Mrs. Izett's, at Kinnaird, and were most kindly
received. Mrs. Izatt is a great ally of yours, and is a ine creature. I killed

in the Highlands 170 dozen trout ; one day nineteen dozen and a half ; ano-
ther, seven dozen. I one morning killed ten trouts that weighed nine pounda.
In Lochawe, in three days, I killed seventy-six pounds weight of fish, all with
the ny. The Gaela were astonished. I shot two roebucks, and had nearly
caught à red deer by the tail. I was within half a mile of it at furthest. The
good folks in the Highlands are not dirty ; they are clean, decent, hospitable,
ugly people. We domiciliated with many, and found no romains of the great
plague of les, &c., that devastated the country from the time of Osian t, the
accession of George the Third. We were at Loch Katrine, Loch Lomnond, In-
verary, Dalmelly, Loch Etive, Glen Etive, Dalness, Appin, Ballahulih, Fort
William, Moy, Dalwhinny, Loch Ericht, (you dog I), Loch Rannoch, Glen
Lyon, Taymouth, Blair, Athol, Bruar, Perth, Edinboro', Is not Mrs.Wilson
immortalized ?

I know Of Cona* It i very creditable to our excellent friend, but wilt

Cona, *r the Vale of Clwyd, and other Poems,' by Mr. James Gray, one of the

Masters of the Edinburgh Grammar School.
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net sell any more than the " Isle of Palma," or the " White Doe." The
" White Doe " is not in season; venison is net liked in Edinboro' ; it wants

flavour. A good Ettrick wether id preferable. Wordsworth bas more of the
poetical character than any living writer, but he is not a man of first-rate in-
tellect. Hie genius oversets him. Southey's " Roderick " is not a first-
rate work. The remorse of Roderick is that of a christian devotee rather
than that of a dethroned monarch. Hia battles are ill-fought ; there is no
processional march of events in the poem ; there is no tendency to one great
end, like a river increasing in majesty till it reaches the sea. Neither isthere
national character, Spanish or Moorish ; no sublime imagery ; no profound
passion. Southey wrote it, and Southey is a man of talent ; but it i. his worst
poem.

' Scott's " Field of Waterloo " I have seen. What a poem ! such bald and
nerveless language, mean imagery, commonplace sentiments, and clumsy ver-
sification ! It is beneath criticism. iUnless the latter part of the battle be
very fine indeed, this poem will injure him.

' Wordsworth is dished, Southey is in purgatory, Scott ia dying, and Byron
is married. Herbert is frozen to death in Scandinavia ; Moore has lost his
manliness; Coleridge is always in a fog ; Johanna Bailey is writing a system
of cookery; Montgomery is in a mad-house, or ought to be ; Campbell is sick
of a constipation in the bowels ; Hogg is herding sheep in Ettrick forest; and
Wilson has taken the plague. Oh ! wretched writers ! unfortunate bards !
What is Bobby Miller's back-shop te do this winter? Alas ! alas ! alsl 1 a
wild doe is a noble animal ! Write an address to me, and it shall be inferior
to one I have written-for half a barrel of red herrings.

'The Highlaiders are not a poetical people; they are too national, too
proud of their history. They imagine that a colley shangy between the
M'Gregors and Campbell's is a sublime event, and they overlook mountains
4000 feet high. If Ossian did write the poems attributed te him, or any
poems like them, he was a dull dog, and deserved never to taste whiskey as
long as he lived. A man who lives for ever among mists and mountains knows
better than to be always prosing about them. Methinks I feel about objects
familiar te infancy and manhood, but when we speak of then it is only upon
great occasions, and in situations of deep passion. Ossian was probably bora
in a flat country.

' Scott bu written good lines in the " Lord of the Isles," but he lias net
done justice to the Sound of Mull, which is a glorious strait.

The Northern Highlanders do not admire "Waverley," Bo 1 presume the
South Highlanders despise " Guy Mannering." The Westmoreland peasnts
think Wordsworth a god. In Borrowdale, Southey is not known to exist. I
met ten men in Hawick who did not think Hogg a poet ; and the whole city
of Glasgow thinks me a madman. So much for the voice of the people being
the voice of God. I left my snuff-box in your cottage; take care of it. The
Anstruther Bards have advertised their anniversary; I forget the day.

'I wish Lieutenant Gray, of the Marines, had been devoured by the lion
he once carried on board his ship to the Dey of Algiers; or that he was kept
a perpetual prisoner by the Moors in Barbary. Did you hear that Tonnant
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hâd been tkeui before the Session for an~ offence againat go04 rioraiul If you

id. nol, neithr di4 I; "de(4 iti On Mi a0OOmunts Oxc'08igl imrb

'Yours truly.'
lu 1820 Wilson was e,10.Old Prehasor of Moral Philosophy ini the. Univerity

of Edinburgh. Asi a Ifcturer h.e 8o b.eame ufTiYalOd. < Al ho spoloe the
bright blue eye ioolked with a st=a gaze into vacaaicy, sometimes aparklùig
with a om~ing joke, somim~ues darkrdJgbefore a rush of indignanit eloquance;
the lremuloiia uppor bj> curving with evr wave of thoxught or bint of passion
an~d the golden grey hnir fioatiiig on the cl4 maus mighty souldors, ifý in-
decd, that coulti bc caled age, whioh semeti b>ut th ir motlyo a mor@
maiestic youth. And oocaaionaily, i the flur phrenazy of his more imagina-

tiv pazag&--w when h. spokeocf Alexnder dlay-ccld at ]Babylon, with th.
yorud lyin oquered arouud his tomb, or of t~he Highland blls that pour

therag o caaratsadown their rivOen c1ofts, Or O1i o! th. humas, miaiti
itah its primo2eval granitic truth--h grand old fae1uh with 1h. prouti
thought, and the eyes gr.w dijaiwith tears, anthe magii. en frm quve
with univeral emotion. It waa soiiithig lu have accu Profemor Wilson-
tia, al onfesso& but il was sometlxing almo, but more than is geeal un-

derstood, lu have atudieti under hlm.'

In 18Ib. ie roi hi. lafesrsi inonsequence O! ill helh At ti
1ime aus u1eighlt testimon>' to h& gieat talents, Hler Majesty aettied .e3oe a

pa on. th ow decaying pool, philosopher andi oritic. He died on the last
day of Api lffl, surroundeti by hi. chiltirsu andi grandchlkfren, "Ail who

woe near andi dear tl hm,
11MA f. ocdo.k hi. breathiaig became' moe diffi cul. Evening sont il,
depg ahadows arou bisouch--mrker ones were ucon lu foilow. 8111

gha4&ad nd heavy brahn, as if l116 were tmwilling lu, quit th. elreiag
-ert Towards midnight bc uued his hanti frequef yacrom hi. éya a"d

bead, as if to roniove soehgoblradiag his vision. Abitter exrsinfor
onisanut comd hi. 6#@-4I il -M~W boing dravui dowXL AÂ omn

more, andi au the clock chimed 1he honi of twelve, that hea'ving hourt was

Notk nl mis Wu.ao's 1f. h. red, but hi. works must b. red i Ordeh,
ththi gonusu and ojiaracter xnaY b. apprecialod. Hia 11fe ha. yeî lu b.

written bys aman. He wu himself so thoroughly a man, ln 1he best sense cf
1h. word, sc much above the ordin-BYTI r-f 'nortala, Ihat many y.ars will
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recent astronomical discovery and speculation, in connexion with the religious
questions to whicb they give rise. The first chapter is a description of ea
journey through Space,' and the vehicle which the author selects is a comet.
He enters his cometarY car at some point beyond the known con-fines of
our solar system, and as Halley's comet makes an excursion three hundred
million of miles beyond Neptune, there is no difficulty in getting far enoùgh
away from the sun. The speed of comets is thus familiarly deacribed :-
" Sometimes it moves se slowly, that a child might keep up with it ; at
another, it speeds round with Elghtning velocity. It is like a coach going
down a declivity without a drag. It increases its velocity till it comes to the
tottom of the bill, and the momentum acquired carries it up the opposite side,
till gradully slackens and assumes a naiPs space. Te comet approaching
the anis going down hill, and when it reaches the nearest point it wheels
round, and then ascends till its speed is graduaHy arrested. It is reined in
by the sun, fron which there are invisible lnes of force dragging it back ;
and, if its momentum be not too great, it is efectually checked, and brought
back to pursue its former course. Most frequently, however, its course in so
impetuous that all the strength of the sun, in reining back, avails nothing.
It breaks loose, like a fiery steed from its master ; speeâs off into space, and
in heard of no more."

" The Moon, is it inhabited V' is followed by a very interesting cbapter on
"The Moon's invisible aide," " Until lately, no conjecture could b. formed
of the state of things on the other aide of the moon. It was regarded as
one of those inscrutable mysteries which it would be folly to attempt to
unveil. Human genius has triumphed over the difficulty, and bas thrown
a curions light on that which bas hitherto been involved in deepest darkness.
And, in such cases, one feels at a Joas which to admire most-the wonders
of God'sa works, or the genius with which He has endowed man to explore
these works. It is to M. Hansen that the credit of the discovery is due,
Mr. Airy, the Astronomer Royal, supplied him, no doubt, with the data, but
the merit of the solution is all his own. The Astronomer Royal bas, as it
were, dug up from some Assyrian mound, a tablet with mystic cuneiform
characters, and M. Hansen bas supplied the key to the interpretation. The
moon is so eagerly scrutinised at Greenwich, that any deviation from the
Prescribed path is soon detected. M. Hanson had already, on more than
one occasion, vindicated the law of gravitation, by reducing unexplained
lunar irreguarities to its dominion. When again applied to, he set to work
to discover the cause of the irregularity. The deviation was slight, but if
the moon does not keep time to a very second, soine explanation is required ;
and, on tbis, as on al former occaisions, M. Hansen was triumphant. He
bas given a most marvellous solution, but one in which alil atronomera have
acquiesced.

" The scientific statement of the solution is, that the noon's centre of
gravity and ber centre Of figure are not coincident, the one being distant
%bout 37 miles from the other. Most momentous results flow from thi.
Te one hemisphere must be lighter than the other. This, indeed, in but
sother way of stating the discovery. The sphere of the moon may be rt
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garded as made up of a light half and a heavy one-the lighter being always
turned towards the earth.

" But how could such a strange discovery be made L It would not be easy
te give a popular explanatiOn Of the mathematical process by which K Han-

Ben arrived at this result, but there is no difficulty in understauding the
general principles on whichi it is fouded. In discharging a ball from a gun,
calculation can predict the trajectory it will describe. But if the ball is not

equally dense on opposite sides, it will not pursue the same path it would do
if homogeneous. Let us suppose, that while the ball is perfectly spherical,
one half in iron and the other cork, the curve described will be different, both
in range and forrm, froa that which would be described by a ball equally'
dense throughout. Balls have been, indeed, purposely so cast, to increase
the range-the sphere being hollow, but having one side thicker than the
other. Given the difference of density, the curve cau be laid down, and
given the curve, the difference of density can be deternined. This last case
is that of the moon. It differs in no respect from a bal] discharged from a

guu, and, in examining the curve it describes, the conclusion is, that while
she is quite or nearly spherical, the hemisphere, turned towards us, in lighter
than the opposite one.

" But how does this tell on the question of inhabitants 1 The application in
very direct and startling. Supposing the sphere of the noon originally
covered with water, and enveloped in an atmosphereboth water and air wouid
flow to the heavier side, and leave the lighter aide destitute of both, just as
water and air leave the summits of our mountains, and gravitate towarda the
valleys. They seek the lowest level, or, in other words, the point least dis.
tant from the centre of gravity.

" In the case of the moon, the side turned to us is virtually one enormous
mountain, and the opposite side the corresponding valley. We could net
expect te find traces of air on the summit of a terrestrial mountain 134 miles
high. The conclusion, therefore, is, that though the near hemisphere i a
lifeless desert, having neither water nor air to sustain life, the hidden hemis-

phore may have a teeming population, rejoicing in all the comforts and
amenities of life. The imagination is set free to picture broad oceans, bear-
ing on their bosom the commerce of this new world, rivers fertilising the
valeys through which they flow, a luxuriant vegetation, and buildings of
colossal size.

" This, however, only increases the mystery, sud the longing to see farther
round the limb of the moon. If there was mystery before, when life was not
dreamt of, how much is that mystery increased, when we now know that
there may be life--that there may b. another world the counterpart of Our
own ! Everything on this side of the moon, in fixed in the rigidity of death.
No movemuent, indicating life or action, is observéd. How different would be
the other Bide, were we only permitted to obtain a glimpse ! Is ever-chang.

ing atmospiere would be a source of continuai interest. We could study its
weather, as easily as our own ; and, if the atmosphere was not too dense, we
could watch the progress of agriculture, and the growth of cities. If it is a
world of s4rife, we could distinguish, on the battle-field, the colour of the
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uniforms of the opposing masses. All this could be accomplished by our
present optical means ; and, as our powers of vision increased, we could
descend to the minuter details of life. We could readily conceive a code of

signals by which telegraphic communication might be carried on between us

and our lunar neighbours. The moon, however, sternly withholds from us

her great secret , and for ever turns from us her hidden hemisphere."
The chapter on the discovery of the new planet Vulcan, contains a most

interesting aceount of the patient but most striking labour of its discoverer,

the village-doctor of Orgères, Lescarbault. In September, 1859, the cele-

brated Leverrier laid before the Academy of Science, the proofs which had

led him to the conclusion that there must be a planet within the orbit of
Mercury. He, at the saine time, warned all observers to keep a sharp look-
out upon the sun's dise, as the only hope of discovering it. In December, 1859,
Leverrier received a letter from Lescarbault, announcing that ho had, on the

26th March preceding, observed a small planet cross the dise of the sun.
Leverrier lost no time in sifting this matter, and the following description of
this investigation is given by Dr. Leitch.

" We shall follow the version of the Abbé Moigno, who heard Leverrier

detail the incidents to a brilliant throng in the saloen of his father-in-law,
M. Choquet. It was on the 80th of September, that Leverrier started from

Paris for the village of Orgères. He must have had a secret conviction that

the story of the discovery might be true ; but, to guard himself against the

laugh of Paris, ho went ostensibly for th. purpose of punishing the impudent
attempt to hoax so high an official as the Director of the Imperial Observa-
tory. It was not probable that the discovery could ho made by a man who
vas never heard'of in science, and about whom no one knew anything. Be-
sides, it was anlkely that a Frenchman would, for so many months, keep the
secret to himself. If true to his national instinct, he would at once have
proclaimed the discovery, and reaped the glory. These resons weighed
much ; still the story might be true, and on this possibility ho acted. To
preserve his dignity, and to be a check on any bias he might feel, ho took
with him a M. Vallée, a civil engineer, who might witness the severity with
which he would treat the culprit.

" They started by railway ; but the station at which they stopped, was about
twelve miles from Orgbres. They had to trudge along this weary distance
Over a Most miserable road. Foot-sore, and in no pleasant mood, Leverrier
reached the village, and at once went up and knocked at the doctor's deor.
The door was openod by M. Lescarbault himself. The great man at once
gave his name and titles, with an air that was meant to be very imposing.
But we must now employ the very words of the Abbé Moigno. ' One would
require to have seen M. Lescarbault, so simple, so modest, so timid, to com-
prehend the agitation with which ho was seized, when the interrogator, draw-
ing himself up to his full hoight, and wjith that brusque intonation, which he
can assume when he pleases, said to him, with severe look, 'I it you, sir,
who pretend to have discovered the intra-Morcurial planet, and who have
coiW.nitted the grave offence of keeping your observation secret for nO
mlontha ? I have to tell yeu, that I come with the intention of exposng your

Pretensions, and of demonstrating your great delusion, if not your dishonety.
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penter's board formed the climax of the investigation. Leverrier could no
longer resist the evidence. " The time had now corne," says the Abbé
Moigno, "for the lion to aoften dovi, and to give heart to the trembling
lamb. Leverrier did this with perfect grace-with a dignity full of kidness.
M. Lescarbault feit the blood rushing to his heart ; ho breathed with difliculty
when the Director of the Imperial Observatory exprewsed his perfect satisfac-
tion, and gave him the most cordial congratulations." Leverrier, as he
meditated something generous, was anxious to obtain soine information about
the general character of the discoverer. He therefore called on the village
authorities, who all united in describing him as a skilful and laborions practi-
tioner, and a most benevolent and pious mian. He lst no time in publishing
the discovery to the world, and representing his claims to the Emperor. The
resuilt is, that the village-doctor is now decorated with the order of the Legion
of Honour."

The chapter on Astronomy in America, proves that nuch bas been done for
this science in the United States, and all by private liberality. The civi war
has arrested the progress of several observatories whic gave promise of great
things. But the recet work on Donati's Comet published at Cambridge,
will b. a lasting memorial of the peaceful progress of science amidt the di-
tractions and turmoil of civil war. Dr. Leitch's book is illustrated with soe
of the most remarkable views of the moon, spiral nebulae, and other heavenly
bodies. The style in which the work is written is very attractive, and as a
popular exposition of the present condition of our knowledge of astronomy,
it commends itself to the attentive perusal of all to whom God has given the
power to appreciate 'His Glory in the Heavens.'

The Races of the Old World : A Manud of Ethnology. By Charles L. Brace.
New York : Charles Scribner ; Toronto : Rollo & Adam.

The author of this volume has rendered good service, if to none others, at
least to the student of history. In the present advauced state of science, it
is impossible for any marn, no matter how great his capacity may be, to attain
to eminence in all branches of learning. He must, if h. would rise above
mediocrity, devote imseolf to one particular line of study, and sa all
else, keep to it. But it matters little to what he turns his attention ; a diffi-
culty meets him at the very outset. He finds that it is necessary to educate
himself for the study he as selected, by gaining some familiarity with a mul-
titude of other matters, all having more or less bearing upon the course of
his enquiry, all contributing something to the composition of the matter whose
elements lie would understand. The farther he advances, the greater does
the difficulty become, until ho finds it impossible to examine everything him-
gelf. He cannot trace every stream to its source, he i compellOd to receive
the testimony of others whoiave devoted themselves to each particular branch.
No matter how smanl the apparent area, first chosen, whether it be confined
to a limited pe'od of history, to a language, or to a race, it is not given te
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any one man to be an "authority" ipon all matters whichimay be traced into

connection with it.
One of the most popular studies of the present day is history. The student

in the course of his investigations finds that certain elements appear Lu the

character of a people, which have gone far to make them what they now are,
or what they once have been. He seeka to trace those elements to their

source, and in so doing, soon arrives at a period where written records fail

him. He may confine his further enquiries to the monuments his favourite

race have left behind ; he may endeavour to pierce the past by tracing the
connections their laws and institutions had with those of other peoples, he may

study the physical type they presented, or he may analyze their language and

trace it upwards until it mingles with other tongues spoken by men, whose
common origin would scarcely have been suspected, had not revelation pro-
claimed it. Should ho decide upon the latter course b will find in the trea-

tise of Mr. Brace, most iaterial aid. It bas been compiled professedly, "not
so muci for the learned, as for the large nuniber of persons who are interested

in the study of history * * * who desire to ascertain readily the posi-
tion of a certain tribe or people among the races of man, or at leat to, know

the latest conclusions of scholars in regard to them." In the task thus set

forth, he has most completely succeeded. Believing that language is the beat

mark of race, ho has adopted it as his guide. He has traced out the main

conclusions to be derived from it, and has brought to the support of thoee

conclusions the testimony of thinkers, each of whom in his own separate

sphere, has thrown so much light, of late years, upon the workings of nature

in the world, and especially upon her dealings with mankind. The labour has
been great, involving an immense amount of reading, which only those who

have endeavoured to collate the multitudinous authorities consulted, can ap-

preciate. It has been brought down to the latest period, involvingquotations
even from the most recent works of Sir Charles Lyell, and Professor Daniel

Wilson.
We do not claim for the treatise, neither would Mr. Brace claim for it,

much originality. It is a compilation possessing little thouglit beyond that

by which the testimony of different writers has been brought te bear upon
the successive questions dealt with. It would perhaps have beei botter, if
in more of those portions which are original Mr. Brace had allowed his
Americau nationality to " stick " out less prominently.

We have not space for a detailed criticism, but must just allude to one point
made by the author. At page 388 he says :-" The Roman blood has had
little influence on the English race, and although the Keltic bas had vastly

more power and bas mingled to a much greater extent than many warm Angle-

Saxons would have us believe, still the two races and languages never seem to
have united closely on Engliish soil." We will not perplex ourselves with an

enquiry into the composition of the Roman legions who invaded Britain, and
who settled there, but we remark thatthe only way in which the Anglo-Sax-
onsa could have hjerited through them, was througi the Kelts. The question
then remains, to what extent did the Anglo-Saxons inherit from the latter.-
The proposition involved in the language used by Mr. Brace is indenite, we

grant. It may mean very little or very much, according to the taste Of the

1
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reader, but in support of it, he quoteas sven words in English use, t which
Mr. Donaldson.ascribes a Keltie origin. It is to be doubted, however, wi*i
respect to some of these, whether this really be the cas. Excluding the ter-
mination to names of places which indicate a Keltic orgin-but which are no
more proof of Keltie blood existing in the people than are the Indian nanes
in Canada proof that Canadians amalgamated with the aborigines-there are
according to Mr. Garnett only thirty-two Keltic words in the English lan-
guage. Even if all the words be added to thoe about which there may be
reasonablo controversy, the total number wil not be more than forty. For
this and other reaons; net in the face of them as Mr. Bmee appears te in-
sinuate ; Mr. Marsh-than whom no higher authority can be quoted-says
Ahat the English language is indebted to the Keltie " far les than te any
other tongues with which the Anglo-Saxon race ha ever been brought widely
into contact," while " it is very certain the few we have derived from the
distant Arabic, are infmitely more closely connected with u than the ibie-
what greater number which we take fron the contiguous Keltic."

The work winda up with dissertations upon the antiquity and origin of man,
thei author coming to the bold, unproven and unorthodox conclusion that
the human race has existed upon this earth " for many hundreds of thouands
of years before any of the rceived dates of the creati,"I but inclining, neves
theless te the belief that it is the produet of one common pair. The subjec
la presented in language, free te a great extent froma those obstruse te&nicai
ties, which in others of a similar kind, embarrass to se great an extent the
geneal res.e

Marian Grey, or the Beireu of Bedstonc Haa, By Mrs. Mary Holmes.
Carleton, New York. 1863.

This is a singularly romantic tale, which may be interesting te those who
are fond of the marvellous. We shall endeavour to give an analyuis of the
plot :-The heroine, Marian Lindsay, is a ward of Colonel Raymond, a
wealthy laiddholder in Kentucky, she having been left te his care by her
father, who died on the voyage from England. Colonel Raymond, a fellow
passenger, soothed his dying moments, and promised te be a fathur to his
little gl. Mr. Lindsay was a miser, and though apparently poor, hadiaed great wealth. This Colonel Raymond received as weRl as the
child, and on his arrival in America, appropriated it te his own use, by pur-
chsuing and improving the estate of Redstone Hall, in Kentucky, rlieving
his conscience by thinking he was doing his duty to Marian in treating her
with a fathers love. When he felt his end approaching, h was mnuh toubled,
and wished his son Prederie, a fashionable, handsome Young man, to M her,
and thus restre her fortune and save his father's name from disgrace. Freds
erie, unaware of his father's motive, and being much enamoured of his coua
Isabel Huntington, a beautiful girl with whose mlther h boarded, objects to
marrying MWan, who is then a rather plain, shy, red haired girl of 15. How.
ever, his father on his death bed, overrules his scruples, and he promies to
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Marry her if she consente, which she does, not knowing that she is the heiress
of edstone Hall. Shortly after Col. Raymond's death the marriage takes
place. The same evening Marian reads one of two letters, written by CoL
Raymond to each in case Of bis not seeing Frederie before bis death, stating his
wish oand his rasons for the. The letters are undirecte ; she reads the wrong
one, and discovers that Frederic regards ber with indifference and the thoughts
of this marriage with aversion. That night she leaves her home writing te
Frederic that she has discovered all, and begging him to keep the property;
also enolosing au affectionate farewell to a sweet little blind orphan oousin
residing ith them, to whom she is much attached. She goes to New York
and ia kindly reoceived by Mrs. Burt, formerly Col. Raymond's house-keeper,
and ber son Ben, after some trouble and great good luck in finding them.
Marian accidentally leaves her gloves and handkerchief at the river side,
near Redstone Hall, and the impression with all but little Alice is that she i.
drowned. Frederio is very unhappy, and feels ber loss much. Soon Mrs.
Hunti'gton and ber daughter cone to visit him, and they remain, one as
house-keeper, the other as the governes of little Alice. After a while,
Marian, anxious to hear of her husband, to whom she is auch attached,
writes to him. Isabe, who is as unprincipled as beautiful, receives the letter
and returns it unopened, with 'Isabel Huntington is Mistress of Redstone
Hall," on the outside, in a good imitation of Frederic's handwriting. This
brings a severe illness on Marian, who is obligod to have her obnoxious
locks shorn. Her amiable character and sorrow so excites the pity of Ben
Burt, that h. goes as a pedlar to Kentucky, and finda that all remember
Marian with love, and with the exception of Alice, think ber dead.
Also, that Isabel is only the governess, though using every art to become
Frederic's wife. Once or twice when she has nearly suceeded, Alice, like a
guardian angel, urges the idea on Frederic that Marian is not dead. He at
ber request goes to New York, and is ill there. Mrs. Burt manages to b.
engaged as sick nurse. Marian assists ber, and is with him only while
he is delirious. He goes home impressed with the idea that he has
seen Marian, though h. could not find ber whereabouts. Getting low spirited
h. leaves Kentucky, and goes to au estate on the Hudson. Isabel being
unauccessful in her plans leaves ; another governess is wanted. Mariau, who
duing the intervening time bas improved in person, ber red hair having
become a beautiful auburn, and ber excellent abilities having received the
best cultivation through the exertions of the honest Ben Burt, wishes to
engage. Another h*s forstalled her who fills the situation for some time.
Then Marian, under the amumed name of Grey, undertakes the charge of her
loving and dearly loved Alce, Who is the only person, with the exception of
one of the negroes and the old bouse dog, who semos to trace a resemblance
between the plain, simple Marian Raymond, and the beautiful, accomplished
Marian Grey. Ere long the obect of her iniognuio is gained. Frederiok falla
deeply in love with her, and seeing that she reciprocates the feeling, as a
point of duty writes to ber tliat they must part. She resists and will know his
reasons, then follows the denouement. Little Alice tells him that Marian
GreY and Marian Raymond are one, and ail ends brightly and blisafuly.
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Chemistry. By William Thomas Brande, D. C.L., of Her Majesty's Mint;
and Alfred Swaine Taylor, M.D. Blanchard and Lea, Philadelphia
Rollo and Adam, Toronto. Roy. Oc. pp. 696. 1863.

The American Edition of this excellent work brings it within the reach of
students of Chemistry in the United States and Canada. As a manual of

Chemistry it is unsurpassed, and for some years to come it will occupy a pro-
minent place as a guide for advanced students and for practical chemista.

The preparation and properties of diferent substances both elementary and
compound are given with great exactness and minutie although no diagrams

or pictorial illustrations are used in the work. The chemical relations are exhi-
bited by means of equations in the text so that no space iv lost. As an in
stance of the minuteness with which the physical properties of bodies are
described we may mention "ice." The contraction of this substance by diminiu-
tien of temperature gives rise to nanY important phenomena in our climate ;
and we are told that the contraction Of ice by diminution of temperature
exceeds that of any other solid ; itsdensity at 32° being 0,918 at 18° it iso,919
and at 00,0,929. The metals Casium and Rubidium are grouped and de-
scribed with Lithium, and Thallium is noticed at the clos of the inorganic
part, on page 495 and not 498 as stated in the index. Spectrum analysis aIso,
takes its place among the recent improved methods of investigation. In, a
note to the preface the authors state that the limita of the work have not
allowed them to occupy space with a separate essay on physics, yet we find
that the most important relations of bodies to heat, light, electricity, and
magnetism have been well described in the first 70 pages of the work.

Under the head of Matter and its Properties, Dimorphism, Isomorphism,
Chemical affinity, Solution, &c,, &c., many interesting and valuable facts are
mentioned which do net usually appear in works of this character.

The detection of poisons, minutely described, is a valuable recommendation
to the medical student.

Great credit is due to the enterprising publishers for having so speedily

presented this admirable work to the students of Chemistry in America. .

Eighty Years' Progress of British North America. By H. Y. Hind, M. A.,
F.R.G.S. ; T. C. Keefer, C.E. ; J. G. Hodgins, LL. B., F.R.G.8.
Charles Robb, Min. Eng. ; H. M. P. Perley, Esq., and Rev. William
Murray. Illustrated ; Oc., pp. 776 Toronto : L. Stebbins.

This work will receive a more extended notice in a subsequent number of
the Magazine. It has not yet, we understand, assumed t'he form in which
it will be presented te subscribers generally. Among the alterations will
b. the taking out of one or two engravings inserted by the publisher, to
which the authors of articles they are intended to illustrate decidedly object.
The picture entitled " The Aborigines," illustrating the article on the North.

West Territory, created a considerable amount of astonishment in the mind
of the author, whose experience among " the aborigines " immediately sug-

gested the idea, that the artist employed by the publisher must have sought
his model fromu among the immaginary characters of Cooper's noyels, rather
than in the forests and prairies of Canada or the United States.
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C Industrial ReoUrces of British India."
"i Fort Sumpter to Fredericksburgh."-Our readers are familiar with al the

events described in this article.
"i History of Cyclopædias"'

" The Salmon Qestion."-Here we have an article on a subject of very
great interest to Canadians. Few countries possess such magnificent salmon
fîheries as Canada ; and although immense damage bas been done to them,
yet by proper artifices and wise regulations, strictly kept, they may yet be-
come a source of immense annual revenue to the country. The salmon
fisheries in Ireland alone were once worth £300,000 sterling per annum ;
iow they are scarcely worth £10,000. The natural and commercial history
of this fish are so interwoven that it is difficult to separate them. Parr are
the young of salmon, and they 'used to ho slaughtered by millions when
they were thought t be a distinct species. The grilse is a virgin salmon.
This fish, in the several stages of its growth, is known by the names of the
parr, the smolt, the grilse, and the salmon. In addition te legislation on
the preservation of salmon, the introduction of pisciculture is strongly
recommended. The French people bas recreated their fisheries-why should
not we do it I

" Biblical Criticism-Colenso and Davidson."-The judgment of upright
and honourable mids would preclude the Bishop of Natal from ministering
in the church, unless bis opinions should undergo a change. His withdrawal
might perhaps be only for a season-that he might be received for ever-and
unspeakable would be the blessing te him if ho returned a wiser and an
humbler man, taught by reflection to know the wretched shallowneas of hie
prosent views. For the present h. can only be regarded as one eminently
lacking wisdom and knowledge; one whom no formularies can bind, and in
whose sight the most solemn vows may ho broken with impunity.

" Poland."
" Sensation Papers."
" Kinglak's crimea. "
Important private and official materials have been largely applied by Mr.

Kinglake for the purposes of a violent partiau, and net for the object of
writing a lasting and truthful history. Whether as innieting unnecesary
pain upon the livig, or as wantonly damaging the reputation of the dead-
whether as injuriouts to he fame of English literature, or as hurtful to the
national character-the rviewer feels himself compelled te coincide in the
verdict that has been almost unanimously pronounced upon ]Ir. Kinglake's
work-that it is in every sens of the wor " a mischievous book."

The American reprints of the British Quarterlies, together with Blackwood's
daga2ne, can be procured from Mesusrs. Rolio à Adam, Toronto,
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eU NOR BRITISH aIVIEW.-MAY 1803M

"Disintegration of Emires."
"DDanish Literature, Past and Preset."
" Kinglake's Invasio Of the Crimea."
"Vegetable Epidemics."-The remarks of the reviewer on the potato dis.

eue, are so interestiug and instructive that we shall give them in full :-
"l One of the most remarkable epidemiœ connected with fungi is the potato
disease. Al at once, in the years 185 and 1846, this valuable esculent was
attacked with an epidemic which spread over the greater part of Europe.
The theory, however, most generally adopted among the best authorities at
present isi, that an improper system of cultivation carried on for many gene-
rations ha gradually induced changes in the cella of the plant, rendering it
peculiarly liable to disease, while a parasitic fungus is present, aceleratig
the morbid action, and causing it to assume a peculiar forma. That a predis-
position to disease existed in the potato before the outbreak of the pidmi,
is pretty generally admitted. We have every reason to believe that the
plant has progressively deteriorated and become weakened in constitution
ever since its introduction to Europe. In proof of thils, we need oni
appeal te the exprience and observation of every farmer for the laat ity
years. During this period, the partial failure of sets when planted, the in-
creased tendency to decay in the pits, the exceeding rarity of blossoms and
fruit, are all indisputable evidences of the degenerate condition of the plant;
the samne symptoms having been observed in every country where it is culti-
vated, under every variety of conditions and circumstances, from the Arche
zonee tthe tropis, and from the sea-shore to the mountain plateau. Thia
inherent weakness is the accumulative result of several adverse influences
operating through successive generations. One cause is especially notorious.
It is a law of nature that no plant cau be propagated indefinitely by any
other agency than that of seed. Plants can be reproduced to an incaculabe
extent by cuttings ; but ultimately the power to reproduce in thismanne
becomes exhausted. The perennial plant pute forth phyton after phyton,
but the seed in necessary te its perpetuation. Numerous lower animais are
also reproduced te a vast extent by segmentation or allied processes, but
ultimately a recurrence to sexual admixture becomes necessary for the perpe.
tuation of the species. Now, the tubers of the potato are merely under-
ground stems, wisely provided by nature as a supplementary mode of repro-
dxdtion te insure the propagation of the plant, if unfavourable circumstances
should prevent the development of the ordinary blossoms and apples. This
mode will provo e.eôtive for a time, and it ie one which, from the very àitnre
of the CM, will bear any kind of rough treatmant ; but recourse must be
had in the end to the more natural and primary method, to save the plat
from degenating and becoming extinct. We have been trying, on the Cou-
trary (M it ha been weill put by one author on the subject), with a narvellous
perversity, te make individual varieties cultivated in this abnormal manner
live for ever, while nature intended them te live oly for a time, and then
from parents feeble and old we have vainly expected ofpfring hardy and
stron. Bythese maàl-practce we have gradually reduced the constitution

32O
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of successive generations and varieties of the potato, and at the sane timegradually increased the activity and power of these morbific agencies provi-
ded by nature for ridding the earth of feeble and degenerate organisms, and
admonishing and punishing those who violate ber immutable laws.

The parasitic fungus attending and accelerating the epidemie of 1845 and
1846, is the Botrytis infestans, consisting of a number of interwoven cottony
threads or filaments, producing upright branched stalks bearing the seeds in
oval cases. It frst attacks the leaves, entering by the stomata or breathing
pores, and covering them with brown blotches, as if they had been burnt bythe action of sulphurie or nitric acid, and running its course in a few hours ;so that the period for examination of the leaves is often passed over. Itspeedily spreads from the leaves to the tubers, penetrating them with its spawnand completely destroying them. The decay of the tubers, however, is oftencaused, not by the presence of the parasite in them, but by its action on theleaves preventing the elaboration of sap, and obstructing the admission of airand transpired fluids, until by this means the stem is overcharged with moisture
and ultunately rots ; thus depriving the half-ripe tubers of the necessary
nutriment. The potato-botrytis belongs to a large genus of very destructive
fungi, affecting most of our vegetables and fruits ; but as a species it s a
comparatively recent introduction. Facts derived from numerous sources,
lead to the conclusion that it did not exist in this country previans to the
autumn of 1844. Al the naturalists who examined it then, declared it to
be quite new to them. It is considered by the most eminent botanists to be
of American origin, peculiar to the potato, and accompanying it wherever it
grows wild in its native country, as the smut accompanies the corn in this.
From South America it was lirst brought ta St. Helena by the north-east
trade winds, which bring from the same continent those singular red dust
clouds, which the microscope of Ehrenberg found to be composed of vege-
table organisins, and which have served in an extraordinary manner as taies
upon the viewless winds, indicating with the utmost certainty the course oftheir currents, however complex. St. Helena lies in the same latitide with
Peru, and is nearer the native habitat of the potato than any other country in
which the disease has been subsequently experienced. In this island, finding
the conditions of moisture and temperature favourable to its development, it
icraesed with amazing rapidity, loading the air with myriade of its impal-
pable seeds. Thence it seems to have been carried by the winds ta Madeira
and North America ; and so bas progressed from c9untry to country, gainingnew accessions of strength and numbers from every field, speedily makingits dread presence known wherever it alighted. It reached England in theautumn of 1844, and sees- at first to have been confined exclusively to thesouth-western districts. From Kent it travelled west and north, halting
midway in the south of Scotland ; so that the crops in the Highlands were
that year free from the pest. The whole of Ireland was devastated, and thefearful consequences of the visit of the. epidemic to that unhappy countryare yet fresh in the recollectiol of aU : the hundreds of thousands reduced
to the most abject poverty, dying Of starvation in their bouses and by the
wayeides ; and the hundredu Of thousands more compelled ta emigrate, in
order to obtain the simple necessaries of life. In 1846, it proeeded through-
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domestic tie of the nnregarded glate. tet out of aH evil springs goda at
last, and, terminate how the content will, the end of slavery is inevitably
come. Alone, this rnighty event wotild stamp our age as atn epodh in thb
world. But it is not alone. It is consentaneons with the advancing khow-
ledge of God in all the world, with the new deference to divine law arnog
the people, with the clearer working of the Spirit in the hearta of inanaiii&
Bhal we net give it free course 1

EDn<guRùr lExv1M.-ÀPRit, 1 6g.

"Kinglake' Invason of the Crimea." This remarkable book exhibits the
actors in the greatest political transactions, and the grandest military enter-
Prise in which the men of onr time have been engaged, stripped df ai
disguise and dissected te the quick. The passion of political life is thrown
into the historical narrative, and although the uninviting narrative of dead
diplomatic negociationB ha been rendered attractive to fascination, and a
romantic glow thrown over patrons and clients, yet the narrative itself in
intemperate, discourteous, and injurious to the relations between two great
nations.

'<Worsley's Trandaton of tie Odysey."
"Tithe fImpropriation."

" Simancas Records of the Reign of Henry V11." The practice of the
Court of Spain, under Ferdinand and Isabella, wa to keep their State papers
in chests scattered about all parts of their wide dominions. Charles V., in
IMS, selected Simancsa ,as the great general receptacle of the scattered
iniments of the kingdom. Philip I. enormously inrieased the collection,so that the archives at present contain about ten million documents ; of these

home fifty thousand relate to the affairs of England. All acces te this
extraordinary depository wa. most jealously prohibited by the crown of Spain
down to a very recent period. Access to the papers is, however, now granted
b1 the Spanish authorities on liberal terms, for the purpose of literary and
historical researcb . The papers which have been already made publie do net
tend to inspire respect for the morality of the reign of Henry VIL

"I The Black Country" is the title of a paper on the mines and miners of
nglanid, and the tern is popularly applied te those portions of the Midland

district, from which verdure has retreated before the eneroachment of the
manufacturer.

"I India under Lord cannin7g.",
" Sir Rutherford Meock's Japa,." " Japan is essentially a country of

anomalies, where all-eve, familiar things-put on new faces, and ar
curiously reversed. Except that the Japanose do not walk on their heads in-
gtead of their feet, there are few thinga in which they do not seem, by some
occult law, to have been impelled in a perfectly opposite direction and a reversed
Order. They write from top to bottom, fromla rigit to left, in perpendicular
Instead of horizontal lnes ; and their books begin where ours end, thsu

funishing good examples of the curious perfection this rule of contraries has
&tained. Their looks, though imitated froin -Eirope, are ail made to ldek by
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turning the key from left to right. The course of all sublunary things
appears reversed. Their day is, for the most part, our night ; and thiu
principle of antagonisn crop out in the most unexpected and bizar way in
all their moral being, custoIs, and habits. The old men fly kites while the
children look on ; the carpenter uses bis plane by drawing it to him, and their
tailors stitch from thein ; they mount their horses from the off-side-the
horses stand in the stables with their heads where we place their tails, and
the belis to their harnems are always on the hind quarters instead of the
front; ladies black their teeth instead of keeping thom wbite, and their anti-
crinoline tendencies are carried to the point of seriously interfering not only
with grace of movement but with ail locomotion, so tightly are the lower
limbs, from the waist downwards, girt round with their garments ;-and,
finally, the utter confusion of sexes in the public bath-houses, making that
correct, which we in the West deem so shocking and improper, I leave as 1
find it-a problem to solve. (Vol. i. p. 414.)

" This catalogue of contradictions might be greatly extended. With an
enormous population to feed, and a high degree of agricultural-industry, the
land produces nothing but rice, corn, and vegetables ; no cattle are kept, and
no sheep or goats, consequently pastures and dairy produce are unknown.
At Yokohama no chickens could be obtained for the table, though there are
plenty of eggs. Grapes are grown, but the vintage is made into spirit, not
into wine. Such i the ingenuity of this people that Japanese workmen
constructed and worked in a boat a steam-engine with tubular boilers from
Dutch plans, long before any American or European steamers had ever
appeared in Japanese waters. In spite of the general use of the bath, which
gave them at first the character of a cleanly people, it now appears that it is
difficult to obtain th# services of a Japanese attendant net infected with the
itch, and that if they wash their bodies they neglect their clothes. Sir
Rutherford assure. us they have the finest macadamised roads in the world-
the Tocado is a grand imperial route connecting Miaco with Jeddo and the
consular post of Kanagawa ; yet wheeled carriages are not used, and a day's
journey at the usual rate of travelling is seventeen miles. The Mikado is
said te be drawn by oxen-other persons ride or are carried by bearers, Mr.
Oliphant told us that the first mission never encountered a drtken man ; it
now appears that the Japanese are as much given to drunkenness as any of
the northern races of Europe, as quarrelsome as the worst, and far more
dangerous in their cups. In Europe the Moxa is regarded as an extreme
application, but every Japanese has it in his own hands as a household
remedy ; the cauterising tinder is made from the pith of a tree, put up int.
neat little squares for use ; and it is even applied te new-born infants and
women in childbirth-' three cones on the littie tue of the right foot to
facilitate delivery.' The flowers of Japan are witihont scont. The music of
the Japanese is horrible, and there is but one species of singing-bird known
in the cOIntry ; as if the 'stratagems and crimes' of the Daimios has ex-
tinguished the divine art. En reranche, the Japanese have carried the art of
spinning tops to the highest perfection.

" The tOp4are of great variety, both in size and construction,-the largest
or father of all the tops being more than a foot in diameter, and propor.
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tionately heavy-and while somle are like this solid, others of the smialler
ones contain in their cavities a whole progeny of little ones, which fly out on
raising the top, and figure away like the parent ; others again pull out into a
ladder or spiral of successive tops ; a third draws up into a lantern, and spins
cheerily in that formi. The most remarkable fact connectei with soue, seens
to be the miarvellous persistence of the gyratory motion once communlicated.
This I thought at first might perbaps be in consequence of the form, which is
a horizontal section of a cylinder, instead of being conical, as are those of
Europe, with a thin iron rod passing througi, forming a handle, a spindle,
and a peg, each answering equally well for any of the three. But I after-
wards ascertained that it was a top within a top. . . .

"1 cannot pretend to describe half the performances, which extended over
nearly three hours. One of the most frequent, as well as the most curious,
was their mode of throwing even very large tops, as the New Zealanders
throw the boomerang, so that while it appears te be going straight at the
head of one of the spectators, it inevitably is bronght back to the hand of the
thrower, who catches it on his palm. It is a marvel to me, especially with
some of the heavier, that the iron peg does not bore a hole in their hands.
When this caught, they take it by the spindle, apparently stop it, set it
down, and it immediately recommences ; turn it upside down, and it goes on
just as merrily on its iron spiked head-they will balance it on any kind of
surface, round or flat-on the edge of a fan-along a thin cord-and even on
the edge of the sharpest Japanese sword-and after several minutes of snob
perpetual gyration, with intervals of apparent arrest in being transferred
froni one object to the other, it is thrown carelessly down on the table, and
still continues spinning gaily, as if quite unexhausted, ahd inexhaustible.

"One of the most delicate of the performances consisted in making a top
spin in the left hand, run up the arm, round the edge of the robe at the back
of the neck, and down the other arm into the palm of the right hand, still
spinning. Another, again, was to toss a spinning top into the air and catch
it on the hem of the aleeve, without letting it fall. A third was to fling it
high in the air, and catch it on the bowl or the angle of a Japanese pipe,
pass it behind the back, flinging it to the front, and there catching it again.
Finally, one of the larger and heavier tops was given its gyratory motion by
mnply rolling the peg in the bite of a cord, one end being held in each hand,
then flung Bome ten or twenty feet in the air, and caught, as it fell, with the
saine cord, spinning always, and this six, eigit, and ten times in succession.
The last grand display, which consisted in sending a top spinning up a rope
to the head of a mast, was unavoidably postponed, the rain having drenched
the cord, and rendered it impossible ; but I have seen it since performed in
the streets.

" Certainly, I never saw a more perfect display of wonderful tact and
dexterity, and there is evidently a gteat amount of humour and vie comica
in the Japanese character, which tends to inake all these exhibitions doubly
amusing." (Vol. ii. p. 319.)

Professor nley on Man's Place Ù& Nature."



Pi1e Refrmeion AMted.» This artic1le i aothor apoilogy for Biaebp
Co4pejao, and tr.>sts of part II. of Il he ? ttteuch and Book of Joshua«"--
The character of the 4iefn sot up for the IBiaop may b. gleaned front th
following passage: Il Men tliie unhijkngad avowed Uilineg».s to fol-
Iow the. inications of trilti drawô IuQJ1 lha violent animogity fro» tii. roal
clerical party, and from. hypuoitioal churhuen; but~ gains for im.x 1orin~ ap-

plae from iiip» outi(d ; wo filnd lierein a signl mark of the gulf whij
bas8 opeued botwee.n the intelligent part of tii» nationu and the ohuroii, wii
cals itself national. I thi. nation is trUtfulnesa, in tii. ohurch a dread of
the. llit.1 So sys the defen4.r of ]3ishop Coiso ; intelligent christians 'qj»,
reverse is conclusions.

1 «s94rces of Li.I Indi bai»hs aIreadY 1608 miles of railway comltd
700Q hundred miles are in an advanced state, and the costofcnengctn
to market will sou» b. reduced from 31 to li Per ton per~ mile over alag

are. The. growt1i of cot toi- is likely tg spr'ead ixn eveIy direction. The finan-
cesar Oin a hoçpeful condition, and the. future of India is mlost prouisig-

Of at yar Idi ba benýieail drainig Erope Of silver bUliioxi at the
rate of £1,000,000 a. year.

<'" TheJews of Westrn~ Europe." This paper embodies a very interesting
hitory of this extraordinary people. It ls areview of four wonks on Jewieh
RiBtory and Iiterature, publiBhed in the, French, Germna» and EngliBlh lan.

'< Lady Mo rgan.»
wurui vrw &UJficxuion,.' Axiother article in favor of Bieiiop Oolengo's

view. The~ writer sys : Ilwe hiave apoken plainly, broadi,, andeeau y illi
say, eIhoingly, &c. I We are of the. mimber wIio ay " &oekùzg1yy

" The À teiiiy of M4zn-"

BLO(KWO1)-'APll AND M!kY.

" &nstior. D plomacy in J0pa. "-The Japanese are now attracting muc.'
attetio n fro in Eurup a n. Their m ode of guverrnm ent, their cu to rn, anthoir religion, le onlyt just beginning to b. iundersto. On page $23 sente o

theê characteristics of tues extraurdinary peu)ple are describe&.
"Sir JaT«s Gra n "-~Admirers of this distinguiah.ed statesmWi could

scarcelY expesi tu find a flattering nlotice uf bis life and wonks in BI"4*wooL

THs BRIInSH MOTLI ineinding Blccwû (Ameauc rePrint), CorM,
Temple Bur, The St. Jjmei a~fgazin, Good Words, LonS &cWiet, 1e Church.
man?$ Magaizine, Th, &xajnge, &c., keo, ean b. pr<>cured each nxonth at Meus.
Rollo & AdaIn's Toronto.
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He i8 described as osessin)g somne of the qualities which contribute to bnild
up"greatness-patient of labour, careful in coming to conclusions, Dot at al
scrupulous in changing or retaining his opinions, and a fist rate adinini
trator. No touch of genius about him, nor a shade of originality, but with
much moral timnidity. Such a man was not fit to lead.

" The Inexhaustible Capital"-A critique on Roba di Roma, by William
W. Story.

"The Yeang-tai Mountaina," and "Spirit- Writing in China."-A des-
erption of a portion of China lying to the west of the Estuary of the Canton
River. The country is magnificent, but the inhabitants are in a deplorable
eondition, and travelling is very unsafe. Buddhist temples and monasteries
are thickly S'cattered over the country, but the priests have a bad name.
Murders are rife, and order and law appear to belong to the past in distracted
and rebellious China.

" Caxtoniana : A Series of Essays on Life, Literature and Manners."-" On
Self-Control,--The Modern Misanthrope ; On certain Principles of Art in
Works of Imagination.'

" The Life of General Sir Howard Douglas, Bart."-The names of Sir
Howard Douglas, and his father, Sir Charles Douglas, are intimately associ-
ated with British American history. Charles Douglas, when Arnold and
Montgomery besieged Quebec, forced his squadron through the ice of the
St. Lawrence, and relieved the place. He constructed a flotilla, and swept
the Canadian lakes of the enemy's gun-boats. Howard Douglas was the
eldet son of Sir Charles. In 1795, after completing his college course, he
received a lieuteiant's commission. From 1804 up to 1814, Douglas was
connected with ,the educational department of the army, in which he ren-
dared highly important services. He subsequently took an active part in the
Spanish war nder Lord Wellington. In 1824, when already promoted t
the rank of M.ajor-General, he was appointed to the governorship of New
Brunswick, and placed in command of the troops stationed there, in Nova
Scotia, Newfoundland, and Bermuda During his administration, one of
those extrao&dinary bush fires occurred which are only known in America.
The summer had been unusually dry, and the third of a succession of such, and
frightful firea devastated forests, country villages, and towns. The boundary
fine between British America and the United States occupied a considerable
portion of Sir Boward Douglas's time. He was requested by the British
Government to go to Europe and watch proceedings, pending the solution
of the question, the King of Netherlands having been appointed arbitrator.
The King's decision gave littie satisfaction to either party, and America failed
to get all she coveted. "It remained for her, by sharp practice at a further
period, to gain her end; and for England, under the management of Lord
Ashburton and Sir Robert Peel, to bu made a fool of."

In 1828, or more than thirty years before the civil war , foretold events
inzthe United States themselves, which have since cOme to pas.

The people of New Brunswick marked the efforts made by Sir Howard
DOuglas to prevent the equalising of the duties on foreign and colonial
tinber, by presenting him with a magnificent service of plate. in 18M, ho
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was appointed High Commaissioner of the Ionian Islands. He died a veryold man, honoured and esteemed.
"Italiun Brigandage."
" Ludwig Uhland."--SincO the death of Goethe, the Laureate of Germany.

He was born in 1787, and died at the close of 1862.
" My Inv(estment in the Far Wes. "-A very amusing.story, well told, and,

unfortunately, too true. The imvestment is "the Nauvoo and Nebraska
Railway."

" American stats Papers."-This is a most pungent and severe critique onthese documents. Most people are aware that the atmosphere through
which American politicians must pass before they can attain to eminence, is
more likely to develop in them the wisdom of the serpent than the guileless,
ness of the dove. The principal agent in the pions attempt to inoculate
mankind with virtuous principles, is Mr. W. H. Seward. The maniner in
which Mr. Seward's musings and lucubrations are disturbed by Confederate
cannon, a distracted President, a desperate War Secretary, i8 uncommonly
well told. One would suppose that Mr. Kinglake had a hand in the cold
and bitter irony with which parallel passages of Mr. W. H. Seward's des-
patches are presented to the readers of Blackwood. The climax is perhaps

. the extract from the despatch dated 10th July, 1862. It runs as follows :
" The reduction of Vicksburg, the possession of Chattanooga, and the capture
of Richmond, would close the civil war with complote sucess. All those
three enterprises are going forward. The two former will, we think, be
effected within the next ten days." Poor Mr. Seward ! It is now nearly a
year since he predicted Vicksburg would be taken in ten days-Richimond
taken, too, and the war closed ! The writer in Blackwood says :-" Coma-
pared with these prophecies, the ravings of Mother Shipton become reputable
oracles."

" The Bud get."

TIMPLE PAR-MRIL AND MAY.

"John Marchmont's Legacy " is continued.
" Poland." The extraordinary success of the Poles in withstanding the

gigantic efforts of Russia to crush the rebellion is mainly attributable to the
remarkable secret organization which exists among them, for the purpose Of
ultimately securing their independence, and retaining their nationality.

"<The organization of this powerful and invisible League is based upon the
systemû of decades, every ton members forming a separate division, presided
over by the Tenth man. The latter is appointed by the Centurion, or hun-
dredth man, and confirmed by the leader of the district. If he act contrary to
orders, or fail to accomodate himself in every respect to the party-programme,
complaint is preferred by the Centurion, and sentence of removal pronounced
by the local chief. While in office, the Tenth receives orders from the Coen.

ib turion, who is the only member of the society known to hi- beyond the meinm..
bers of his own decade. Tp him ho is also bound to report, a8 frequently a.
possible, upon the state of his company, and commuicate the information
furnished by M Meêmbers. The Tenth is obliged to watch the conduct of th#
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atter, to communicate orlers from1 above, and to prevent any deviation from
the strict line of the programme. Nobody is received into the society except
upon the recommendation and guarantee of a member of some standing ; and
ln selecting new rembers honesty and enthusiasm for the common cause are
the only necesarY qualities. The promise that they will obey orders and keep
the secrets, whether at large or in prison, is the only rite exacted, the taking
the oaths being reserved for extraordinary cases and immediately on the eve

of rebellion .
" Each member of the docade guaranteeing the submission of his new subor-

dinates is allowed to collect a decade of his own, and become a Tenth himself.
in like manner a Tenth may obtain promotion to the rank of Centurion. The
shief of the district, or, more correctly, the chief of ten Centurions, is ap-
pointed by the "town committee," or directing body established in all the
larger cities Of the kingdom. Over the town committees are installed a num-
ber of provincial committees, deriving both authority and orders from the cen-
tral committee in the capital. It is the duty of the districtual leader to make
a daily report to the " town comnittee," the orders of the latter being com-
municated to him by means of a single agent, whilst all intercourse is strictly
limited to conversation, or a complicated system of ciphers. In some cases
several districts may b. united into a department under the direction of a
special coromittee, when the latter is made dependent upon the town commit-
le. nearest to it. The upper bodies, though consisting of several persons, are
strictly holden to carry on their intercourse with the inferior and superior
bodies by the agency of a single person only. Every member of a decade,
and the society at large, is obliged to pay implicit obedience to orders from
above ; to samist, serve, and advise in every emergency the other members
of the League ; to carry on the propaganda among the remaining portion
of the population, and prepare hiinself in every respect for active service in
a revolutionary force.

"A similar organization is carried out in Lithuania, Volhynia, Podolia,
Galicia, and the grand duchy of Posen, each province being placed under a
provincial committee, which is at the beck of the central committee at Warsaw.

" There is, moreover, a grand secret tribunal shrouding itself under the ap-
pellation of Central National Committee. In this head and centre of the organ-
ization, powers unlimited have been vested by the will of the founders and the
assent of the people. It may act as it likes, command what it pleases, and be
free from al responsibility te the subordinate bodies of the League. No re-
sistance offered to its orders will be accounted to legalise the conduct of the
recusants ; no contradiction excusable so long as the *ommittee romains en-
throned in darkness over the people and its rulers,-thOse other rulers who
have come froni the banks of the Neva. Yet, if its resignation should be de-
nanded by two-thirds of the provincial committees, the Central Committee
has to bow before the decision of its subordinates, and to retire to the leu
ambitions position of a simple decade. This central committee consists Of
seven members, and in addition to its other power is lntitled te fill up va-

ecies. All its votes are taken by majority, and the sitting is presided over
by a mysterious personage, the head of heads, called the 'Regulator> Each
Member of this National Board attendi te some special department, the divi-
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nions being as follows : Warsaw afaira ; provincial affairs, forign afan
control If the Russian polios ; matters of finance ; and the press. The min.
inter, as we may well call hii for the latter department, is also charged with
the establishment of a secret postal service throughout the kingdom. The
Regulator, as becomes the dignity of his ofice, ia saddled with no spcia
business, but directs rebellion without the drudgery of details.

" This omnipntent and omnipresent organization will account for the pas-
siveness of the Poles under so many Provocations. The word to rise had to
issue from the chiefs of this grand committee of conspirators ; and se long au
they were silent, not a batalion moved. They knew the political state of
Europe ; they knew the strength of the Russian armies ; they knew the re-
sources of the Czar, and they patiently bided their time. They felt, more-
over, the great responsibilities which devolved upon them."

I Put to the Test," is a good delineation of the manner in which the Post
Office Detectives discover the perpetrators of Post Ofice frand. There a
nothing new in the artifices employed, and similar occurrences have taken
place in Canada.

"Breakfast in Bed," Is a marvellous word jumble. The description of the
crowd in London, when the Princess Alexandra made her entry, will give an
idea of many of the rhapsodies which result from breakfast in bet

"Itwasoneof the mostinconceivablejumblesof brassbands, rifle vohmte
policemen on horseback and policemen on foot, horse-artillerymen, aldermeu
comon councilmen, javelinmen, watermen, standard-bearers, ticket-portera,
and long-shore men, that wa ever visible out of the phantasmagorio vision of
a raving manae with superadded deirium tremens, who has been supping Om
raw pork-ehops with Mr. Home the medium, and reading Hoffian' TaIes
and the Woman in White to the accmupaniment of cavendish tobacco and
strong green tea. My poor feet began to suffer. Once or twice I was lifted
of themn bodily, and then asked in indignant teris "vere I vos a shovin' te."
I shoved at lest into the midst of a group of ancient persona clad in red-baim
jerkins, with pewLer platters on the breasts thereof, jockey-caps, knee-smas
and white stockings, with ankle-jacks à la " Roberto Pulveroso," or " Dusty
1B0b."I

"The Triale of the Tredyoldc " will be noticed when the tale is completed
Trial by Jury." Part II. and III. are good. They contain many excelent

anecdotes, and give a very liminous view of many of the objections and ad-
vantages incident to trial by jury.

"Cloudy Memries of an Ol PaSport," by G. Augustus Sain. The seoond
part will appear in June.

" Th Bayard of India."l Sir JameB Outram died at Pau in the Pyrenees
on the 11th of March last. He was buried in Westminister Abbey, and on
bis cofin is Placed one of the great names in the annals of England. He was
a soldier with humanity for his watchword ; a diplomatist, with honesty fo
his motto. HO was in private Ie exactly what might be expected fromn his
public career.
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"Romola" continued.
" Westminster Abbey." A well written description of the characteristic4g

services, and burial of Sir James Outram.
i Chess."
"( From Yeddo to London, iwith the Japanese A mbassadors." A very lively

ýnd amusing description of the Japanese envoys. The habits and pecliarities
of these extraordinary creatures are portrayed with much quiet humour.

"Bevelations of prison life " is startling and, to say the least, humiliating.
It presents a very revolting picture of the awful degradation of the confirmed
thief and convict, and shews how little has been done, even by the present
silent system, with ail the care exercised by suspicion, to prevent thieves
from communicating with one another. The "telegraph " in the prison ceU
enables the inimates to communicate with one another without any difilculty ;
and it is but an application, where least expected, of the ordinary mode of
"éreading" intelligence conmon in the telegraph ofices on this continent,
where the car has become sufficiently practised so as to enable the operator to
distinguish the words of a message by the sounds of the " click" when the
armature is attracted by the magnet. Just as boys in a telegraph ofme tan
tell off a message without looking at the paper, so can thieves communicata
by tlaps with friends four or five cells renoved from them. The system
adopted is to indicate a letter by its place in the alphabeb-thus four tapa
signifies (d) ; nine tapi, (i) ; fourteen taps, (n) ; and five taps, (e) ; a number
of rapid taps signifes that the word i. complete, and the anxious listener
reads " dine."

" The Bmall Bouse at AUington." This romance gathers interest ai it
grows. It is becoming painfully exciting.

Corpilence.-The object of this paper is to show what are the causes of
fatness, in what way it is likely to be injurions, and how its development may
be prevented.

Life in a Barrack.-la a plain unvarnished statement on matters connected
with the soldier's life.

- run through the Southern States.-This is another opinion, weil expressed
and sustained by facts, of the result of the Civil War in the States. From all
the writer bas seen or heard during his tour, he feels fully convinced, that no
danger will ever frighton, or bribe of power induce the States of the Confed-
oracy, to join again the Northern Union.

" Notes on cience." The Vapeur in otr Atmosphere a4 its Efect on
sat -- In a lecture on Radiant Heat, at the Royal Institution, our brilliant

physicist, Professor Tyndall, made sorne curious revelations of the invisible-
that i, to say, not only Of the invisible vapour difused through the air, which
may become and ofton does become visible, as mloud and Mist, but aise of tha
invisible ether, the interstellar air, whiqh, in infinit space, connelct star with
star, and connects, il finite space, gaseous atoml with gaseoue atom. This
supersubtle medium, this mystic ether, which also become visible undergiven
qelocities of its vibrations, namely, as Light and colour, and is recognis by
another sense under lower velocities a; Heat-this madium, in whioh the star
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of the Miky Way swim like a shoal of mackerel in the sea, is an object
of intense interest to physicists, who measnre its undulatious with jealous
vigilance. Professor Tyndall tells us something more about its waves
under the velocity known as Heat.

After our earth has been basking all day in the sun, it begins, as night
loses in, to give back the heat which it received ; that is, it sends vibration.

backwards through the ether. The waves dash upwaéds through the air,
hurrying towards the calmer regions of passionless space. But their upward
progress is very considerably arrested, partly by the air-that is, the gaseous
atoms floating in the ethereal medium-but mainly by the invisible vapour-
that is, the watery atoms floating in the air, as the air floats in the ether.
The vapour forms an extremely minute quantity of our atmosphere. Take
the air whence you will, and you will find that out of 100 parts 99J are oxy-
gen and nitrogen, tie remaining half per cent. being carbonic acid, ammonia,
and water. Such being the proportion of the floating substances which must
oppose barriers to the waves of ether, as a shoal of herrings wiil oppose a
barrier to the undulations of the water, let us learn from Professor TyndaHl
the relative share of each. The water is extremely minute in quantity, but
happens to be amazingly obstructive in quality ; for while every aton of
oxygen opposes a certain barrier, a molecule of vapour opposes a force 16,000
times greater than that of oxygen. These are large figures, and they open
the eyes of astonishment, but they rest on rigorous evidence. Nay, we aiso
learn that the smoke of west London, even when an east wind pours its gloomy
elouds over us, exerts but a fraction of the heat-retarding power which is
due to the transparent and impalpable vapour diffused throughout the air of
a perfectly clear day.

It is certain, Professor Tyndall says, that more than 10 per cent. of the
beat radiated from the soil of England is stopped within ten feet of the
surface. The vapour of our moist atmosphere is a blanket, not less necessary
for the fruitful earth than clothing is for earth's proudest inhabitant. ' Re-
move for a single summer night the aqueoua vapour from the air which over-
opreads this country, and you would assuredly destroy every plant capable of
being destroyed by a freezing temperature. The warmth of your fields and
garden would pour itself unrequited into space, and the sumier sun would
rise upon an island held fast in the iron grip of frost.' "

K&ACMILIAN's MAZfINE.-MY.

"Phsaks and &trgeons of the last Generation."-A capital record of
uany emmhent men and well-known names. Marshall Hall, who visited
Toronto a few years since, is particularly noticed. In 1849, Dr. Hall's gains
from his practice were twenty thousand doliars a year. He was a great advo-
"ate for simple remedies and mineral waters.

"Ristory and its Scientiße Pretensions."
"Rariora of Old Poetry."I
4 Popular TOles of Denmark.
".Neapoli4an Priions, Past and Present."
"Babel: a Philological Exposition."
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"Amongst &he Medium1,"-The recent telegraphic announcement, that
certain prominent officials in the neigibourhood of the White House, Wash-
ington, have not been consulting nediums, will create with us on this aide of

the water a curiosity to kiow the experience of one who bas been amongst
the mediums. It is enoiugh to say that all is humbug, trickery, or imposture,
in some form or another. Yet, read the advertisements of the more promi-

nent American papere, and one secs the extraordinary hold which the belief
in mediums bas taken upon the American mind. Astrologers, Clairvoyants,
Spiritualists, &e , &c., advertise by the dozens, and find dupes. Truly the
condition of American Society in soine cities must b. deplorable, when we
find such extraordinary belief prevalent in mediums and ministers.

" Exdius of Mussulmans from ;erria.

0001) iOrnS). -MÀY.

" The Parables Read in the Light of the Present Day," by Thomas Guthrie,
D.D., are continued. No. 5 is the parable of the Unjust Judge, and treats
of the Unjust Judge-His Character-The Widow-the Means of her Succoes
-the Conclusion. It does not teachi us to pray ; it teaches us how to pray-
Stated daily prayer-It teaches persevering prayer. " Even Bo, twice a day
aleo at the least are we to replenish our thirsty souls,-ftll our emptiness from
the ocean of grace and mercy that flows, fre. and full of Christ, tc the least
of all saints and chief of sinners. In Him dwelleth all the fulness of the
Godhead bodily."

" Concerning Old Enemies."
" The Curate of Suverdsio."-A beautiful Swedish story, by the late D. M.

Moir (Delta.) The curate and his daughter sheltered Gustavus Vasa during
the oppressive tyranny of Christiern the second King of Denmaark. When
Gustavus was made administrator of the Government of Sweden, the curate
and Margaret were brought before him-he being in disguise on the judgment
seat-and examined, respecting the concealment of Gustavus fron Daniah
soldiers. The finale is, that Margaret marries lier lover, Regner Beron, who
had become one of Gustavus Vasa's greatest generals, and the Swedish
Senate decreed that a large gilt copper crown should be placed on the parish
Church at Suverdsio, in commemoration of its being the hiding place of the
great Swediah liberator.

" Meditations on Creation," by the Dean of Canterbury. Creation has a
meaning and significance to the Christian which it cannot have to the Deist
or unbeliever. Tie creation of new matter has ceased altogether, as far
as our senses and knowledge teaches is, but the creation of the spiritual is
contiuually going on. The material world was created tc subserve the spiri-
tual. Creation is only a part of redemption, or what are we to think of the
words, "I the Lamb slain froin the' fouidation of the world." Creation will
be in a renewed and glorious cCondition in the next happy state. The desert
will rejoice and blossom as the rose. Then no decay will mar nature, and no
%in destroy the beauty of spiritual man.

" Reminiscences of a Highland Parish " grows ln initerest with each suO-
ceeding number.
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The Codti4et of the ' Times' Newspaper in Relation to the Chkiw of gr

The Life and TimeS of Thomas d Becket."
'.Net-Making i."-It is curious to observe that, whereas amongs

other elasses it i5 the femnale whose especial business it is to look after tb
oung, although in many cases the male shares the duty with her, amongat
ihes, the male alone is generally the nurse and protector of the young fry.

The sticklebacks make a neat of sea-weed, and seem as busy about their do-
mestic labours as birds,

" Whituntid : its Origin und Cutow ms."-Among the thousand diflereut
customs and practices common in different countries at Whitsuntide, that af
the Eton Montem, abolished in 1847, wa one of the most interesting, be-
cause it was peculiarly the custom of our greatest English school. At Win-
chester, so lately as 1796, the masters, chipilins, students, and eboristers
with a band of music, marched in procession round the courts before thi
Whitsun holidayo, and then round the Doium treg "Do
Domium, dulce Domumia ; home, home, sweet home."

" Black PetersWConversion.

This popular Monthly is admirably illustrated, and all the articles are af
the lightest and most amusing character. It has a special interest for Lon-
donerB, as it is principally occupied with subjects and scenes etitier occurring
within the precincts of the great city, or easily accessible to its three millio
people by rail.

" London Bociety Underground "l iS au amusiug word-picture of the Metr-
politan Railway line, which is a vast tunnel extending to.all the more densely
inhabited parts of the great city.

"Easer Monday on Brighton Dowsp" describeB a review of the volunteers,
with a sham battle ; the sorrows and troubles of au unfortunate volunteer ;
and a dejeier à lafourchette on the field of battle.

" University Boat Races " is a short history of those exciting trials of skill
between Oxford and Cambridge; while the capital tale headed " Why Our boa
did nt make its Bump'" is a pleasantly told reminiscence of Cambridge life.

AMERICAN PERIODICALS.

HARPE'R' MAGAZINE.-RLAY AD JU.

" %in ie War of 1812-Hu ' Campaign."-This is a defence ot
Geieral Hull. He had warned the Goverument of the folly of attempting
the conquest of Canada without better preparation. When the result of theettempt was found to be f;iliire and humiliation teaminwistion perceived
their error, ad sacrificed Hull.
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" Insects Injurious to Pruit" is a valuable article on the insect peste which
are making such terrible ravages in the orchards of the United States and
Canada.

" The Indian Massaeres and War of 1862."-A very interesting and wen
illustrated sketch of the late Sioux massacre in the State of Minnesota and
the Dacotah Territory. Not less than a thousand men, women and children
were massared by the Indians with horribleindignities and cruelty. Language
fails to express the dreadful scenes which met the eye in the villages which
had fallen a prey to the ruthless and brutal Sioux. Young and old, infants
and aged women, were alike butchered and scalped. Over a frontier of four
hundred miles--from Fort Abercrombie on the Red River of the North, to
Maikato on the Blue Earth River-they carried the torch and the toma-
hawk. The punishment inflicted on these inhuman creatures was far from

commensurate with the awful crimes they committed. Yet the writer say,
and perhaps justly, " Permit traders and lawless men again to rob and
oppress thom till their savage blood boils, and again our own will soak the
frontier soil." The war with the Sioux, we fear, ha% only just commenoed.
In the able report of Lieut. Warren, on the exploration of the Niobara,
published in December, 1858, the whole question of the Sioux didliculties is
reviewed, and the most prominent elements of warfare pointed out. Indeed
Lieut. Warren even (in 1858) says that there were inevitable causes at work
to produce a war with the Dakotahs, or Sioux. He considers they will
retreat to the Missouri, and in the ravines and fastnesses of the Niobara.
There are persons who suppose that in the ovent of the United States Govern-
ment sending a large and properly equipped force against the Sioux, they
will retreat to British Territory. But ther. they will not only find 3,000 of
their inveterate enemies (the Red River half-breeds) willing to repel them,
but if they go west, on to the Saskatchewan, they will come in contact with
the Prairie Crees, the Blackfeet, and the Alminniboine8, who yearly cross the
49th parallel to hunt the buffalo.

"l he Quieksilver Mine of New A lamaden, California."-This article must
be read in order to be properly appreciated. The process of extracting the

ore, distilling the quicksilver, and filling the flasks, are well described, and
illustrated with drawings.

I Insects Injurioms to the Vne"-" R" Kay Keith -" Tw.

Weeks at Port Royal," &c., &c., &c.
Harper ia well sustained, notwithstanding the war, and many of the origi-

nal articles contained in these numbers are of more than usual merit.

TO PUBL1ISHERS AND EXCHANGES.
Want of spae compels us to omit notices of several American and Canadiaa

publications. They will appear in the August number. Book$ and Periodicals for
Review should be sent to the Publishers of the British .jaerica Magazine before
the tenth of the month, with the words "FOL TRI BRrISH AusarCI MAGAziM s»
written on the addresl.


